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Tenure concerns senate

Sports, money
faculty topics
CADETS HONORED — Calloway County High School Junior
ROTC Cadets Russell Usher (left photo) and Mike Lamb received
plaques and citations from the U.S. Army for saving a camper's life
last summer at Camp Atterbury,Ind. Commandant of the camp, Col.
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Junior ROTC cadets defend state title
By MATT SANDERS
News Editor
Four days ago, the- Os-Noway
County High School Speech Team
won its third consecutive state
championship. Today, another
group from CCHS attempted to retain its state title for the third
straight year.
The Calloway Junior ROTC
unit, the state's top unit the last
two years and ranked in the top 10
percent nationally, hosted several
army officials at its annual formal
inspection this morning at the
West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
In only its fourth year of existence, the 116-cadet unit has
received Honor Unit With Distinction, the highest honor awarded to
a JROTC unit by the U.S. Army,in
formal inspections the last two
years. The officers will judge the
cadets on how they march, give
commands, leadership positions,
uniforms, instructional materials,
supply and maintenance, and

security of weapons.
Approximately 10 percent of the
660 JROTC units across the country receive Honor Unit With
Distinction each year, according
to Chief Warrant Officer Bill Hudson, director of the Calloway program.
Maj. A.T. Beck, Fort Knox, and
Col. Randall Routt, Murray State
University, inspected the troops,
JROTC program and administration this morning. They also inspect the other 36 units in the state
and will announce all awards
within 30 days.
Highlight of the inspection was a
special presentation to two cadets
by Col. Don Clark, director of
military instruction for the Indianapolis school system and
commandant of Camp Atterbury
( Indiana ) JROTC summer camp,
and Col. Willis Brooks,
Owensboro.
The cadets — Russell Usher and
Mike Lamb — saved a fellow
camper's life at the 14-day Camp
Atterbury last summer. The

Utility, school heads discuss tax change
The utility tax dates from July
Representatives of local utility
8, 1969 when the Fiscal Court
companies, Murray School Board
enacted a joint request of the MurChairman Don Henry and the
school administration met Mon- ray City Board of Education and
day, March 29, and discussed an - Calloway County Board of Educeissue that involves the distribution -- tion to levy the tax as provided in
KRS 160.613. Since then, both
of the utility gross receipts license
Boards have collected the tax and
tax.
distributed it according to
The utility company representatives were told of a recent opi- average daily attendance.
Amendments passed in 1976, acnion by the State's Attorney
cording to Attorney General's opiGeneral during the meeting called
by Board Chairman Don Henry. nion 0AG82-146, permits school
The opinion states that the Mur- districts mandatorily tied
together by pre-existing law to go
ray Independent Schools and the
their separate ways.
Calloway County Schools are no
In accordance with Attorney
longer a combined taxing district
General's opinion the Murray
for the levying of the 3% tax.

cloudy today,
perhaps rain
Mostly cloudy,today with a
chance of rain developing
before evening. Highs today in
the low 50s. Periods of rain with
a chance of thunderstorms
tonight. Windy with
temperatures remaining in the
50s. Rain ending early Thursday and becoming partly
cloudy in the afternoon. Thursday's temperatures falling into
the 40s.
Mostly sunny days and clear
cool nights Friday through Sunday. Dry, with a graduarwarming trend during the period.
Overnight low temperatures
will be mostly in the 30s Friday
and Saturday and in the 40s on
Sunday. Daytime highs
generally in the 50s Friday and
Saturday, warming to the 60s
by Sunday,
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Theatre sets play auditions
Auditions will be Thursday and
Friday for the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre production of "Ten Little Indians" by
Agatha Christie.
The auditions will be at the
Playhouse in the Park beginning

Sally Crass to _travel to Egypt
Sally Crass, home economics instructor at Murray High School,
was one of 15 university, middle
and secondary school teachers
selected to a six-week trip to
Egypt to collect data vital to the
understanding of that country's
contemporary development.
Objects of the project, "The
Egyptian Experience: Development in an Era of Peace," are:
• To provide Kentucky educators
first hand experience in Egypt as
a foundation for the development
of mediated curriculum,
• To develop and to disseminate a
curriculum and instructional
materials for use in the high
school and colleges of Kentucky,
• To provide information about
modern Egypt to Kentucky-students and to the general public,
• To encourage the development
of new courses or the infusion of-new information about Egypt into
the instructional programs in
Kentucky high schools and colleges,

• To become better resources to last week in May.
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Rain, snow, cold slow spring planting;
countries worry about 1982 harvests
,

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rain,
snow and cold over vast'areas in
recent days have stalled spring
planting and other field work in
much of the nation, says the
government's Joint Agricultural
Weather Facility.
But in some other parts of the
world, including sections of the

Soviet Union's winter grain area,
a lack of moisture is raising concerns about 1982 harvests. China
is another country where dry conditions are causing worry.
Officials said Tuesday the
"intense storm" systems during
the week of March 29 through
April 4 caught U.S. farmers in the

Wilson Gantt to be honored
with retirement luncheon
A retirement luncheon in honor
of Wilson Gantt, who will soon be
leaving Murray State University
after 26 years of service, has been
set for noon Tuesday, May 4, in the
University Center.
Reservations for the luncheon,
which are $5.50 each, may be
made by calling Charles L.
Eldridge or Fay Nell Flora at 7623741 no later than April 30.
Gantt became registrar and
head of the office of admissions,
first as director and later as dean,
in 1963. His campus service also
includes three years as supervising teacher at the University
School and four years as director
of student teaching.
A Calloway County native,

Murray Head Start
pre-registration
today, Thursday
Murray Head Start will hold
pre-registration for the 1982-1983
school year today and Thursday
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Head
Early
_
.JcaLMinthee
Childhood Center on Murray State
University campus.
Head Start is a federally funded
program serving 3, 4, and 5-yearold children in the MurrayCalloway County area. This program serves primarily low income families, and anyone
wishing to pre-register is asked to
bring income verification with
them when they come. Parents
needing more information about,
pre-registration are encouraged
to call 753-7286 between 8 a.m. and
4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

City school board
meets Thursday
The Murray Independent School
Board will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday in the board of education office at 814 Poplar, according to
Robert Glin Jeffrey, superintendent.
Items on the agenda include correspondence, personnel, financial
statement and other business.

Gantt served a year as a teachercoach at old Sharpe High School in
Marshall County and a year as
principal at Fulton City High
School in the 1940s.
He earned both the B.S. degree
and M.A. in education degree at
Murray State, as well as doing
graduate work beyond the
master's.
Gantt and his wife Virginia will
continue to live in Murray.

Council to discuss
several items
at Thursday meeting

midst of planting corn, sorghum,
cotton and other crop?
Generally, however, the winter
wheat crop was in mostly good
condition" as the April storms
developed, the report said.
"Kansas winter wheat showed
good growth and started to joint in
the south-central and
southeastern parts of the state,"
the report said.
Oklahoma wheat was reported
in "good to excellent" condition,
and the Texas crop was rated in
"fair to good" shape. Nebraska
and Montana prospects also were
said to be fair to good.
"Corn planting moved northward in Virginia and began in
Kansas," the report said.
"Progress ranged from 16 percent
completion in North Carolina to 79
percent completion in Georgia."
Cotton planting gained momentum in Arizona and Texas and
began to get under way in New
Mexico, South Carolina and
Georgia. Some cotton was planted
in California but wet weather
slowed field work and put growers
behind schedule.
Tobacco transplanting was 82
percent finished in Georgia and 10
percent complete in South
Carolina, the report said. In other
areas, producers "seeded and
cared for beds. Plants were in fair
to good condition."
Rice planting was reported 8
percent finished in Mississippi, 24
percent in Louisiana and 31 percent complete in Texas by April 4.

The Murray City Council will
discuss several items at its
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
The agenda will include motion
to remove table consideration of a
reMlution authorizing the mayor
to approve the execution by
chairperson of the Murray Electric System Board a contract
presented by TVA to supply power
to the city of Murray, proposed
(Continued From Page 1)
tourism commission budget, pro...posed contract with Allie Morgan,,. ----- Posey said five petitions own
consulting engineer, for renewal currently will be frozen to attempt
of cablevision franchise, public to save money. Plans call for the
worIcs committee report, first budget to be built around 7 percent
reading of an ordinance for in- salary increases. Other than that,
creased compensation for little is definite as far as
members of Murray Planning
budgetary concerns for the future.
Commission, and first reading of
The senate approved a motion
an ordinance to annex site of supporting the move to a week
wastewater treatment facility into earlier of advance registration for
corporate city limits.
the sping semester. This will give
the admissions and registrar's office more time to deal with compiling and recording the information before the new semester
starts.
The senate voted down a sugThe Calloway County School
Board will meet at 5:30 p.m. gested motion from the academic
Thursday in the board of educa- policy committee to empower
school officials to force the
tion office on College Farm Road.
Items on the agenda include an
removal from school of students
executive session on staff evalua- with emotional and psychological
tions, personnel, student person- problems. A member of the committee said the motion merely
nel, amendment to technical
makes official situations that have
assistance report and application
related to elementary schools occurred previously. Other
energy conservation grant, utility senators urged that the motion intax, facility requests, and a fringed upon the rights of
presentation by Rudy Lovett, ac- students.
cording to Dr. Jack Rose,
The senate plans a called
meeting for next week.
superintendent.

t
awards were presented Tuesday at the Calloway County
honorary
and
Special
—
WINNERS
FFA AWARD
left, top
High School Future Farmers of America Parent-Member Banquet. Special awards went to (from
Anthony
star;
sophomore
Steely,
Leland
star;
freshman
Lamb,
David
photo) Kelly Crouse, star farmer;
Manning, junior star; and Angie Thweatt, star horticulture. Honorary chapter degrees went to (bottom
Mrs.
photo) Pete Waldrop, co-owner of Grower's Loose Leaf Floor; T.C. Hargrove, school board member;
Howard McCallon, mother of chapter president Mark McCallon; and Charles Reed,school board member.
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Enacted legislation changes time
persons become eligible for benefits
A person who chooses to receive
This provision also applies to a
benefits before reaching 65 should
wife or husband and children
receiving benefits on a living per- remember that, in general,
son's Social Security record. The benefits cannot be paid for months
before the month he or she apspouse or child must be eligible
Applications can be made
plies.
get
to
month
entire
the
throughout
three months before the
to
up
a benefit. This mainly applies to
benefits can start,
monthly
marriage
stepchildren, since the
of the child's natural parent must Williams said.
More information about Social
have taken place one full year
Security benefits can be-obtained
before the child can get benefits.
This rule does not apply to sur- at either the Paducah Social
vivor benefits. Widows and sur- _Security Office, located at ,546
443viving children continue to be. Lone 04 Road, telephone
Social
the
Mayfield
or
7506';
with
starting
for
benefits
eligible
the month the wage earner dies, 'Security Office, located on US
regardless on that day of the Highway 45 North, telephone 247(1095.
month the person dies.

Legislation enacted in 1981
made a basic change when a person can first become eligible to
receive Social Security monthly
benefits, Bettye Williams, Social
Security district manager in
Paducah,said.
People now becoming eligible
for benefits can receive a benefit
only for months they are eligible
throughout the entire Month. This
means that unless a person was
born on the first or second day of a
month,. he or she cannot get a
benefit for the month they become
62. The first month they can
receive a benefit is for the month
after the month they reach 62.

Budget compromise talks on hold;
Reagan, O'Neill study results thus far

Buy either a full-size Hamlet or a smaller half Hamlet,
send in the label with the coupon below, and get a
dollar back. Its a real savings on this tender-cured.'
hickory-smoked ham that is perfect as a main coursei_
or on sandwiches And it's pre-cooked and
boneless so it's ready to serve. Pick up
your Hamlet today. save a dollar
and enjoy real old-fashioned
ham flavor.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Private
from Congress last year remain
n.
negotiations on a possible budget
intAactu
mber of officials have said
compromise between the White
House and members of Congress
the prospects for working out a
bipartisan budget compromise
are temporarily on hold while
President Reagan and House
hinge on Reagan's. willingness to
accept higher taxes at the same
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.
time O'Neill and House
study the results so far.
Democrats agree to reduce or
Trying to play down his earlier
freeze cost-of-living increases for
optimistic statements, O'Neill is
Social Security.
now saying the president must
Reagan has said repeatedly he
agree to a change in last year's
will not accept any changes in the
three-year personal income tax
rate cut as part of a compromise. r three-year personal income tax
rate cut.
The Massachusetts Democrat
Rep. James R. Jones, D-Okla.,
told reporters Tuesday he is unchairman of the House Budget
willing to discuss Social Security
Committee and a participant in
spending cuts as long as Reagan
the private discussions, said Tuesinsists the tax cut he requested
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MSU graduate student B. J.
McMichael will direct Stephen
Frye's new play, "Statement."
The players include Stuart Bivin,
Hope Miller, Chip Hoback, Amy
Jarman,Jim Carpenter and Bobbi
Weatherly.
Thorton Wilder's "Infancy," a
well-known one-act play, will be
directed by Ben Moore. The cast
includes Jim Watson, Kathy
Pasco. Brad -W Mord. Chri2.-Drardy
and Lala Wheeler.
Carol Julian will direct "A Good
Time," by Academy. Award winner Ernest Thompson. Mark Jarman will appear as Rick and Linda Begley will play Mandy.

(Continued From Page 1)
Linda Begley, will produce the
drama.
Community Theatre's next production, "Second Season," is an
evening of one-act plays that will
open for one weekend on April 22.
Information concerning the, upcoming auditions may be had by
calling 759-1752.
Casts have begun rehearsals for
_
'We
will be
plays
short
The three
presented April 22-24 at the
Playhouse in the Park. This is the
second year that the Community
Theatre's Spring season has included the short works.

when you buy a
Fischer's full-size
or half Hamlet
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day he "doesn't underestimate the
extreme difficulties" of reaching
a compromise.
But Jones added that the
negotiators have been discussing
options prevleusly ruled "off
limits" by "the principals" —
--Reagan and O'Neill.
Jones stressed, however, that
"no substantive agreement has
been reached."
He added that Reagan and
O'Neill are being briefed on the
progress so far and if they decide
the talks have been worthwhile
the negotiators likely will resume
their discussions next week.
House Republican Leader
Robert H. Michel of Illinois said
he was encouraged by the private
talks among top White House
aides and key Democrats and
Republicans from the House and
Senate.
"I have to be encouraged," said
Michel, who has attended, each of
the sessions.
O'Neill, meanwhile, declared:
"I am as firm on Social Security
as the president is on taxes. And
no way ar,e we going to balance
the budget on the backs of the
senior citizens of America."
In a statement that tempered
the upbeat remarks he offered
both
Monday, O'Neill said
optimistic and pessimistic about
thtivatetiegetationa..
The source of his pessimism, he
said, is that Reagan so far
"refuses to compromise on the
one issue that has contributed
most to the current fiscal crisis
the Kemp-Roth tax program."
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capitol conversations

Messing around with mountain legislators
can lead to trouble if your word isn't your bond

New clean air act
may cloud sky

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — "When
you start messing with the mountain
legislators, you're in for trouble,"
said freshman Rep. Jim Maggard, DHaddix.
At the time, he was referring to the
defeat of a proposed bill which would
have redistributed the excess coal
severance tax so that non-coal counties shared in the windfall.

A House committee will take up a bill that would
re-authorize the Clean Air Act of 1970 but only after
weakening it seriously.
The Senate is taking a more moderate course,
fashioning a bipartisan bill that would maintain
most clean-air standards now in effect.
The version of the bill approved recently by a vote
of 13 to 7 in the House Energy Committee's subcommittee on Health and the Environment would be
disastrous for a state like California, where the
smog test is clear and present.
The subcommittee would double the permissible
limits on automobile emissions now scheduled to go
into effect under the current law. That means
California's tougher smog standards would be in
jeopardy. Auto manufacturers might react to a
lowering of the national standards by greatly increasing the prices on cars built to the higher
California standards. It is clear that autos are the
major source of California smog.
Five Democrats joined eight Republicans in the
subcommittee vote to approve the retrenchment
bill supported by the Reagan administration's environmental protection administrator, Anne M.
Gorsuch.
Smog-conscious Democrats and Republians
should see that the bill is substantially strengthened
before it is given approval either in the full commit- tee-oren the-House floor

"The way the mountain people
operate, your word is your bond,"
Maggard said, adding that in exchange for a short period of giving up
the severance tax sharing, there was
a promise The formula would be
restored. And it has been.
Now that most of the 1982 session is
over, the lawmakers from eastern
Kentucky can count their blessings.
"We did very well in that we didn't
lose much," said Rep. Herbie
Deskins, D-Pikeville. "This was a
time when everybody was looking at
what everyone else had. There

HEARTLINE : Can you give me
some information on the Economic
Recovery Act of 1981? In particular, I
would like some information on the
gift tax rules. C.M.
ANSWER: On Jan. 1, 1982, some of.
the most extensive revisions of the
estate and gift tax laws became effective, due to the Economic
Recovery Thx Act of 1981, which was
signed into law by President Reagan
on Aug. 13, 1981.
Since 1942, the amount which could
be transferred annually, free of gift
tax, has been $3,000. Recognizing the
effects of inflation, Congress increased this amount to $10,000 for gifts
made on or after Jan. 1, 1982.
Under the 1981 Act, spouses can
elect to have gifts made by one
spouse, with separate property
treated as one-half by each spouse,.
such that $20,000 can now be given by

The coal counties would receive 25
percent of the remainder, provided
their local governments match that
percentage fully.
In other words, the counties as
such do not get 75 percent of the
money if they put up 25 percent, as
many believe.
The state receives the 75 percent
and will spend it on state highways in
the affected areas, so in the end the
overweight tax proceeds do go
toward rebuilding damaged roads.

Dear Editor,
It was Morton Grove in reverse on
the evening of March 15 when the city
council of Kennesaw,Ga. passed by a
5.0 vote a law requiring every head of
household to own a firearm and ammunition for it.
The law was to go into effect 10
days after it's adoption. At present
there are no plans to enforce it, and
np'penaltieS have been set up yet for
violators.
The must-own-a-gun law has hit the
national news media like a bombshell, as a lot of reporters and T.V.
commentators tried to figure out if
the law is a gag, an N.R.R. trick or
what. It turns out that, like Coke,
"it's the real thing"!
Contacted late ( as reported)
March 16, Mayor Davis Purdy told
news media: "Frankly, we feel by
far the most efficient means of selfdefense is a firearm. And we think
it's a definite asset for our citizens to
have firearms." Asked if he thought
requiring gun ownership would do
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Ten years ago
about 4,700 feet had been approved
Steven Allen Beatty, Murray High by Murray City Council. Jack Bryan
School, and Kathryn Jean Hardie, was superintendent of gas system.
Calloway County High School, had
Army Pvt. Charles E. Housden,
been selected to receive Murray son of Mrs. Ruby Housden, had comState University Alumni Association pleted eight weeks of advanced inScholarships of $500 each for 1972-73 dividual training at Field Artillery
school year.
Training Center, Fort Sill, Okla.
Coast Guard Cadet Patrick J.
Thirty years ago
Ryan,son of Mr. and Mrs. William J.
Dr. C. J. McDevitt had represented
Ryan, was a member of Coast Guard
Academy's drill team which won five Kentucky at meeting of American
trophies in Connecticut Yankee In- Congress of Obstetrics and
vitational Duel Meet at New London, Gynecology at Cincinnati.
PFC. James Norman Coursey was
Conn.
serving with United States Army at
Twenty years ago
Extensions of natural gas mains of Houston,Texas.

-

by torn roum

and the low scorers, with conserWASHINGTON (AP) — How can
vatives like Sens. John Tower, Rlawmakers let the folks back home
Texas and Jesse Helms, R-N.C., —
know how they're voting? There's no
often as proud of their low ratings by
shortage of scorecards and if
the liberal Americans for
members rate poorly on one list, they
Democratic Action as they are for
need only find another to go to the
their high marks on eonservative
head of the class.
lists.
Political, labor, business and conThe American Conservative Union,
sumer organizations long have been
which issued its latest ratings last
rating members on their voting
week, said 76 members of Congress
records. But in- recent years the
scored a "perfect" 100 percent on
number of report cards has grown by
selected key votes in 1981 — comleaps — especially those from singlepared with 16 in 1980. But their
issue groups.
ratings also showed the number to
Mote than two dozen groups now
issue annual ratings of members,' score zero had increased from 17 to
77 over the same year.
ranging from Christian Voice's
"Conservatives have become more
tablulation on what it calls moral
issues to "Shiny Apple'ratings by a---niimerous-but a -number of people
have become more liberal," Rep.
nutrition lobby.
Mickey Edwards, R-Okla, chairman
As might be expected, members
of the organization, offered in exgeting good grades from one group
planation.
often flunk horribly by another's
The conservative Committee for
standards.
the Survival of a Free Congress,
That often pleases both the high
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PrSTACt
more to reduce crime than banning
handguns,such as Morton Grove did,
he replied, "I'm quite certain of
that."
Mayor Purdy, who is an attorney
and was asked whether or not he had
caught any flak about the law, said,
"Very little." It has also been
reported that city hall had received
around 2,000 calls from all 50 states,
running about 500 to 1 pro.
I would expect .the anti-gun
organizations are burning midnight
oil, working on legal action to take
against the Kennesaw, Ga., gang. I
believe this is a "fitting reversal" of
the Morton Grove fiasco, and if the
folks of Kennesaw want this law,then
it should stand.
To sum it all up, as one pro-gunner
put it, "This time it's the Southern
boys who are on the offensive — and
fighting for all American gun
owners. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Danny Mason Rogers
Murray,Ky. 42071
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husband and Wife to each and any
numbei of donees. Gifts of community property are subject to similar
limitations. For example, a husband
and wife with four children can give
away $80,000 per year. A gift tax
return is not required for gifts not exceeding the annual exclusion.
However, where gift-splitting is
elected, a return must be filed,
though no tax may be payable. The
act also amends the filing requirements by eliminating quarterly
returns in favor of one annual return
due on April 15 for gifts made during
the previous calendar year.
If you need more, or more in-depth
information concerning gifts and gift
taxes, dial 1-800-555-1212 and ask for
your IRS toll-free number. One of
their operators will be able to answer
any further questions.
HEARTLINE: I am 68 years old
and have just found out that I have
emphysema. My doctor says that
because we live in a rather damp
climate that I have to have a
dehumidifer before summer starts.
Will Medicare help me buy a
dehumidifier? B.M.
ANSWER: Unfortunately not.
Medicare will not help pay for
humidifiers, dehumidifiers or air
_conditioners regardless of a person's
-medical need for one.

letter to the editor

1962 91914•6691 Wit. W.
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Another misunderstanding among
casual observers is that the coal
areas present a kind of monolith,
voting the same all the time on coal
issues.
This was not so on the unsuccessful
proposed proposed tax on umnined
minerals, much of which are owned
by huge out-of-state companies.
-We were for that tax," Deskins
said. "I think the big Western Kentucky coal companies got hold of it
and all of a sudden the bill just disappeared."
Similarly, the core of Eastern Kentucky counties backed the successful
measure to monitor illegal mining by
means of state police and inspectors.
But the fringe area, where many
small operations are found, was cool
to the idea.
So it was too, with different proposals to change the regulations
under which Kentucky will achieve
primacy in superivising the law on
surface mining.

VI

Heartline is a service for 'senior
citizens. If% purposesis to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.

Marijuana is not as horrible a drug as its severest
critics once believed, but neither is it harmless. The
prestigious National Academy of Sciences issued a
report the other day that helps keep the perils of pot
in perspective.
The drug's long-term effects have riSt been sufficiently evaluated, the organization said, but the
short-term consequences are serious enough to
warrant national concern.
One of the most disturbing things about pot is the
way it impaires perception and motor ability, with
ill effects lasting up to eight hours after a "high."
How many people are driving motor vehicles,
operating factory machinery or performing other
critical tasks while in an impaired condition?
Also troubling is the drag that marijuna places, at
least temporarily, on- the ability to learn and
remember. How many students are squandering
their educational opportunity by polluting their
brains during class breaks?
Further evidence is needed before scientists can
say whether pot will be as harmful as tobacco to the
lungs of smokers, but the preliminary findings are
.not reassuring.
All in all, the case against pot is strong enough to
justify greater public concern than is evident in
some quarters. The tens of millions of persons who
are experimenting with the drug need to think long
and hard about the risk that it entails.
Some may say that marijuana is no worse than
tobacco and not as bad as booze. That's not good
enough, when you consider the tragedies that abuse
of those drugs has caused. A wise public policy
would generally discourage the use of all three
'
substances.
As for the legal status of marijuana, we favor socalled decriminalization, under which possession of
small amounts is punishable by civil forfeiture
while pot-peddling remains subject to criminal
penalty. When the penalty for possession is too
harsh, authorities have a tendency to let enforcement slide.
We also favor making a legal exception for the
medicinal use of marijuana. As the National
Academy of Sciences noted, the drug has proved
helpful to glaucoma sufferers and to persons
plagued by the nausea associated with cancer
chemotherapy. However, special circumstances
are one thing; widespread use and abuse are quite
another.
(Reprinted by permission of The Milwaukee
Journal)

•

"It's probably the best bill to protect our economy," Deskins said. "If
we had gone under the weightdistance formula, it would have put a

whole bunch of independent coal
truckers out of business."
Coal trucks are exempt from the
new tax formula based on weight and
distance if they so choose.
There appears to be a slight
misundersta-nding about the
overweight truck tax.
It provides the state with 4 percent
off the top for administrative purposes, then $1.6 million each year and
finally 75 percent of what's left.

heartline

Clearing the haze
from marijuana

WALTER L. A PPERSON, President
Publisher
R. GENE MCCUTCHEON.Editor
MATT SANDERS. News Editor
RICK ORB, Advertising Manager
TED DELANEY,Circulation Manager

wasn't much sympathy going
around."
The coal counties got to keep their
approximate half share in all
severance tax revenue above about
$177 million a year.
Had the "ripper" measure passed,
Deskins said, the coal counties would
have lost about 60 percent of what
they have been receiving from the
severance tax.
The coal legislators also appear to
like the new law under which the
perennial problem of overweight coal
trucks is resolved.
That act imposes a tax of fourtenths of 1 percent on the gross
weight of coal trucks, including those
which are overweight, with part of
the money going toward rebuilding
roads torn up by the trucks.
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which has more stringent standards
for right wingers than even the ACU,
awarded John East, R-N.C., with its
highest score in the Senate — 91 percent. The group lists him and 27 colleagues — including Majority Leader
Howard Baker — as "staunch conservatives."
But it lists 20 senators — including
Sens. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,
John Glenn, D-Ohio, and Alan
Cranston, D-Calif. — as "very
liberal," with ratings between 26 and
39. Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., with a
rating of 24, was given his own
category: "radical."
Othergrknio issuing annual report
"cards include the AFL-CIO's Cominitteo-o*-Political-Educatieu,Ralph
Nader's Public Citizen, the moderate
Repubican Ripon Society, the National Farmers Union, the National
Associated Businessmen Inc., the
Americans for Constitutional Action
and the National Taxpayers Union.
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Wierray Ledger & Times
ed in six different states through
the years they have always taken
the paper. Congratulations to you
on your anniversary, Reuben and
Buthel.
•••

datebook
Den will not meet

Phylis Harrell named

Den 3 of Cub Scout Pack 57 will not meet during
this week prior to Easter Sunday, according to the
Rev. R. E. Rabatin, public relations chairman for
the pack.

Phylis Harrell, a senior at Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green, has been included in
this year's edition of "Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges. Selection is
based on academic achievement, community service and leadership in extracurricular activities.
Miss Harrell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Harrell of Hopkinsville, is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Holman Jones of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Harrell. Rt. 8.

Chestnut Grove plans event
Missionary Society of Chestnut Grove A.M.E.
Church at Hazel will have a banquet Sunday, April
18, at6 p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
Sam Burrage of WPSD-TV, Paducah, will be
guest speaker. Tickets are $3 for adults and $1.50 for
children, aecording to Oleter Lefler, group
spokesman.

Easter event to be at Oaks
The Easter Bunny is expected Saturday at 2 p.m.
at Oaks Country Club. All Oaks children, preschool
through sixth grade, are invited for games, prizes
and refreshments. Each child should bring six colored eggs and each child may invite one guest.
For information call Sue Smith, 753-5788. Other
committee members are Barbara Blalock and
Helen Foley.,

Girls In Action plan event
Girls in Action of First Baptist Church will have
an Easter Egg Hunt for all children in four and five
year old departments of church Saturday at 2 p.m.
in Murray-Calloway County Park. The hunt will be
at first pavilion on right after entering the park.
Each child should bring own basket.

DAR will meet Saturday
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of Daughters of
American Revolution will meet Saturday at 1:30
p.m. in the home of Kathryn Kay at Benton. Kim
McFarland, regent, said the speaker will be announced at the meeting. .

Thurman gets fellowship
Laurel Thurman who recently visited in Murray
has received a fellowship for special study in Rome,
Italy, this summer. Last summer she studied in
Japan under a special grant. A professor and
violinist at University of Connecticut at Stoors, she
has been involved in the Suzuki program of
teaching young people to play the violin, serves as
director of Suzuki String Education at UC and plays
in Springfield Symphony Orchestra.
Miss Thurman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Thurman of Mems, is the niece of Anna Mae
Thurman, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Thurman and Preston
Thurman, all of Murray. She received her B.M. and
M.M.Ed degrees at Memphis State and her DMA at
University of Arizona.

Declarer received a
favorable lead in the play of
today's snappy game.
Unfortunately, be chose an
ill-timed duck and the makable game was thrown to
the clop.
Perhaps South should
have been content with bidding only two spades. The
stretch to game was pretty
thin and South's plan of play
did nothing to justify his
optimistic stab.
West led the club 10. dummy ducked for unknown
reasons, and East won his
club queen. East shifted
quickly to the diamond king
and dummy's See won. A
spade was led to declarer's

Fellowship plans hunt
Seventh and Eighth Grade United Methodist
Youth Fellowship of First United Methodist Church
will sponsor an Easter Egg Hunt for children, 3 to 6
years old, of church on Saturday from 1 to 2 p.m.
The group will meet in social hall and refreshments
will be served after the hunt which will be conducted regardless of weather conditions.
G. CORN,JR.

the same level
NORTH
4-7-A
ace and a low heart was led
•K83
to dummy. West hopped up
Bid with Corn
•K J 9 4
with his ace, led a diamond
•A 7 3
to East's queen and now a
4A 7
South holds: 4-7-B
natural trump trick for
WEST
EAST
West spelled one down.
•4
•Q J 2
•4
There are times when a •A Q82
V10875
•10875
declarer must duck an ace •8 2
•KQ965
•KQ965
•KQ4
to retain control of the hand. 4 10 9 5 2
•KQ4
However, this hand was not
SOUTH
one of those times. To make
•A1097115
North South
•
four spades, declarer must
24
1NT
•
4
10
hop up with dummy's club
240
8
•J
3
6
ace, cross to his spade ace
ANSWER:Three no trump.
to lead a heart towards
Vulnerable Both Dealer Had North shown hearts
dummy. West must win or
North. The bidding:
over the Stayman response,
lose his heart trick and
four hearts would have been
See* west
dummy has a good heart on North East
best.
NT
Pass
44
An
which to throw his diamond
--pass
loser. Now regardless of
Seed bridge questions to The Aces,
how the defense proceeds,
P0 Box 12313, Dallas, Texas 75225,
Opening lead Club 10
with sell-addrewed, stamped envelope
declarer loses only a spade,
for reply
a heart and a club (a club
ruff in dummy establishes
Gardening tools — often painted brown or green
declarer's jack of clubs).
will not be so hard to find on the lawn or in the
—
a
It's one thing to bid
if the handles are painted bright yellow or
garden
quite
the
hilt
it's
to
hand
another to bring the play to fluorescent orange.

•••

Grant Kodman, 28-year-old husband of Susan Emerson Kodman,
was named fourth runner-up in
the Mr. Oklahoma Contest Saturday evening in Oklahoma City,
Okla. He placed first with the
"best-looking legs." Dot (Mrs.

Insecure girl gets support
DEAR ABBY: You
really blew it to
"Underdeveloped," the
unhappy, flat-chested
eighth -grader who
wanted a bra but whose
mother wouldn't get her
one until she had
something to put in it.
You told her to be patient
— maybe she was a late
bloomer.
Girls that age have
enough to deal with
without feeling inadequate because they're
flat-chested. As a former
flatso myself, I know how
that girl felt. Fortunately, my mother was more
understanding than hers.
She bought me a padded
bra, and it made all the
difference in the world to
me. Instead of feeling
ashamed of my
underdeveloped body, it
gave me a lot of selfconfidence.
I'm still a flatso
underneath it all, but I've
been wearing a padded
bra for 25 years and I feel
good about myself.
NO BOOBS IN BURLINGAME
DEAR NO: Let's hear
it from a lady lawyer who
accepted Mother
Nature's verdict with
grace:
ilissiensry Society of
Clostost Gross A
Climb will spossor a Bea•
gest et tile Natal Coosissity Caesar April 18, 1992 •
5:19 p.m . Adohs $3.4111,
Miss $1.30.

One Group Of

•

This stormy weather scares me
to death. Spring does bring
various days of rain and winds,
but enough is enough. We were
playing tennis at Kenlake this
week when Janna Hughes said,
"Just look outside." What we saw
was a pitch black outside at 11
a.m. in the morning, so we all
jumped in our cars and took off for
home. I later heard that someone
sighted a tornado at Aurora. Glad
it missed us.

Hunt to be at St. John's
Annual Easter Egg Hunt of St. John's Episcopal
Church will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at church.
Parents of children participating are asked to dye
and bring as many hard boiled eggs as they wish
their child to find. For more information call Kathy
Gentry or members of Parish Life Committee.

THE ACES®IRA
"Heaven goes by favor. 11
it went by merit, you would
stay out and your dog would
go in." — Mark Twain.

Raiwy'â 2ay

You all know that little girls are
out of sugar and spice and
everything nice — well — our little
"show dog" came through the
by Rainey Apperson
other night at the 1982 Miss
Western Kentucky University
Scholarship Pageant. Linda
Thomas) Emerson was telling me Bailey, our middle daughter, was
he went on a strict diet and lost named fourth runner-up in the
about 20 pounds before the con- pageant. They appeared in eventest, and that he was looking for- ing gowns, their talent outfits,
ward to a big meal after Saturday bathing suits, and then back in
evening. Grant and Susan have evening gowns. Elizabeth Lynn
lived in Oklahoma City for a cou- Dehap, a talented vocalist, won
ple of years. Grant is a sales the event. The entire Apperson
representative for National Supp- family had the nervous twItters
ly Company with its headquarters and we were very proud of Linda,
Bailey.
in Houston, Texas.
•••
•••
Rex Alexander was my jogging
Reuben and Buthel Wilcox of
Princeton, Kentucky, wrote the buddy — we always had to ask
Ledger and Times the sweetest each other if we had run that day
letter this week. The Wilcox's just and how far??? He had such old
celebrated their 66th wedding an- world charm and good manners,
niversary March 12, and they which is a rare thing in today's
have been a subscriber to the Mur- world. He is missed so much in
Murray. I send my loving symray Ledger and Times for 66
years. Even though they have liv- pathy to Doris and the family.
made
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removed her trvaing
ring. I didn't think that
was right. What do you
think?
APPALLED IN MONTCLAIR
DEAR APPALLED: I
would not judge the actions of a young husband
at the grave site of his
wife.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Someone told me that a recent poll was taken to find
out which professionals
and business people are
the most respected, and
real estate dealers were
way down at the bottom
of the list. Can you please
check this out for me?
SELLS REAL ESTATE
IN DALLAS
DEAR SELLS: The
Gallup Poll listed the
following 24 professions
in order of their reputation for honesty, integrity
and ethical standards.
The results of the poll
showed that ministers
were most respected,
followed by pharmacists,
then-dentists, next M.D.s,
engineers, college professors, policemen,
bankers, TV reporters,
newspaper reporters,
funeral directors,
lawyers, stockbrokers,
senators, business executives, building con-

WALBMART

Spring Blazers

2.

DEAR ABBY: This letter is addressed to
"Underdeveloped": Your
letter to Dear Abby
struck a responsive chord
in me because I had the
same problem at your
age. My mother bought
me a bra, and everyone
made fun of me because
it kept slipping up. (I had
nothing to fill it.) Added
to that, I was extremely
tall and skinny. I was
called "Stringbean" and
"Telephone Pole." I, too,
wanted to cry often.
Don't feel bad. You
may be a late bloomer. I
never was. However, I
decided to make the best
of what I had. I developed
my mind, my personality
and my self-confidence.
The end result? A 6-foot
lady attorney who the
men love to flirt with and
the women envy because
I "could be a model." By
the way, not one guy I
have known since I was 18
has commented un-favorably about my flat
chest. Hang in there!
MADE THE BEST_OF_
WHAT!HAD IN L.A.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Yesterday I went to the funeral
of a beautiful young
woman. At the grave site,
her young husband had
the casket opened and he
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By Abigail Von Buren
tractors, congressmen,
local officeholders, real
estate dealers, union
leaders, state officeholders, insurance
salesmen, advertising
practitioners and auto
salesmen.
•••
Everybody needs
friends. For some practical tips on how to be
popular, get Abby's
Popularity booklet. Send
$1 plus a long, selfaddressed stamped (37
cents) envelope to Abby,
Popularity, P. 0. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038.

Popularity of

Sesame Street
continues
NEW YORK (AP) —
The sounds of Sesame
Street, no matter what
the musical style, continue their popularity in
the children's record
field.
The award to "Sesame
Country," a Nashvillesound album featuring
some of the educational
TV show's well-known
Muppets singing with a
quartet of countrywestern stars, has been
elected the "best recording for children" in 1981,
by the National Academy
of Recording Arts and
Sciences. The award
marks the sixth such
Grammy earned by the
company since its inception in 1970.
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LOSE WEIGHT!
STOP SMOKING
EASILY & PERMANENTLY

Celebrate
The
Special
Of The
Week!

°
Silent Rage
Chock Norris

YOU'RE ONLY ONE TELEPHONE CALL AWAY FROM TH
START OF A PROGRAM SO EASY AND EFFECTIVE IT HAS
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
If you want to lose weight quickly and permanently, or stop smokin
without any anxiety or weight gain, then the Techniques for Li
Clinical Hypnosis Program will make it easy for you

Director of Techniques For Living, one of America's foremost
authorities on hypnosis for weight loss and stopping smoking He has
appeared an the widely acclaimed CBS-TV program "SO Minutes'
and numerees ARC-TV network stations In addition to lecturing on
e•whersi hpipamit throughout the United States and in Canada, Mr.
GentfithifffIi I Fellow ot the American Institute of Hypnosis and the
aelher 1Flypno04s Facts and *waren."

CALL NOW FOR FRU INFORMATION
I -SOO-645-5414(TOIL FREE)
Remember, you're ,usl one phdne coil
away from being the person you wont to be!

In just one short, comfortable session, you'll start to lose weight or
stop smoking ) without any of those fad diets, pills, or weekl
meetings you may have tried in the past Thera even a free tali
hens* tape program Included The Techniques For Living Seminar
April 14 This progra
team is going to be in
works so well, we ewer give this money back guarantee If during
first hour of the oeminar, you don't feel It's for you, you can leave a
receive a complete refund right there and Men. Cell now for free
'
formatter' on the program
thin, proud person can be you.
......
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Faculty members participate

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frans Drake

acuity members in ducted in Louisville.
division of corn-,
th
Others who parinunlcation disorders,'— ficipated by presenting
Department of Special papers at the Louisville
Education at Murray meeting were Dr.
State University, have Marilyn Condon, assisFOR THURSDAY APRIL8 1982
participated at the state tant professor, and Nan- What kind of day will tomor- satisfaction.
row be? To find out what the VIRGO
meetings of the Speech, cy Fowler.
stars
say, read the fort-cast Aug,23 to Sept. M )
Language, and Hearing
Faculty members who
A limitation or delay regarAssociation and the Coun- were asked to present given for your birth Sign.
ding funds may cause you to
cil for Exceptional papers at the council
change your attitude to
ARIES
Children.
meeting, conducted at iMar. 21 to Apr. 191 erd4 finance in general. Home life
Dr. Viola P. Miller, Fort Mitchell, were Dr.
Relationships reach a is favored.
assistant professor, and Miller, Dr. Condon, Mrs. turning-point now. You may LIBRA
Mrs. Elizabeth G. Blodgett, Dr. Cleavonne take on extra responsibility in (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Blodgett, instructor, S. Stratton, assistant pro- connection with others. Your A domestic matter could be
recently presented a fessor, and Mrs. Patti latest hunch works!
at the root of a dispute that
arises between you and a lovseminar at the speech, Hosford, Murray City TAURUS
ed one. Cultural pursuit. prolanguage and hearing Schools speech-language (Apr. ..)3 to May 201
Because of absenteeism, ve relaxing.
meeting which was con- pathologist.
you may have to carry an ex- SCORPIO
tra work load. In any case, iOct.23toNov. 211 rill4C.
self-discipline IS the sure key A person who's been feeling
to productivity.
under the weather may ask for
Joyce Nunnally was social, Debbi9 Lyons, ser- GEMINI
help
of some kind. Success reelected new president of vice, and Lois Ruiz, ways May 21 to June 201
quires that you keep financial
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of and means.
Children may be a source of matters confidential.
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority
A baby shower was difficulty now. A loved one has SAGITTARIUS
at meeting March 18 at
about
t your Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 3eriiiit
given for Debbie Villaflor some
social life. Know
Ellis Community Center.
ow w n o corn- Problems may crop up in
with social committee as promise.
Other officers elected
regard to a close friendship.
hostesses.
CANCER
One relationship reaches a
were Laurie Rollins, vice
critical point. The evening acpresident; Dot Ford,
Others present were (June 21 to July 22)
An older relative could re- cents quiet relaxation.
treasurer; Debbie Linda Lane, Linda
quire assistance. Face facts
Villaflor, corresponding Walker, Glenda Wilson, about a domestic decision. CAPRICORN
(
secretary; Sue Smith, Rowena Emerson, Deb- You may have to abandon one Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 )
It's a busy time at work, but
recording secretary; bie Miller, Debbie Woods, idea in favor of another.
you mustn't neglect the famiMaynard,
Martha
Wanda Miles, extension Donna
LEO
ly. Favorable financial cirofficer.
Ryan, Krista Crass, July 23 to Aug. 221
cumstances can result in
Barbara Chilcutt, Joyce Thomas, Mary Rejection of a personal re- overall benefit.
president, presided. Com- Graves, Peggy quest is possible, but don't let AQUARIUS
mittee reports were given Shoemaker and Vicki worry bog you down. Utilize Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
your creativity to achieve real Travel plans may have to be
by Barbara Williams, Holton.
revised because someone is
indifferent to your viewpoint.
Late evening favors social
life.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Efforts to borro'w money or
to raise capital meet with little
success now, though a
breakthrough could occur late
in the evening.

Xi Alpha Delta elects officers

noifi"

Piech-Chrisman wedding scheduled

Mr. and Mrs. Harry
McGurk of Beaufort, S.
C., announce the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Peggy
Piech of Murray, to
Larry Chrisman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
Chrisman, Rt. 2, Hazel.
The private wedding is
scheduled Saturday, May
8.
An open reception will
be at 1:30 p.m. on May 8
at the home of bride-elect
on Kentucky Lake at
Hamlin.

430

6124g

Peggy Piech
to wed Larry Chrisman

Coming community events listed

Wednesday, April 7
Last two films of
"Whatever Happened to
the Human Race?” will
be shown free at University Center ballroom,
Murray State University.
Thursday,April8
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
First Christian Church.
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at home
of Hilda Orr. Members
note change in date.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at church
with Layman Thornton as
speaker.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Ro al Arch Masons will

YOU BORN TODAY.are
both practical and creative,
and possess a strong drive for
achievement. You're often
found on the business side of
art, if not actually engaged in
creative work. You're a good
moneymaker, and have the
ability to commercialize your
OVERALL WINNERS of Pinewood Derby by Cub Scout Padi 57 were, from artistic gifts.
The fields in
left, Chad Hendren,first, Lance Allison, second,and Mike Brock,third.
which you'll find fulfillment
include acting, writing, law,
banking, real estate, films and
public service. You have exlive ability, but must avoid
a tendency to scatter your
Chad Hendren was first is the highest award a Chad Hendren, Mike
energies.
place winner of Pinewood Cub Scout can receive. Brock, Bill Fandrich,
Derby by Cub Scout Pack Those to be honored in- Chip Adams and Andy
57 conducted March 20 in clude Lance Allison, Marello.
parking lot of First
United Methodist Church.
Second place winner
was Lance Allison. Mike
Brock received third
place.
OLYMPIC PLAZA
Thirty-six Cubs raced
cars in the derby, acNow Shop Every Night til 9 p.m.
cording to Cub Master
Shop Sundays 1-5
Don Brock.
Winners in the nineBEL AIR CENTER
year old division were
Jimmy Page, first, Tom
Now Shop Every Night til 8p.m.
Thurman, second, and
Shop Sundays 1-5 Bret Rabatin, third.
Eight-year old division
winners were Allen
Rayburn, first, John
Larue, second, and John
•
Lewis, third.
Cub Master Brock said
the May pack meeting
will be an "Arrow of
Light" presentation. This
Tremendous Reductions
Peggy Piech,
Current Spring and
bride-elect of Larry
Summer
Fashions!
Chrisman, has made
•
selection
her
of
potFor information
tery and china.
Regarding
_ The .wedding ,will
Electrolysis
be May8.

Pinewood Derby winners name

meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 am. at Good
Shepherd United
Methodist Chigch.
Senior citizens centers
will be open as follows:
Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. and 'Hazel and
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2
_p.m.
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Auditions for "Ten Little Indians" by MurrayCalloway Community
Theater will be at 7 p.m.
in Playhouse in the Park.

---Murray Head Start preregistration for 1982-83
school year will be from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Early
Childhood Center, Murray State campus. For information call 753-7286.
Friday, April 9
Auditions.fgr _"Ten
tle Indians" by MurrayCalloway Community
Theater will ,be at 6 p.m.
at Playhouse in the Park.
Good Friday service,
sponsored by MurrayCalloway County
Ministerial Association,
will be at 12:05 p.m. at St.
Leo's Catholic Church.

Friday, April 9
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
,Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers.
Psychology Fair, sponsored by Psi Chi Chapter,
will be at Wells Hall,
Murray State University.
Murray -Calloway
6ounty Community
Chorus will present "The
Seven Last Words of
Christ," a Lenten cantata, at 7:30 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church.

EXPANDED HOURS
Minnens New Hours

Hurry!
These Clearance
pecials End Saturday!

Gunne Sax
Sportswear
Reduced 35%

at Minnens
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(Permanent
Removal of Hair)
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753-8856
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All Sale Items May Be
Put In Layaway!

Mod& 2005
25 pre-programmed stitches•One-step buttontil
hog buttonholer•TouchTronic• stitch control

Short and
Long
DRESSES
Reduced 35%

/

1 RAI CARAT

'799

Spring Shirts,
Blouses,
and Skirts
Reduced
35% to 50%

TNUT

V4 C.ARAT
WAS $450

Modol 6104
Built-in buttonholer•Front
drop-in bobbin•4 built-in
stitches

NOW ONLY'
$199

Handbags Reduced 35%
Fashion Jewelry
Reduced to 3.99
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Jesse James legend continues on 100th anniversary of death

e.

EDITOR'S NOTE Who shot Jesse James?
Bob Ford killed him, in
the back, the dirty rat.
One hundred years after
James' death, folks still
recall the stories about
the outlaw and the hero.
Now there's been an
organization created to
promote scholarly
research on his life.
By MARK PETERSON
Associated Press Writer
KEARNEY, Mo. (AP)
--- After robbing a
Chicago and Alton train
at Blue Cut, Mo., in
September 1881, Jesse
James shook the conductor's hand and said,
"You'll never hear from
me again."
Jesse apparently planned to abandon his life of
crime and move to a farm
in Nebraska with his wife
and two children.
He never made it. He
was dead at age 34.
Unarmed and with his
back turned, James was
shot to death on the morning of April 3, 1882, by
Bob Ford, a trusted confederate and new recruit
to the James gang.
Ford had struck an
agreement with

authorities: $10,000 for
the capture of Jesse
James and his brother,
Frank.
Stories about the
murder of Missouri's
most notorious native
jumped off the front page
of newspapers across
America. Editorials, too.
A story in a Washington
paper: The death of
Jesse James and the
breaking up of his gang of
criminals added $10 an
acre to every farm in
Missouri. It was the
beginning of a new and
better day that marked
the death of what might
be termed Old Missouri
and the beginning of a
New Missouri."
Others lamented the
death of a man whom
they considered to be
good, a man whose
outlaw roots grew from
the days he pillaged
Union towns as a Confederate guerrilla.
In any case, the legend
of Jesse James was well
on its way; his exploits
have become mythical in
the 100 years since he was
cut down.
To mark the centennial
of his death, an organization has been created to

BIG JOHN'S
BRICK OVEN

promote scholarly
research of his life, and to
help renovate the
Kearney, Mo., farm on
which he was born and
raised. It's called the
Friends of the James
Farm.
A James family reunion also is planned for
June 19. "We're hoping to
round up everyone who
really is a relative, and
even those who wish.they
were," says historian
Milt Perry, curator of the
James Farm, which consists of a white frame
house and log cabin in the
rolling hills of northwest
Missouri.
One man who hopes to
be there is 79-year-old
Lawrence Barr.
"He's my grandfather,
but for a long time I
didn't talk about it," explains Barr, the son of
Jesse's daughter, Mary.
"I was believing gplot of
the stuff thee were
writing about him, and I
was ashamed. People
would say, 'You've just
got to live with it.' But
just how do you live with
that?"
A few years ago, Barr
set out to learn the truth.
But that wasn't easy.
Many of the mpre than
400 books and dozens of
movies about the James

gang are untouched by
fact.
"I've changed my mind
about him," says Barr, a
retired accountant living
in suburban Kansas City.
"I'm proud now. He
didn't do everything they
said. I think the
newspapers created a lot
of it."
If Jesse James had not
existed, he probably
would have been invented.
"He wasn't your common variety outlaw,"
says Perry. "He had unmatched style, and he
came long at the right
time."
James was well
thought of by many people because he attacked
railroads and banks, institutions disliked in the
late 1800s because they
were seen as land and
money gluttons with little
concern for common
folks.
"Here was this little
man striking out against
these despised institutions," Perry says.
"Some people actually
were proud to be robbed
by Jesse."
During one train robbery, he stole a professor's clothes, Perry
says. "The professor was
quoted as saying he was

glad, if be had to be robbed, that it was done by a
'first class' robber, one of
national reputation."
"Because there were so
many stories about him,"
Perry adds, "he may
have believed what the
newspapers were saying,
and tried to live up to the
image being perpetuated.
He just made good copy."
He made good copy all
right, literal/y.
"He'd write news
releases about some robbery and then send them
out to the papers," Perry
says. "But it would be
about a robbery that
hadn't even happened
yet. And then he'd pull it
off. No problem."
He also wrote letters to
newspapers professing
his innocence. One arrived at The Kansas City
Times shortly after the
Davies County Bank at
Gallatin, Mo., was robbed
in December 1869.
If true, his knowledge
of the law must have been
quite limited. It's believed that between 1866 and
1882 he and his bandits
robbed nine banks, eight
traini.s,_four
stagecoaches, the box office of the World
Agricultural exposition in.
Kansas City and a
government paymaster.

NICKEL LUNCHES — Ann Alexander, day manager at LaDorma's
Restaurant, Irwin, Pa., holds a plate of bagel pizzas that is one of the five cent
lunches they offer. LaDonna's Restaurant cooked up the nickel lunches to mark
their 20th anniversary six-weeks ago.
AP Laserphoto)

Church sets
revival
services

BAK

Revival services at
Coles Camp Ground
'United Methodist Church
wil begin Sunday and continue through Wednesday. The Rev. Roger
Joseph, guest evangelist,
will speak at 7:30 each
evening.
The guest preacher is a
native of Kirksey and has
served several different
churches in this area and
in Tennessee. He presently is pastor of Symsonia
United Methodist Church
in Marshall County.
The church pastor is
the Rev. Bob Dotson.

Services
announced
OW Ti•• Form%
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WANT A SPECIAL CAKE?
CALLUS! PHONE:753-0265
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NOW.SAVINGS
YOU'LL GO FOR
N A BIG WAY.
Save 254 off Sugar-Free Sprite® in the new 2-liter plastic bottle.
handle. Easy to dispose of, too. And
each 1-liter bottle holds a big 5 percent
more than a half-gallon.
So next time you shop, pick up SegerFree Sprite in the now 2-liter plastic
bottle. You'll go for it in a big way.

you haven't already tried the great
taste of Sugar-Free Sprite in 2-litgr bottles, do it now. lied save 25'.
These plastic bottles are 25 percent
lighter than glass. So they're easy to
If

DELICIOUS FOODS PREPARED
FRESH DAILY!

SAVE 25

OFF SUGAR-FREE
SPRITE4 IN THE
I 2-LITER PLASTIC
OTTLE.
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COUPON EXPIRES: APRIL 30, 1112
ONLY ONE COUPON PER REQUIRED PURCHASE
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Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets, has announced
services for Thursday
and Friday,- — On Maundy Thursday a
Jewish Seder demonstration will be at 5:38p.m. A
film, "In Ramambrance," an account of
The Last Supper, will be
shown. A service of Holy
Communion will conclude
the services.
On Good Friday, the
church and Student
Center will have a
Tenebrae service at 7
p.m. "A Tenebrae is a
service of darkness which
symbolizes the flight of
each of the disciples
away from Jesus and
ultimately the crucifixion
and death of Jesus
Himself," said the
pastor, the Rev. Jay L.
Brigham.

Weekend
Freedom
Machines' ..

Hydrostatic

Drive...
Hydraulic Litt!
Choose from two models of
300 Series Tractors. the
14-hp 314 and the
twin-cylinder 17-hp 317
Both have hydrostatic
drive to let you change
ground speed without
shifting or clutching And
hydraulic lift — single
function on the 314
dual-function on the 317 —
to give you fingertip
control of attachments
You also get
Color-coded controls
cushioned seal
triple-salely starting Slop
in today for a test drive
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Prices Good Thru April 11th
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Johnson's Baby
Maalox

••

Ladies

Craft Kits

Western
Boots

25% Off

Liquid
Shampoo

Gentle enough to use everyday
11 oz. Bottle

Antacid

!
fe
r

12 Oz. Bottle
$I

$ 1 94

7
9

Sale
Johnson's

------.
IIIIIIIMMes

Mu;
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Extra Strength

EXTRA STRENGTH

•

YLENO

By Dingo
Reg. $69.99
Two Styles
To Choose From

Tylenol Tablets

Baby Powder

0°18144
.1C4

.e
pe

O.

Sale

•

For Baby & You
24 Oz.

powder
0.101.

Extra Pala Relief
Without Asprin

60 Tablets Sale

1•••••.$••••

$249

Stitchery,
Needle Point
Latch-Hook

Now $4888

Miss Breck

Sale
........—,
_. . .:,
Alka-Seltzer

Entire Stock

$
2
3
9

--;.-------

...„,,..,,—

Hair Spray

Regular, Super Hold, Unscented,
Super Unscented, Ultimate Hold,
Soft Hold
$ 1 33
9 Oz. Aerosol Can

Effervescent Pain Reliever & Antacid
$ 1 54
36 Tablets Sale e

Navy, Brown, Royal Blue
Reg. $9.99

Western Shirts

Williams
eorw"

Reg. Price $14.99

Lectric Shave

Oil

Only

Regular or Menthol
7 Oz. Bottle

8 Di. Bottle

Sale

Jackets

Men's Short Sleeve

Sale

Coppertone Dark
Tanning

Men's Windbreaker

•

$2

$799
it

*
••••
"484‘6
.it

96

$

or•

9

_

Save $2.00

Now $ 1 0
88

Sale

,

Sure

Head

&

Shoulders

Solid Anti-Perspirant

or

$ 11

Helps Control Dandruff $ 1
Regular or Conditioning Formula
7 Oz. Bottle

&wrier

inVock Collar
fFlea

Norelco Curly Plus
Hot Curling Brush With Mist
$088
Model HB-1640 Sale

Rib Frne•

Sale

Sergeant's Sentry V
Flea & Tick Collar

Tube Socks
Pack'Big League Chew

Choice of dog or
cat collar

$288

$ '1 49

Tido

I

Sale

Barnes Hind
Wetting Solution

For hard
Contact

39

56

Sale

BarnesMind
Waal%
Solution

Big League Chew
Triple Pack
2 Pair of Boy's

Shampoo

2 0z.

Filled With Delicious
Easter Candy And A Toy
Large Selection

1211....135•11

$1 98

Palmer Peter Rabbit

Palmer Solid Foil
Wrapped Eggs

69

Candy

Bars

Bytterfinger or Baby Ruth

0

16 Oz. Bag Sale

Sale

kk,
if Y[E"
CI, C411.445

974

*

Limit 6 Ots.

Brach's
Jelly Beans

ft

DISCOUNT PRICES

Le Pot Replacement Bowl

Motor Oil

89 .t.

Finest Quality, Heat
Resistant Glass,
Fits Most All Popular
Automatic Drip Coffee Makers
10 Cup
No. DNF10

Adding

Oblong Pon
See Through, Snap-On
Polystyrene Cover, Bright
Natural Finished Aluminum Pan
No. C-7279

tk\U
A

Smoke

arm

$269

99

AllPqretti Model 7802
Super Rota-Shear

'0111

G.E.
Home
Sentry

Loud, pulsating, early warning
85 db. horn, compact light wt.
Uses 9 volt battery. No. 3201
— Sale
-5.00
Mfg Rebate

$997

Machine

Tape

2 Rolls
21
/
4"Wide

aie

AI

1

Mirro Covered

Sale

Girls $899 8, up

Lay-A-Way Now
While Selection Lasts

79

VVahl 4 In

Massage

1

Kit

Trimmers
'Double The Power Of
Ordinary Trimmers
•8 H.P. Motor
*Cuts 16" Circle
'Automatic Feed
'Booster Switch For
Double Power In High Weeds
reg. S44.95

With 4 interchangalsle
attachments
powerful motor,
quite, dependable
and lightweight

Si
Sale

No. 4180 We

4/$25
"

Gulf

Many Other faster Candies

Sale $

Cake Pan

up

riek.

Nabisco Chuckles

Curtiss
Fun Size

,.

•-•

Milk Chocolate
8 Oz. Bag - No. 511

120z. Bog Sale

299

Porch
Swings

Discount Prices

Marshmallow
Eggs.

Ladies $

Red Oak

Sole

ahficidds

1 Swimsuits
7
'
One & Two Piece

Uncle Jeff's Hardware

Baskets

No. 191 Sale

Ladies & Girls

Easter

For Contact lenses
2 Oz.

5 oz. 11" high hollow
milk chocolate
rabbit with icing eyes
holding a large carrot

..
.4,
, ,-iik.
w
‘1....ti)

3900

5'27
Complete With Hardware

Formby's

Refinishing
Products
At Discount
Prices
Lemon Oil Tung 011
8 Cleaner

Arab 45
Chlordane
Termite Control

$ 799
Mak Is

50 Cep ions

Your Final Cost

.
61101
.
110.
111 110NIVINIWINVIN•WW11.01WIWNINNWINVYWNLY•Ar RAM's! a IN ••

Where Low
Don't Worry Murray...We Will
Not Be Undersold!
Prices Good
Wed. 4-7
Thru
Tues. 4-13

REG. $1.39
KRAFT

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

BETTY CROCKER
LAYER

MIRACLE
WHIP

Hours:
8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Everyday

WONDER COUNTRY
LYNN GROVE
GRADE "A" LARGE

CAKE MIXES

BREAD

8;

EGGS

SALAD DRESSING

8 68'

1807.
ALL FUVORS

3201.
UMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDMONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

WE ACCEPT U.S. GOV'T FOOD STAMPS

IN OUR DAIRY CASE
CHIFFON

COUNTY FAIR
BROWN & SERVE

MARGARINE

8

ROLLS

12 OZ.

MARDI GRAS PAPER

1 LB. QUARTERS

TOWELS

GAL.

79'

COLORTEX BATHROOM

ORANGE, LEMON, PUNCH

TISSUE

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

MILK

•

SUNKIST ORANGE

2/99
75
94,
6

DRINK

6 PK.

COCA COLA
$ 11 1 9
OR SPRITE 2L.p..

JUMBO ROLL

FLAV-O-RICH FRUIT

DRINKS

24 OZ,
SANDWI
.
L
O )
.
LOAF

SHOWBOAT PORK &

4 ROLL

BEANS

151
/
2 OZ.

GAL $229

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

MILK

%GAL.$1 19

KRAFT ORANGE

COFFEE-MATE
NON-DAIRY COFFEE

JUICE

CREAMER

640! $1 69

ABISCO RITZ

$1 69
16 OZ.

MORE LOW PRICES ON MORE ITEMS EVERYDAY...AT STOREY'S
FINAL TOUCH FABRIC

SOFTENER

HUNT'S TOMATO

BUSH'S MU NOT

SAUCE

330Z $1 °9

111 NO

15 o.2/99'

RED CROSS

CRACKERS

16 OZ.$1

RED CROSS

SPAGHETTI

is 01. 3/$1

KRAFT GRAPE
22 OZ. $1 09

•

UP

ail

909

24 Oz.

JELLY
BEANS

fIt -.
HOMIN
1/2021.4/$1°'
BUSH'S PINTO

2 LB. $1 29

BUSH'S CUT GREEN

DONTE

160z.3/$1

BUSH'S

BEANS

DOVE DISIMASHING

LIQUID

20.99' BEANS

SCOT LAD MEXICAN STYLE -

2L1.10x99"

160Z.3/$1

BUSIES GREAT NORTHERN

MACARONI

°9

BEANS

BEANS

160z.3/$1

SUMMIT DISH
151
/
201.3/$1 °9

LIQUID

220!. $1

2$

DERBY BEEF

grBAGS

60 CT. $1 1 9

TAMALES

A-1 STEM

1
201.79
13/

SAUCE

looi.$1 59

•

SEVEN SEAS MITTERMILI

BUSH'S KINSEY

DRESSING

OZ.

79' BEANS...

SCOT LAD
160Z. 2/89.
9

KRAFT PA 01
1501

3/$1

MAC.& CHEESE

39' anal..

1201. $1I

29

COLORED P

44:74‘,It
71A,
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SWIFT ALL AMERICAN
BONELESS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

SHANK PORTION

HAM

HAM

99

LB. HALF $1.59 LB.

CHUCK ROAST

(WATER ADDED)

LB.

LB.

r

4r-

"tA
•••

CHICKASAW SLICED

BACON

$129

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

FAMILY PACK
GROUND

BEEF

$1 39

SWISS STEAK

LB

LB.

LB.

Nimpsamemmuo-r.
BUTT PORTION

FAMILY PACK GROUND
LB.$1 69

CHUCK

HAM SLICES

,STEAK

LB. $1 7

SWIFT CANNED

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

STEW MEAT

LB.$ 1 99

HAM

3 LBS. $699

BRYAN SMOKED

SLICED BEEF

LB.99" PICNIC

LIVER

LB.

99'

TURKEY

/
1
4 LOIN

fY HAM

PORK CHOPS

LB.

$ 1 99

METZGER

FAMILY PACK PORK

STEAK ----

LB. $ 1 09

CENTER CUT

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS CHUCK

3

HAM

Us.51 29

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

HYDE PARK PORK

SWIFT PREMIUM

SAUSAGE

FRANKS

LB.

1207.

794

994

$1
01
YELLOW OR WHITE

IN STORE BAKED

$1

COOKIES

ONIONS

por.$119 B.B.Q. HAM

GOLDEN DELICIOUS
28
_ _ 4
FRENCH BREAD...LOAF/9

51

L

BROWNIES

29

D PRINT

POTATO SALAD....L• 994

APPLES

—
DELI MADE PEPPERONI

618' PIZZA

LAST WEEK'S NAME: EDWARD E. JOHNSON
CARD NOT PUN

$27°

10/99'
5/$100
99'

,c ,

-
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Alexander's library veto overridden
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP)— Voting along party lines, the Senate has
overridden Gov. Lamar
Alexander's veto of a bill
moving responsibility for
the state library and archives from the Department of Education to the
secretary of state.
Senators overcame the
governor's rejection 20-13
Tuesday, with only
Democratic Sen. Doug
Henry of Nashville voting
with Republicans on the
failing side.
The vote came after an
emotional debate concerning partisan aspects of

I

FRATERNITY PICKS UP A BAD HABIT — Members of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at Murray State
University recently picked up litter at the Devil's Elbow boat landing area at TVA's Land Between The Lakes
as a public service project. The fraternity schedules three public service projects each semester.
(TVA Photo by Jeff Boone)

Comedian hurt by pro wrestler
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)
— Comedian Andy Kaufman was diagnosed Tuesday as havintfracute cervical strain" after a professional wrestler slammed him headfirst into a
mat in a match Kaufman
had thought was a joke.
Kaufman lay in the ring
for 15 minutes waiting for
an ambulance while a
jeering crowd pelted him
with paper cups and other
debris following the
wrestling match Monday

night.
234 pounds. Kaufman is 6
!It's similar to feet and 165 pounds.
whiplash," said Michelle
George Shapiro, KaufCollis, public "relations man's manager, said his
director for St. Francis client suffered abrasions
Hospital here. "He pro- on the top of his head,
bably will be in the strained neck muscles
hospital for two or three and a compressed space
days," she said.
between the fourth and
fifth vertebrae. He said
Wrestler Jerry Lawler the injuries did not apof Memphis bragged pear to be serious.
Kaufman, a co-star
after the match that he
wanted to teach the com- star of ABC-TV's "Taxi"
'and former performer for
edian a lesson.
• Lawler is 5-foot-10 and "Saturday Night Live,"

often wrestles women as
part of his comic routine.
He claims to hold the
world's inter-gender
wrestling championship,
a title he created, and has
wrestled about 300
women over the past two
years. .
He came to Memphis to
fight Lawler after the
wrestler challenged him
to a match. Lawler said
he didn't like Kaufman
making fun of wrestlers.

the measure and the
Republicans' claim that
it erodes the executive
branch's power. The
override brought a quick
reply from Alexander.
"The Senate majority,
sooner or later, will
regret this action more
than any they have taken
while I have been governor," Alexander saitin a
prepared statement.
"Uncharacteristically for
the Senate, it has let partisan politics run
roughshod over good
judgment."
Alexander, who announced his veto on

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Two dozen
legislators from the
House and Senate began
trying today to work out a
compromise plan for
spending the state's ;4.25
billion during the next
fiscal year.
Rep. John Bragg, DMurfreesboro, who
chairs the joint conference committee, said
the 12 senators and 12
representatives planned
to work until the budget
bill is completed.
Their conference
report on the budget is expected to go before the
House and Senate on
Thursday before the 92nd
General Assembly com-

pletes its final full week
of the 1982 session. , •
"We've got a lot of
work," Bragg said before
the panel started hammering out differences
between the House and
Senate versions of the appropriations measure.
An ad hoc committee
composed of the same
members met briefly pn
Monday to hear a Univers it y of Tennessee
economist say the latest
projections still indicate
an increase in state
revenue during the lt
months beginning July 1.
The panel did not become
official until Tuesday
when the House
reconvened following a

FLAVO•RICH®

WORLD'S FAIR ANDBEYOND

continental United States. After an additional five_
day's offun and frolic well take you home to rest .
and remember.
-Five'secois& prizes.
Win a trip for four to the World's Fair. Plus
lodging and sOending money
100 third prizes. Pairs of tickets for a World's Fair weekend.
Look for the FlarwO-Rich farm and
win.There's only one way to win the
Flaw0-Rich World's Fair and Beyond
Sweepstakes. Enter.
Cutout the Flav-O-Rich "Barn
and Silo" logo(or hand draw the
logo—no purchase required),
and mail it with your name,
address and telephone number
on a 3"x 5" piece of paper in a
hand-addressed envelope no
larger than 44i"x 9W'
(010envelope)to:

$PliN
Or"
rfoo
ow%
Ow%
OF"
Wet
or"
ow%
owr
7
A
ff
7 iAt

'

Democratic-controlled
Legislature elects the
secretary of state.
"We're changing the
course of management of
government for the state
of Tennessee today,"
argued Senate Minority
Leader Tom Garland, RGreeneville. "We're taking a major step."
But Sen. Anna Bell
O'Brien, D-Crossville,
one of the prime Senate
sponsors, called the
legislation "one of the
finest bills to come before
the Legislature" because
it would make the state's
librarians "feel wanted."

Legislators try to work out compromise

THE

WIN A TRIP FOR FOUR TO THE
1982 WORLD'S FAIR IN
KNOXVILLE THEN ON TO ANY
CITY IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.
You'll enjoy three fabUlousdays at The 1982
World's Fair. We'll arrange your travel, lodging in a
great Knoxville hotel
and a rental car,cour' tesy_ofAvisilent A
••
CiirAnct-to make sure
you have a super_greal
time well throw in the
spending money.
Then well fly you
on to any city of
your choice,in the

Saturday, said the bill
"sets state government
management back CO
years."
Democrats said they
want to switch control of
the library from the
Education Department to
the secretary of state
because for years the
state 'library and archives and' Tennessee's
regional libraries have
been ignored by the executive branch.
But Republicans claimed the primary motive
was political, since the
GOP controls the executive branch, and the

Flav-O-Rich World's Fair Sweepstakes
P.O. Box 546, Atlanta, Georgia 30361
All entries must be postmarked by June 11,1982,
and received byjune.25.1982. No responsi- •
bility is assumed for losr, misdirected or late
mail. Winners will be determined in a random
drawing from all entries received.
This sweepstakes is open to residents
of the United States aged 18 years andolder. Dairymen,theirdistributors,
affiliates,subsidiaries, advertising and
promotion agencies and the employees
and families ofeach are not eligible.
• Void where prohibited by law. Enter as
often as you like. One entry per envelope. Limit
one prize per family. Taxes on prizes are the sole
responsibility of the prize winners:The odds of •
winning depend upon the number of entries
received.
For a list of major prize winners,send a separate,self-addressed,stamped envelope to the address above
after July 15, 1982. .
All prizes will be awarded.
No substitution or transfer of
prizes is permitted. Winners
will be required to sign an affidavit ofeligibility and release.
Prizes not claimed within 30 days
of notification will be awarded
to substitute winners.
Winners grant the right
to use their names'and likenesses in
promotion related advertising. All
decisions by Sweepstakes Judges
are final.
World's Fair trips and ticket
prizes must be used by
October 31, 1982, with
'grand prize travel taken
by April 1, 1983. All
travel and lodging-arranged by Flay-Cr-Rich,
Inc. Estimated value of
the prizes: $16,000.00

emergency hazardous
week's'recess.
A squabble over when waste disasters and to cut
the committee should additional funding for
meet prevented any joint highway patrolmen at the
consideration of the World's Fair in Knoxbudget on Tuesday, when ville.
On Monday, House conboth chambers held
lengthy floor sessions. ference committee
Representatives had pro- members had a similar
posed to meet Tuesday discussion concerning
night, but their Senate Senate-added changes to
the budget bill.
colleagues refused.
They decided, among
Senate members of the
conference committee other things, to oppose
met briefly Tuesday to the Senate's plan for
discuss amendments to across-the-board cuts in
Gov. Lamar Alexander's most state programs to
original budget bill that keep the budget is
are unique to the House- balance after pet
legislative projects are
passed version.
The senators informal- added.
The representatives
ly agreed to oppose
several of the House also agreed not to switch
amendments, including $2.6 million from the
efforts to cut funding for Department of Transporthe basic educational tation budget to the
skills program, to state's general fund to
eliminate a proposed en- finance non-highway provironmental "swat jects during the coming
teain—"Iffit
baffle — fiscalyear

Center funds one step
to correct spouse abuse
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — As chairwoman
of the Kentucky Domestic
Violence Association,
Travis Fritsch lobbied
successfully to get more
funds for spouse-abuse
centers. But that doesn't
mean the problems will
go away.
"It is not a total
answer, but it is a step,"
she said. "I think that the
staff (of the Lexington
eenter) really has a sense
of accomplishment, that
what they're doing is so
crucial." •
By raising marriage
license fees by $10 the
bill, signed last we k by
Gov. John Y. Brow Jr.,
will provide an estimated
$300,000 a year lor the
state's spouse-abuse
Miters.
As the bill's lobbyist,
Ms. Fritsch was appalled
by charges that proponents are lesbians,
radicaLs and
homebreakers.
"Likening the centers
to breaking up a family is
like saying hospitals
cause automobile acbidents," she said. "We
want violence to end, we
don't want the marriage's
to end.
"What saddens me probably more is the true
damage that was done,in
that women and children
who are frightened, who
want to seach out for
help, will start hearing
those 'rumors' and be
even more scared to
reach for help.
"What are they going to
do then? Where are they
going to go? It's tern-

,
ble."
The night before Brown
signed the spouse-abuse
bill, Ms. Fritsch and two
dozen other people moved
into the new home for
Lexington's yvigA •
Spouse Abuse Center.
As director of Lexington's spotise-abuse
center, which opened 2%
years ago, Ms. Fritsch
musters both financial
and volunteer support in
the community.
"We come into work
and listen to the most
painful experiences," she
said, "to what a person
has been through in What
they call the sanctity of
marriage.
"It's depressing."
There is a waiting list
of women who want to
come to the center-to put
their lives back together,
Ms. Fritsch said. The old
center accommodated 20
to 23 people each night.
Tie new one, which will
bt ready about April 15,
will bold about 30 a night.
The 30-year -old
Louisville native began
working with people
when she was 15.
She studied family
psychology for her
bachelor's and master's
degrees at the University
of Kentucky and is a
licensed social woprker
and a certified teacher.
She worked with the
physically handicapped,
the mentally ill, and the
emotionally disturbed.
But, she said, "Without
question, the most
damaging problem I've
seen is violence in the
home." '

"I have 17 reasons N‘ 11\
H&R Block
should prepare
your taxes."
H&R Block's trained tax prisperers
REASON
This year there are 47 different forms and scheduiet for
income tax filers
Using the wrong form, or omitting one, could cost you
money Or cause an IRS inquiry H&R Block preparers are
trained to know the forms and how to use each of them to
your best advantage.

4111) IHIlit BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

17 reasons..One smwtaKisien.

•

903 Arcadia Street

pee 9 A.M.-4 P.M. Weekdays, 9-3 Sot. Nona 713-7744
APPOINTMENTS VAIEASIE
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California proposition would overhaul state's criminal laws

SACRAMENTO, Calif.
(AP) — In 1978 it was
Proposition 13, a measure
which made historic
changes in California's
taxing and spending
laws. This year, residents
of the nation's most
populous state will vote
on Proposition 8, an initiative which promises
an extensive overhaul of
the state's criminal laws.
Paul Gann, co-sponsor
of the Proposition 13 and
sponsor of a government
spending limit initiative
in 1979, calls his new initiative the Victims' Bill
of Rights, though only a
few of its 12 provisions

deal with crime victims.

The measure was
ordered onto the June 8
ballot last month by the
state Supreme Court,
which deferred until after
the election a challenge
based on the state constitutional requirement
that an initiative cover
only one subject.
Among its provisions
are authority for judges
to hold non-murder defendants without bail, a narrowing of the insanity
defense, an attempt to
limit plea-bargaining for
serious crimes, a
substantial increase in

sentences for repeat
criminals, and permission for victims to speak
at parole and sentencing
hearings.
"They're arresting the
same people over and
over because they're being turned loose., by the
courts, in pleabargaining," Gann said.
"People are so upset at
crime and the lack of control over crime."
One of the chief targets
of the measure is the
state Supreme Court,
which has had a liberal
majority for about 30
years but which has come
under increasing attack

in the last few years.

who spent most of his life
selling real estate and
automobiles, burst from
obscurity four years ago
when he and Howard Jarvis spearheaded the drive
for Proposition 13.
Next to the
tempestuous, headlinegrabbing Jarvis, Gann
was a quiet, calm figure.
In 1980, Gann won the
Republican nomination
for U.S. Senate but was
defeated by Democratic
Sen. Alan Cranston by 1.6
million votes.
Even some of the
measure's supporters say
major portions of the
measure are unconstitutional — for example, a
provision that appears to
admit all evidence from
illegal police searches.
But the current anticrime mood makes its
passage likely, and if it
survives court
challenges, its impact
could equal the shock
wave caused by .Proposition 13's $6 billion tax cut.
For instance:
A provision eliminating
the automatic right--to
bail, and making public
safety the first consideration in granting bail,
might repeal the bail
schedules that govern
release of more than a
million arrestees a year.
In that event, critics

As the U.S. Supreme
Court has narrowed
previous rulings on defendants' rights, the California court has increasingly set out on its own,
under the state constitution, in areas like police
searches, confessions and
insanity.
The result has been accusations of judicial
lawmaking, attempts to
defeat Chief Justice Rose
Bird at the polls, and now
the Gann initiative, which
would overturn many of
the court's rulings.
The 69-year-old Gann,

Groups unite against illegal mining
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — More meetings
are planned as a number
of federal and state agencies consider joining
forces in an effort to combat illegal coal mining in
Kentucky.
Don Campbell, legal
counsel to the state
Department of Mines and
Minerals, said that
representatives of six
/federal age cies and
three state ag ncies met
here Monday to discuss
coal mining, especially
wildcat operat ons.
U.S. Attorney Louis
DeFalaise said he called
the meeting in his office
to discuss state and
federal responsibilities
and "how we can best
_ cooperate and_Caordinate

our efforts."
DeFalaise said another
interagency meeting is
planned for May.
Other state agencies
represented at the
gathering included the
Kentucky State Police
and the Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection.
Federal agencies included the Office of Surface Mining, the Mine
Safety and Health Administration, the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, the U.S. Marshal's office and the FBI.
"The majority of talk
while I was there was
about -illegal mining,"
said Campbell, who said
he was enthusiastic about

the meeting.
"This is one of the first
times I know of that
we've been talking about
joint state and federal efforts," Campbell said,"I
think it's a good thing,
rather than have
everybody pulling
against everybody else."
Campbell said he and
Laura Keller of the state
Bureau of Surface Mining
and Enforcement explained to the group the
new state law a that
create two tasks forces
aimed at uncovering illegal underground and
stripmines.
The strip-mine task
force was created by
former Gov. Julian Carroll. The underground
task force was created

last week after recommendations by Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr.'s deep-mine
safety committee.
The new laws allow
state officials to confiscate equipmest used at
illegal mines.
The new statutes have
prompted some illegal
operators to organize in
southeastern Kentucky.
Campbell said he
thinks such a community
of illegal miners in Knox
and Whitley counties has
shown "a good faith effort" by meeting with
state officials.
"I said we were hoping
to get a lot of those people
licensed so we can go in
and inspect those mines,"
he said.

honored at the May 8
commencement
ceremony with journalist
Tom Wicker, authorfolksinger Jean Ritchie
and former UK administrator Lewis W.
Cochran.
Wicker, associate
editor of The New York
Times, has been a
visiting professor at UK.
He will receive an
honorary doctor of letters
degree, as will Ms. Ritchie, a Perry County
native and Phi Beta Kappa graduate of UK in
1951.
Cochran, who for 11
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GT-160
GRASS TRIMMER
Reg. 8129.95

• lightweight
10.5 lbs.
• ball bearing
construction•

$
9
995
830

Italian Spaghetti
Special

OFF REG. PRICE -

SALE ENDS APRIL 30, 1982

ECHO

years was vice president
for academic affairs, will
receive a doctor of
science degree.
Named to the
McDowell board effective
Tuesday were state Rep.
Carolyn Kenton, DLexington, and Fayette
District Judge Rebecca
Overstreet.

Onk

...the OM that lastal

urray ome
& Auto

With Garlic Brcad
Salad 40. Extra
169' Special For Kic1 -1
Inside Dining Onlv
Free Refills On Drinks
WedneSday 11 A.M.-1O

PM

Ph°,
1532511

'flu Con', Eat This Geod At Komi.for This Price

Ms. Overstreet will
serve until Oct.31 and
Mrs. Kenton's term expires Oct.31, 1984. They
fill the unexpired terms
of Robert Johnson and
Dr. Richard Floyd,
respectively.•

Vt0e40

millions more to give the
required notice to every
shoplifting victim, for example, that the criminal
is being sentenced.
Nicholson, a former
prosecutor who is running for attorney general,
says the warnings are unfounded speculations by
liberals who are trying to
defeat Proposition 8 and
ignore the savings from
its deterrent effect on
crime.
Says Pasadena Police
Chief Bob McGowan,
president of the California Police Chiefs Association, "The message to
those in the Legislature
who would totally
frustate the will of the
people should be loud and
clear: If you refuse to do
anything about crime,
we'll do it for you."

ON SALE FOR

'

mk MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S:

Chestnut Stree
Murray. Ky.
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SP iMbigoNfib

evidence from an illegal
search of someone else,
and can object to items
found in a full-body
search after an arrest for
a minor crime.
But the initiative isn't
limited on its face to state
court decisions, anol can
be read to admit evidence
from searches that would
be barred by federal
courts as well. One of the
measure's draftsmen,
George Nicholson, has
said the measure could
allow the U.S. Supreme
Court to reconsider the
entire exclusionary rule.
Opponents also warn of
huge costs: from 8339
million to 81.45 billion
over five years for expansion of the state's
already-overcrowded
prisons, according to
state officials, plus

• tap-to-advance
cutting head

Cancer facility to be named for Markey
LEXINGTON, Ky. the Albert B. Chandler
(AP) — A proposed Medical Center.
cancer-research hospital
Mrs. Markey, who
at the University of Ken• owns Calumet Farm in
tucky will be named for
Lexington, has donated
Lexington horsewoman
$4.6 million to cancer
Lucille Parker Markey.
research and was
The UK Board of credited with helping
Trustees approved the raise several million
motion during its meeting dollars more.
Tuesday.
In related matters, the
Construction is to begin board authorized an
this summer for the honorary doctor of laws
Lucille Parker Markey degree for Mrs. Markey
Cancer Center, which will and approved two nonbe operated by the faculty appointments to
Ephraim McDowell Com- the McDowell board of
munity Cancer Network. directors.
It is to be located next to
Mrs. Markey will be

say, every, local police
jail would need a judge to
set bail and, as the initiative requires, state
reasons for each release.
Another provision
would declare a constitutional right for all public
school students and staff
to attend "safe, secure
and peaceful" schools.
Supporters say the purpose is timple, to promote schabl safety. Opponents say the potential
consequences are staggering: parents refusing
to send their children to
"unsafe" schools; busing
from inner-city schools to
suburbs; reduction of
police street patrols in
order to station officers
on campus.
Then there is the provision declaring, with a few
exceptions, that criminal
courts shall consider all
"relevant" evidence.
The chief purpose,
sponsors say, is to
reverse California court
decisions on the exclusionary rule, which bars
the use of evidence from
illegal police searches
and illegally obtained
confessions.
California courts have
applied the rule more
broadly than the U.S.
Supreme Court — for example, a defendant in
California can challenge
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Paw Paw mayor tries to halt small town's downward slide
the last of the Union
troops stationed there
during the Civil War marched away. A few stores
and a funeral home huddle at the single
crossroads in the center
of town, where fresh
flowers are placed
regularly at the monument to the local men
who died in World War I.
Jobs are scarce and
most people commute
across winding mountain
roads to jobs in Virginia
and Maryland., The
students from the tiny
high school -- .which
graduated 13 seniors last
year — leave home quickly.
Clark says th,e town had
been trying to slow the
downward slide. A new
water system was built
with a federal grant and
there was even talk of attracting industry.
But then came the night
in May 1978 when Charles
H. Harbaugh of Berryville, Va., drove
MIS
on ENE mos
ca.

PAW PAW, W.Va
(AP) — Being the mayor
of Paw Paw means
everything from chasing
stray dogs to cutting the
grass at the town
cemetery. But David
Clark never thought the
job would also leave the
very survival of the town
in his hands.
Perched on the
Potomac River where it
slices between West
Virginia and Maryland,
the tiny community is
wondering how long 0
can go on being a town if
it can't pay a $10,500 bill.
The bill stems from 1976,
when the former police
chief chased a motor*
who later won a lawsuit
against Paw Paw.
While $10,500 would be
the price of a coffee break
to a large city, Clark says
the bill is likely to break
the bank — although as
he points out, Paw Paw
doesn't even have a bank.
Paw Paw has been in a
slow decline ever since
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through town
Police Chief I.a wrence
Sherman stated in court
documents that he clocked Harbaugh doing 47
mph in a 25 mph zone. A
chase ensued with Sherman stopping Harbaugh
three times only to see
him speed off again each
time the chief got out of
the cruiser.
The chase spilled over
into Maryland where
local authorities, after
being radioed by Sherman, stopped Harbaugh.
After a night in a
Maryland jail, Harbaugh
was released after a
judge ruled that Sherman
lacked jurisdiction in
Maryland.
Clark, who was not
mayor at the time, said
the incident went unnoticed in Paw Paw. Then a

year ago, another police
officer said he clocked
Harbaugh driving above
the speed limu on his way
through town. Again a
chase across the hills ensued with police from
West Virginia and
Virginia' joining in before
the driver eluded them.
Clark, who also serves
as justice of the peace,
found Harbaugh guilty in
absentia and notified
Virginia authorities, who
suspended his driviag
license for three weeks.
Harbaugh responded
with a $1.3 million
lawsuit, alleging his constitutional rights had
been violated during the
first chase.
After a trial in
Baltimore, a jury awarded Harbaugh damages
and legal costs amoun-

ting to $10,500 — a sum
almost half of the town's
annual $25,000 budget.
The decision bewilders
Clark
"I didn't feel the town
should be held liable for a
police officer's actions,"
he said. "I can't see how
the jury found any fault
against the town."
Most of Paw Paw's 600
or so residents, according
to Clark, didn't know
about the case until the
town got the bill. In a
community were the
local tax of a few dollars
per family hasn't been
raised in 30 years, the
sum seemed impossible.
"This is the biggest
headache we've had in a
long time," Clark said.
"I'd been lying if I didn't
tell you this hadn't taken

something out of me."
Mark Davis, Sherman's lawyer, said his
client would not answer
any questions about the
incident.
The suit is headed back
to court because Harbaugh is not satisfied
with the award. Clark
says the town may end up
paying even more.
The problem of footing
the bill is frequently mulled over in Jerry Kline's
general store, where the
shelves are crowded with
everything from bacon to
aging posters from the
Saturday Evening Post.
Kline says no one has
yet come up with a solution. "Nobody likes it.
Nobody thinks it's fair,"
he said.
Most of the townspeople, in fact, don't believe

Paw Paw should pay up.
"They don't know what
they're going to do," said
a clerk at the local liquor
store. "But everyone
says they aren't going to
Pay."
Instead, people look to
Clark for an answer. The
mayor, a quiet man,
shook his head and said,
"I guess they have a lot of
faith in me."
Clark said the town
tried selling its old pump
house to raise the money,
but the only offer was rejected as too low. About
the only other property
Paw Paw has is the
cemetery, where Clark
and the town commissioners take turns cutting
the grass.
The mayor said that a
woman in Virginia
recently had sent in a

contribution to help with
the expense and that the
money would be
deposited in a bank pending the outcome of the
second court case. Clark
declined to name the lone
doner and would not
discuss the amount
receieved.
Clark, who is paid $25 a
month, says small towns
aren't equipped to deal
with such modern problems. People who still
nod to strangers on the
street find the idea of insurance against lawsuits
outlandish, he said.
Such insurance would
cost Paw Paw $1,100, said
Clark. "It's almost impossible. But it sure
makes you want to
scratch hard to come up
with the money to guard
against this," he said.

Proposed handgun ordinance brings many to hearing
Louisville Board of
Aldermen said they probably wouldn't favor the
week-long wait if Jefferson County didn't enact a
similar law.
But two of the four Jefferson County commissioners are apparently
against the measure.
Commissioner Carl
Brown, a Republican, is
adamantly opposed to a
waiting period and Mitch
ftcConnell "would have
to be convinced," an aide
said. '
Commissioner -Silvia
Watson faavors the
waiting period while the
fourth commissioner,
Jim Malone, said he
hasn't taken sides.
It would take a 3-1 vote
by the commissioners to
enact the law.
City Alderman Porter
Hatcher, who is expected
tp co-sponsor the proposal before the Board of
Aldermen, said he doubts
he can support it if the
county doesn't go along.
Otherwise, he said,
buyers could avoid a city
law by purchasing guns
in the county, with the net
result being that city gun

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
AP — Proposed city
and county ordinances
for a seven-day, waiting
period on the sale of hanslguns drew over 50
speakers and several
elected officials to a
public hearing.
The ordinances, expected to be introduced
as companion measures
before city and county
governments next week,
would require a prospective handgun purchaser
to wait seven days before •
;r6teiving—a- weapon.
Police would use that
time to check the
background of the buyer.
The city currently has a
24-hour waiting period;
the county has none.
Present at Tuesday's
meeting were eight
aldermen, three county
commissioners, and
aides to county JudgeExecutive Mitch McConnell and Louisville
Mayor Harvey Sloane.
In the end, after proand anti-gun control
forces had spoken, it appeared unlikely that the
ordinances could be passed. Members of the

dealers would lose
business.
At Tuesday's public
hearing, 29 people spoke
in favor of the waiting
period while 27 spoke
against it. The two sides
were split along traditional lines — gun
dealers, collectors and
associations opposed the
measure, while several
religious and social
organizations endorsed
it.
Wendy Goranflo, co-

who said the waiting
period would allow people
to "cool down, to think.
This would be the beginning of some control."
He noted that laws on
the books now require
people to register their
dogs and their cars.
Several opponents said
the answer is not control
of guns, but stricter
sentences and more strSpeaking in favor of the ingent parole rewaiting period was quirements for criminals.
The only police officer
Tecumseh X. Graham,

owner of a county gun
shop, said that passing
the ordinance would be
like having a law requiring a waiting period to
buy liquor or a car.
Another gun dealer said
he would lose half his
business to illegal street
sales and to adjacent
counties if the law is passed.

to speak was Ron Pike,
president of Fraternal
Order of Police Lodge 14
in the county.
"Your ordinance is not
the solution to the problem," he said. "Young
men today don't want to
be police officers. It's
very frustrating, watching people turned loose
and getting light
sentences. The system is
screwed up. It's not working."

World War 1 veterans still celebrate
of the American declaration of war in 1917.
There was "quite a formality" at those early
meetings, Wilson said.
"We used to have set up
all 40 places," he said.
"As the roll call was called, we would take a rose
and put it in a vase at the
place of a deceased
member and give a hand
salute — just like at the
cemetery."
Some things have
changed. The old fighters
no longer sing "Auld
Lang Syne," and the
meetings, once held in the
cipaNraIM-01JPA4 upstairs George
41 Washington room of the
4 Lonardo Piano Co. 41,
204W. Washington St.
0
Engineers Club, were
Bat to 1.0 Poem/
moved to the first floor
9014424971
Paris, Tenn.
!
when the veterans began
having trouble climbing
the stairs.
But the fifth of Hennessy's V.S.O.P. cognac,
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PHILADELPHIA (AP)
— A bottle of cognac that
awaits the last survivor
of a 50-year-old society of
World War I veterans
stayed tightly corked as
two of the five living
members toasted their
annual reunion.
"I haven't missed a
year," said Henry F.
Bamberger, 88, the
secretary of the Society
of the Last Man of 40
Veterans. "Even when I
was in the service, I got
leave to come here."
William P. Wilson, 83,

the society's treasurer,
also attended Tuesday's
luncheon and, in a newer
tradition, both men
brought their wives.
"To swell the crowd, in
other words," Wilson
said.
The other three surviving members couldn't
make it to the luncheon.
The society was formed
July 13, 1932,from among
commanders of
American Legion posts in
the Philadelphia area,
and began meeting every
April 6, the anniversary
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Church plans revival
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will
have revival services
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 7 p.m. The
Rev. Robert Truitt,
pastor of Unity
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church near

as
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Cash or Bank Cards

Lonardo Piano Co.

retired controller.
The changes don't matter much. The men still
enjoy the yearly salute to
the dead and the living
among them.
"We're all buddies,"
says Bamberger, a
retired engineer who also
served in World War II.
"We all followed the
same course. It's just living."
As the roll was read
Tuesday, "deceased"
followed 35 names. The
third club member still
living in the Philadelphia
area, president Henry E.
Abbott, 87, was kept from
the meeting by an
unusual April snowstorm.
"He's a little feeble,"
said Bamberger.
The other survivors are
Clarence:Evans, 90, in a
retirement home-.in St.
Petersburg, Fla., and
Charles W. Miller, 83, in a
Veterans Hospital in
Tomah, Wis.
After the annual
reading of the role call,
Bamberger paused.
"May their souls rest in
peace," he said.
"Well, now the first
toast," said Wilson, raising a glass.
"There's just the two of
us," Bamberger said.
"I know," Wilson
replied.

Aurora, will be speaker.
Music will be directed
by Roy Gene Dunn. Accompanists will be
Cecelia Dunn and
Margaret Cavitt. The
Rev. Steve Guarnerous is
pastor at Oak Grove
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Education fund cuts turn university presidents into lobbyists
(EDITOR'S NOTE —
In these days of economic
dieting, American colleges and universities are
fearful of losing the most
weight. Many are working te keep the cuts to a
minimum; others are
planning for the worst.
AP Education Writer Lee
Mitgang spoke with four
college presidents for
these diversified views of
higher education's
future.)

_

By LEE MITOANG
AP Education Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
It's been a traumatic
year for the nation's 3,000
colleges ind universities
— and for those whose job
it is to lead them.
College presidents,susldenly thrust by economic
and political circumstance into the unaccustomed role of lobbyists, have lately hit the
hustings by the score.
Higher education, they
argue, is no longer a "fat
cat," but a pauper. And if
President Reagan gets
his way and sharply cuts
student aid and other
higher education funds,
there will be, or so Northeastern University
president Kenneth Ryder
warns, "a catastrophe"
next September and
beyond.
Lobbying efforts by
educators may have staved off some of the proposed cuts. In March, Congress approved emergency funding of $1.3 billion
Ts der a I
guaranteed student loan
program, more than $300
million more than
Reagan had asked for.
But other student aid programs have been cut
deeply, and the issue of
Washington's involvement in college tuition aid still promises to
be a year-to-year battle.
Four presidents
representing a diverse
assortment of colleges
were recently interviewed jointly by The
Associated Press:

— John Brademas,
former 11 -term
Democratic congressman from Indiana
who has been president
since September of New
York University, a
private, 42,000-student
university in the heart of
New York City;
— Sister -Brigid
Driscoll, president since
1979 of Marymount College, a small, suburban
liberal arts college in
Tarrytown, N.Y.;
— Bill L. Atchley,
president since 1979 of
Clemson University, an
11 , 000 -student,
statefunded land-grant
university in rural Clemson,South Carolina; and
— Kenneth Ryder,
president since 1975 of
Northeastern University,
a 57,000-student private
university in Boston
where about half the
students are lowerincome and participate in
a work-study program.
Foliating are excerpts
from the interview:
Q: Because of federal
student aid cuts,
Wesleyan University and
a number of other colleges recently declared
an end to so-called "needblind" admissions: accepting students
regardless of financial
need. Are your school admissions policies
undergoing similar
review? And what are the
implications?
Brademas: At NYU, I
think we do our best to
provide sufficient
assistance to students
who need help to assure
that it's possible for them
to come. And we're not
proposing to change that
policy.
In my judgment, it is
arithmetically impossible for this university or any other university
in the United States to
provide 'sufficient funds
to make up so enormous a
gap as would be caused
by the implementation of
the Reagan student aid
proposals.

Atchley: If you're asking whether we will take
a look at the enrollment
and say those who can
pay will get in, and those
who can't pay will not, no,
we won't be looking at it
that way.
I don't think any of us
feels that there isn't a
necessity to cut back
spending in government.
My concern at both the
state and federal level is
that we haven't established priorities. Education
has dropped tremendously. If you want to talk

Gas truck explodes

about turning the
economy around, about
defense, that all begins in
the classroom. And I
think history will tell you
that.
Sister Driscoll: We are
still need-blind in our admissions policies at
Marymount College. But
let me give you an example of what happens to a
college our size this year.
Our institutional aid
budget last year was
roughly $450,000. That
was to provide for those
students to fill up the gap

71 Dams
Oaly $999.00
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Finance 700.00 Far 111
$115.40 Interest
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for financial reasons.
Sister Driscoll: We are
finding that close to 100
percent of our students
who are leaving are going
into the tax-supported
university system. We
estimate that this costs
the taxpayer close to six
times what it costs to
educate students on taxpayer dollars in the independent sector.
It is so short-sighted to
me to capture savings in
student aid today, and
watch the costs rise by a
factor of six tomorrow.

Ryder: We envision a
catastrophe. As best we
can judge, if the (federal)
guaranteed student loan
program is cut as projected, we will sustain a
decline in support of
about $20 million by 1983.
It will certainly affect
some 4,000 to 5,000
students at Northeastern.
This past year we had
some 500 upperclass
students in good standing
who did not return. When
we polled them, we found
that the overwhelming
number were departing

Hyde Park Cherry
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Coconut
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Butt Portion $1.19 lb.
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Frosty Whip Dessert

Frosty Acres Brussel

Cabbage
Celery
Carro_tsFlesh Green

$129
12 oz. pkg.

Fresh Crisp

Only $43.50 Mo.

our admissions, too, is the
sense of uncertainty that
that's created. Last
August, for the first time
in our history, we had
large numbers of
students who had paid
their $250 deposit
withdraw within the last
week before school. And
their reason was: 'I've
really gotten scared. I
know I could make the
sacrifices this year, but I
really don't think that I
could keep that up if this
kind of cutback is going to
go on...'"

Big Rolls

Flav-O-Rich 56 Gal.
OAKLAND,Calif.(AP)
Speakman said the
— Seven people burned to Alameda County Transit
death inside a highway bus — which apparently
tunnel early today after a carried no passengers —
gasoline tanker was hit first struck a stalled car,
by a bus and exploded in then crashed into the rear
flames that -turned the of the deuble-tankertunnel into a roaring fur- gasoline truck. The bus
nace and melted vehicles driver fell out of his vehiinside,officials said.
cle; which went on to
Fire Capt. --J-o-h-n- -smash- into it--pillar,Speakman confirmed Speakman said.
that seven bodies were
At least five other
pulled from the wreckage vehicles were trapped in
after the crash and fire in the tunnel behind the bus,
the Cahleeott tunnel on the Highway Patrol
Highway 24 between spokesman said.
Orinda and Oakland.
Searing heat from the
"It looks like blaze flattened the tanker
something otit of World truck, Mattos said, adWaill in there,"said Jim ding, "It's about six inMattos, a California ches high — completely
Highway Patrol public af- Melted."
fairs officer, of the inSpeakman said the
terior of the three-tube, tanker carried 8,800
%-mile-long tunnel,a ma- gallons of gasoline.
jor commuter route buF---A Carson
Nev.,
rowing through a hill bet- man who refused to give
ween Alaineda and Con- his Mine said be
tra Costa counties.
his car in the tunnel after
Firefighters wearing witnessing the accident
breathing' apparatus and left his-mother at an
searched for victims in- emergency telephone
side the tunnel after the while he wentfor help.
fire was brought under
"When I was about 50
control, some 21
/
2 hours yards from the end of the
after the 12:20 a.m. acci- tunnel, the smoke hit
dent,Speakman said. The me,"said the man, whose
crash occurred in the tun- face was covered with
nel's westbound tube. By soot. "It was real hot. I
early morning, the other am convinced my mother
tubes were open to traf- was trapped by the
smoke and flames."
fic.

that was not provided by
basic grants. Just from
the impact of this year's
federal aid cutbacks —
and I'm not talking about
the dramatic cutbacks
projected for next year —
we are forced to increase
that budget by 50 percent,
to $670,000,in one year.
The impact next year
will be so dramatic that
we couldn't possibly fill
the needs of our students.
We would not be able to
admit students with the
same levels of need.
One thing that affects
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Two goals by Brannon
give Rowdies 2-1 win
Forward Jimmy Brannon scored two secondhalf goals to propell the
Murray-Calloway County
Soccer Association
Rowdies past visiting
University Heights
Academy,2-1.
The Tuesday afternoon
contest at Cutchen Field
saw the hometown
Rowdies trailing 1-0 at
the half after the
Hopkinsville team scored
early on a breakaway.
Brannon struck twice
in the second half on

Ken Mikulcik, along with
fullbacks Tony Robinson,
Luke Harrington and
Ezra Schroeder complimented the goalkeeping of Ben Yoo to
shutout the visitors in the
second half.
The Rowdies will
resume their season Sunday, April 18, when they
host Fort Campbell in two
afternoon matches.
Competing in the 14and-under age division,
the Rowdies currently
post a 2-0 record.

assists from wingman
David Dill and halfback
Mark West.
Halfbacks Brian
Krizan, Don Brock and

5
.

Soccer referee class offered
A soccer referee certification class will be
conducted on Friday
evening and Saturday,
April 9-10, at Murray
State University under
the auspices of the United
States Soccer Federation
(USSF).
SAFE FROM SNOW — Minnesota's Hubert H. Humphrey
Metrodome, opened for the first time this season, became the site
of two exhibition games Tuesday because of heavy snows which

caused cancellations in the pro baseball schedule. Pictured is
Twins'Dave Engle,taking batting ptaice in the $55 million domed stadium located in Minneapolis.
j
AP Laserphoto

said sessions are planned.
from 6 to 10 p.m. on Friday and from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. on Saturday in the
Barkley Room of the
University Center.
Noting that no prior experience is necessary,
Barron said anyone who
is interested in becoming
Lee Barron, director of certified by the USSF as a
intramurals and club soccer referee is ensports at Murray State, couraged to attend. The

fee for the class is $15.
He added that a written
examination and physical
test are required of those
people interested in USSF
certified referee status.
Barron asked that
anyone interested in attending or in additional
information call him at
762-6791 during the day or
at 753-3409 in the evening.

April showers become snows as Ma Nature disturbs baseball
By Herschel Nissenson
AP Sports Writer
' -Opening Day is like
Christmas — once you've
lost it, it's hard to recapture," said Mike McClure, vice president of
marketing for the
Chicago White Sox.
And what was supposed
to be the opening day of
the baseball season turned out to be just like
Christmas in six different.
cities — a 'white
Christmas — when those
famed April showers
turned out to be snow
showers.
A freak storm that
struck the Northeast and
Midwest with nearblizzard conditions forced
the postponement of six
games- Tuesday, several
ethers on Wednesday and

Thursday and sent the Texas Rangers also was the Brewers to seek the
Boston Red Sox scurrying postponed and there was comfort of the Astrodome
back to their Winter so much snow on the for Wednesday and
Haven, Fla., training Yankee Stadium dia- Thursday workouts. The
camp and the Milwaukee mond that it couldn't Astros were scheduled to
Brewers to Houstou's even be rescheduled for entertain the St. Louis
Astrodome. Meanwhile, Wednesday, an open Cardinals both nights.
the Chicago White Sox date. Those teams will
The White Sox and Blue
and Toronto Blue Jays ar- try again Thursday.
Jays will play practice
ranged a pair'of exhibiIn the National League, games Wednesday aftertion. games in Min- New York at noon and Thursday night
nesota's, new Hubert H. Philadelphia and Mon- in the Metrodome, where
Humphrey Metrodome.
-treal at Pittsburgh were the Twins and Seattle
In the American called off Tuesday. The Mariners had league
League, the Boston- Mets and Phillies will try games scheduled
Chicago, Cleveland - to play Wednesday night, Wednesday night and
Milwaukee and Toronto- but the Pirates, after first Thursday afternoon...and
Detroit,games were first resetting their game with where Commissioner
postponed from Tuesday the Expos for Wednes- Bowie Kuhn couldn't
to Wednesday and then day, later decided to wait mala it for Tuesday
put off again, along with until Thursday.
night's opener because
Thursday's regularly
Chicago and New York the storm canceled his
scheduled games bet- were beset by snow flight from New Jersey.
ween the same teams.
removal problems and
In Detroit, pitcher Jack
The game in New York near -freezing Morris said the field was
scheduled Tuesday bet- temperatures, while more "like a brick," adding,
ween the Yankees and the than a foot of snow forced "Right now, I think I'm

going to go out and buy a
heater for my waterbed."
While no one could do
anything about the
weather, except to try to
clear the snow as quickly
as possible, critics came
down hard on the
schedule-maker who
paired warm-weather
teams such as San
Francisco-Los Angeles,
Atlanta-San Diego and
California-Oakland. In
addition,Seattle and Minnesota both play in domed stadiums.
"That raises a sore spot
and upsets me," said
White Sox Manager Tony
LaRussa. "Carr you imagine California playing
at Oakland? Two warm
weather cities. And what
about Seattle opening at
Minnesota' Two teams
with domes. It just

Mon..-Sot. 9-9
Closed Sun.
NAME BRAND mERCHANDISI
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
UNCLE LEE WILL NOT
BE UNDER SOLD

SPORTING GOODS
=MUM

perfect condition last
Wednesday. Then,
Mother Nature dealt us a
severe blow Friday and
Saturday," added Harry
Gill, the Milwaukee
groundskeeper.
Former Indians pitcher
Herb Score, now a broadcaster for the club, recalled stepping off a plane in
Chicago before the 1961
White Sox home opener
and being confronted by
15 inches of snow.
"But two days later, we
played,"Score said.
"We got snowed out
against the Yankees one
year on May 8 in
Cleveland,so nothing surprise me any more," said
Bob Lemon, another
former Cleveland pitcher
who now manages the
Yankees. "I'm not sure

what year it was,
somewhere between 1946
and 1952." ,
In Philadelphia, Joel
Ralph, manager of
Veterans Stadium, said
he planned to handle the
snow and slush removal "as though it was on my
living room rug. We'll try
and do it by hand with 30
guys using snow pushers
and rubber squeegees. If
worse comes to worse,
we'll use jeeps and a tractor with a rotary brush."
The Yankees held a
preseason workout Monday and outfielder Dave
Collins, informed of Tuesday's impending storm,
quipped, "Maybe George
will delay it until Wednesday."
Even the mighty Steinbrenner couldn't do that.
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-doesn't make any sense."
White Sox co-owner
Jerry Reinsdorf agreed
with his manager, but
had an explanation.
"California doesn't
want to schedule a lot of
games at home while the
kids are in school and
they don't want to be
playing at home when the
(Los Angeles) Dodgers
are home," he said.
"That's ridiculous."
The Cleveland Indians
returned from Milwaukee
and planned indoor
workouts at Cleveland
State University.
"Having snow blowing
all over the seats and piling up in the parking lot is
no way to entertain 50,000
people," said Harry
Dalton,
the Brewers'
_.
general manager.
"The field was in near-
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Unser, busy times
go hand in hand
preparing for Indy

Persson wins 100

INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — Bobby Unser, wimier of
the controversial 1981 Indianapolis 500, may have a
busy May.
Unser left Roger Penske's racing team to
manage the team entered by Josele Garza, and has
entered himself as a driver of one of two Garza cars
in next month's race,Speedway officials say.
The Indianapolis Motor Speedway Tuesday announced Unser's decision to try to join A.J. Foyt as
the only four-time winner at Indianapolis.
But in a subsequent telephone interview with The
Associated Press, Unser said nothing has been
decided.
"I had to enter as a driver in order to participate
in practice(which ended Tuesday)," Unser said. "I
really haven't made up my mind what I'm going to
do with this year's race.
"A lot depends on how I get the Garza operation
into shape. I might drive a Garza car or I might
drive for someone else or I might just manage the
Garza team."
Unser, who became the oldest winner in the
race's history at 47 last year, skipped the first Indy
car race of 1982 and concentrated on working with
Garza's car.
Garza and Unser are scheduled to drive
Cosworth-powered Marchs next month.
Last May, Unser was the first driver over the
finish line but was penalized the next day for passing under the yellow caution light. The penalty moved Mario Andretti to first place but a U.S. Auto Club
appeals panel later revoked the one-lap penalty
while fining Unser for the violation. Andretti unsuccessfully appealed that decision.
Unser, who would be starting for the 20th time at
Indianapolis May 30, has been on the front row as
one of the three fastest qualifiers nine times, including 1972 and 1981 when he was on the pole. He
won in 1968 and 1975.
Six other past winners, including Foyt, are
among 89 entries announced by Speedway President John R. Cooper. Cooper has said he expects to
top last year's record figure of 105 entries. Teams
have until midnight, April 10 to enter.
Garza became the first Mexican to qualify for the
race and Hector Rebaque,a regular on the Formula
I Grand Prix circuit the past five years, may give
the country two entries this year. Rebaque, 26, is
listed as the driver of a car entered earlier by Forsythe Racing.
Rebaque, a teammate last year of world champion Nelson Piquet, is one of 13 rookies hoping to
run make the race. He's scheduled to drive a
March-Cosworth.

Terje Persson, playing
No.1 singles for the Murray State . men's tennis
team, became the first
player to win 100 matches
in his career.
The century mark was
eclipsed by the
Norwegian senior when
he beat Chris Brady of
the University of
Tennessee-Martin, 6-0, 62, at the MSU varsity
courts Tuesday afternoon.
The victory gives
Persson an overall career
mark of 100-42 with over a
third of the spring season
remaining.
Persson's victory inspired his Racer teammates who proceeded to
win their eighth straight
match, 8-1, over visiting
UT-M.
At the No.2 slot, junior
Mats Ljungman continued his record-setting
pace by winning his 24th
consecutive singles
match.
Ljungman defeated
Pacer Chris Perry, 6-3, 62, and improved his
season mark to 24-1.
Other men's results included Racer Eric
Tisthammer, playing
No.3, losing to Jim Willi n g , 6-0, 6-4: Jon

CENTURY MARK — Terje
Persson became the first tennis player in Murray State
history to win 100 matches.
The senior from Norway
defeated Chris Brady of the
a University of TennesseeMartin to reach the 100-win
plateau, Tuesday.

Soegaard defeating
Pacer Sid Osment, 6-4, 64; Bobby Montgomery
defeating David King, 61, 6-0; and Steve Massad
rounding out the Racer
singles victories by
defeating Jeff Brady, 6-0,
6-3.
The Racers won all
three doubles matches
with Persson-Soegaard
teaming to beat C.BradyWilling, 7-4, 7-6;
Ljungman-Montgomery
defeating Perry-King, 6-1,
5-7, 6-1; and TisthammerMassad defeating
Osment-J.Brady, 3-6, 6-2,
6-2.
Friday and Saturday
the Racers travel to
Clarksville, Tenn., for
round-robin matches with
host Austin Peay and
Tennessee Tech, both
Ohio Valley Conference
opponents.
In women't play, the
Racers defeated UT-M's
Lady Pacers, 7-2.
April Horning beat Sandy Saunders in No.1
singles, 6-4, 6-3; Sheryl]
Rouse was upset in the
No.2 slot, 6-1, 6-3, by
Marie Veitch; but Jorunn
Eid led the way for a
clean sweep of the remaining singles matches
by beating Pacer Carrie

Schwartz,6-1, 7-5.
Carla Ambrico beat
UT-M's Isabel Perez, 6-4,
6-1; Cheri Simmons
defeated Mary Ann
Sharpe, 6-3, 6-2; Kathy
Outland defeated Kelly
Mason, 6-2, 6-2; and in
two exhibition matches
Racer Starr Jones beat
Tammy Dena burg, 6-0, 60, and Laura Runge
defeated Lady Pacer
Mendy Marshall,6-2,6-1.
In doubles, HorningAm brico lost to Sa undersVeitch, 3-6, 6-4, 6-2; EidSimmons defeated
Schwartz-Perez, 7-6, 6-2;
and Liz Hendon-Jones
defeated Sharpe-Mason,
6-3, 4-6, 6-1.
The Racers, now 17-10
overall, travel to Indiana
State Friday.

APSU signs
MHS senior
Murray High senior
Kim Tharpe, winner of
her team's rebounding
and field goal percentage
awards, was expected to
be signed by Austin Peay
State University to a
basketball scholarship today.
The signing was to take
place at MHS at 3:30 p.m.

Questions surface about Wimbledon

Will Borg qualify? Will Lendl make appearance?
discussion at Monte Carlo
this week.
Lendl, who won his
first-round match in
straight sets Tuesday
against Pedro Rebolledo
of Chile, has said he may
not make Wimbledon this
year, which begins June
21.
"If I'm not tired after
playing the French Open,
I'll play Wimbledon," the
23-year-old Czech said
Tuesday. "But if I'm
Jackie Burke Jr. and tired, I may take a month
Sam Snead each won with off after Paris."
289 scores in 1956 and
Lendl, who just wrested
1954, respectively.
the No.2 place in the
Watson, who won
earlier in the year at Los
Angeles, was victorious
in his last start at the
Heritage before taking a
week off to work on his
short game.
Watson said that windy
conditions compounding
the problem would be an
advantage for the short
hitter.
He cited Tom Kite as
one to watch this week.

MONTE CARLO, way at the seaside Monte
Monaco (AP) — The ap- Carlo Country Club.
Whether Bjorn Borg
proaching Wimbledon
tournament has been get- will have to qualify for
ting almost as much at- the British Grand Slam
tention in this Mediterra- event and whether Ivan
nean resort as the Lendl will turn up at the
$300,000 Grand Prix tour- grass court tournament
nament currently under have been key topics of

Fast greens may boost Masters marks
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP)
— Defending champion
Tom Watson says he
won't be surprised if the
46th Masters Golf champion shoots above par
because of fast greens.
"Treacherous does not
describe them," Watson
said Tuesday. "They're
almost impossible right
now."
Watson, the only twotime winner on the professional tour this year,
generally is regarded as
the favorite in this elite,
international field of 76

.16.
ve

that will begin the chase
for the season's first major championship on
Thursday over the picturesque 6,905-yard, par72 Augusta National Golf
Club course.
Watson, who also won
here in 1977, says he's
"playing well, but I'm
concerned like everybody
else about my efforts on
the greens.
"I like them fast, as
long as they don't get too
fast," he added. "If
you're on the wrong side
of the hole here, your

goose is cooked. Hitting a
30-footer is like hitting a
5-footer."
He said he expected
very few scores under
par this week and -if we
get much wind, even par
or lover might win."
It usually takes a
below-par figure to capture this championship.
Only three Masters
champions have failed to
break par, the last time in
1966 when Jack Nicklaus
claimed the third of his
record five Masters with
an even-par total.

world rankings from
American Jimmy Connors, is the top seed' at
Monte Carlo. He defeated
Rebolledo 7-6, 6-2 after a
tough first set he finally
took on an 8-6 tie-breaker
after saving two set
points.
Lendl meets
Switzerland's Heinz Gunthardt in a second-round
match Wednesday.
In other second-round
matches, No.2 seed
Argentine Guillermo
Vilas takes on Shlomo
Glickstein of Israel and
No.3 seed Jose Luis Clerc

of Argentina meets Jose
Higueras of Spain.
Vilas raced past Chris
Lewis of New Zealand 6-1,
6-1 Tuesday, while Clerc
ousted Italian Gianni
Ocleppo 6-2, 7-5 and
Higueras defeated West
Germany's Rolf Gehring
6-3, 6-3.
Tuesday's big surprise
was West German Peter
Elter's upset of fifthseeded Peter McNamara.
The 23-year-old Elter,
ranked 107th, posted a 63, 6-2 triumph over
McNamara, a 26-year-old
Australian ranked ninth.

McNamara's defeat
has been the only upset so
far at this clay court tournament. Elter now plays
Pablo Arraya of Peru in a
second-round match
Wednesday.
Borg, the fourth seed,
comes up against Italian
Andriano Panatta in
another second-round
match. The 25-year-old
Swede is now ranked
sikth after holding the
No. position for two
yeais until losing it to
American John
McEnroe.
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I Principal releases Calloway

Zionno Cox
Murroyan's
dies today
father dies
at Metropolis at hospital
Services for Vance
Taylor were today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home,
Metropolis, Ill. The Rev.
Louis Hoger officiated.
Burial was in Massac
Memorial Gardens there.
Mr. Taylor, 68,
Metropolis, died Monday
evening at his home. He
had retired as a driver for
Bonifield Brothers Truck
Line, Metropolis, after 35
years of service.
Born June 17, 1913, he
was the son of the late
Samuel Taylor and Gertrude Keeling Taylor.
Survivors include his
wife, Velma Krueger
Taylor; three daughters,
Sue Barfield and Carol
•Quint, Metropolis, and Jo
Ellen Taylor, Tucson
Ariz.; two sons, Robert
D. Taylor, Murray, and
John D. Taylor.
Metropolis.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Margaret Jones
and Betty Remy,
Metropolis; five
brothers, Glen Taylor,
Spokane, Wash., Ben
Taylor, Houston, and
Henry, Robert and Jack
Taylor, Metropolis; six
grandchildren.

Robert Bailey
dies; rites
conducted

Zianna Marie Cox died
early this morning at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was born
Jan. 30 of this year.
Survivors include her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Cox, and two
brothers, Christopher
Lynn Cox and James
Clarence Cox, Rt. 8.
Also surviving are her
grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Franklin D. Walker,
Rt. 8, and Mr. and Mrs.
Medford Cox, Godfrey,
Ill.; a greatgrandmother, Mrs. Ida
McDougal, Rt.8.
Max Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements.

K. H.Skaggs
dies; services
at Malden
Services for Kenneth
Holland. Skaggs were
Monday at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of Landess
Funeral Home, Malden,
Mo. The Rev. Sterling
Aubuchon officiated.
Burial was in Memorial
Park Cemetery at
Malden.
Mr. Skaggs, 85,
Malden, died Saturday at
2:30 a.m. at Ridgeview
Manor Nursing Home
there. He was a retired
guard at Malden Air
Base. Born Oct. 17, 1896,
in Marshall County, Ky.,
he was a member of
Malden United Methodist
Church, a veteran of
World War I and
amember of Malden
American Legion Post.
He is survived by his
wife, Nora Clanoy
Skaggs, to whom hewas
married March 21, 1921;
a brother, Clint H.
Skaggs, Hardin; six
nieces and six nephews.

The third nine weeks
Angela Balentine, Clinho*r roll for Calloway ton Barrow, Mark
Coatty High School has Bazzell, Greg Boren,
been announced by Prin- Amy Bryan, Naomi
cipal Jerry Ainley as Burkeen, Mike Clayton,
Sherri Coles, Daina
follows:
9th grade—
Crick, Edward

Crutchfield',
Debbie Deitz, Jon
Driver*, Emily Dunn,
Jeanette Geurin, Donny
Grace, Mikal Grimes,
Dawn Hale, Joanna
Herndon*. Melissa Hern-

County honor roll

don,Charles Holmes,
Jana Hopkins, Sandy
Hopkins, Christina
Howell, Mollie Imes'
Richie Johnston, John
Kelso, Darren Lamb,
Jody Lambert, Tony

Justices praise former justice Abe Fortas
WASHINGTON (AP)—
Supreme Court justices
past and present are
praising the late Abe Fortas, the only member of
the high court to resign
under the threat of impeachment.
Fortat died of heart
problems Monday night,
13 years after he was
driven from the bench by
his ties to a convicted
stock manipulator. He
was 71.
"Justice Fortas had an
illustrious career as a
member of the bar and in
public office," Chief
Justice Warren E.
Burger said in a statement issued late Tuesday.
Justice William H.
Rehnquist added:
"He will rightfully be
held in high regard by the
members of his profession, and his fellow.
citizens."
"Justice Fortas# was a
man for all seasons, a
lover of music and the
arts, and a convivial
friend and outstanding
lawyer and jurist. I

mourn his passing," said said Justices William J.
Arthur J. Goldberg, who Brennan and Thurgood
resigned from the court Marshall.
in 1965 to make way for
Brennan and Marshall
Fortes. President are the last members of
Johnson then named the court's liberal bloc
Goldberg U.S. am- with which Fortes was
bassador to the United allied. That group exNations.
panded civil liberties in
Fortas resigned on May the 1960s under the direc15, 1969, after the tion of then-Chief Justice
disclosure that he had Earl Warren.
agreed to accept a $20,000
"He was truly a
annual fee from founda- brilliant man, and he will
tion headed by imprison- be greatly missed,"
ed financier Louis E. retired Justice Potter
Wolfson. Fortas denied Stewart said of Fortas.
any wrongdoing.
Justice Harry A.
Since leaving the court, Blackmun, who took over
Fortas had been in Fortas' seat on the court,
private law practice in praised his "great legal
Washington. He argued a ability and talent."
case before the high court
Justice Lewis F. Powell
on March 22 — his first called Fortas "an excepsuch appearance since he tionally gifted lawyer
stepped down. '
who served his country
"We shall miss him," with devotion in man
Ma- Sets for Less •\Ara Mart Sells for less
•

capacities."
"Justice Fortes was a
distinguished member of
the profession who made
a significant contribution
to the work of this court,"
said Justice John Paul
Stevens.
All of the current and
former justices, with the
exception of Goldberg,
issued written statements
to reporters.
Funeral arrangements
were incomplete.
Fortas was born in
Memphis, Tenn., on June
19, 1910, to a Jewish immigrant from England.
He graduated from
Southwestern College in
Memphis and from the
Yale University Law
School.
He is survived by his
wife, Carolyn Agger, a
Washin ton law er.

Lovett, Michelle Marine,
Jamie Miller, Margie
Mize, Kerry Outland,
Carrie Paschall, Michael
Parks, Jill Riley, Jeanne
Rule',Ron Rogers,
Brad Skinners, Robby
Stephens, Tammy
Thomas, Rodney
Tucker', Mark Waldrop,
Debbie Wyatt, Lori Yarbrough and Rhonda York.
10th grade —
Sheila Alexander, Cindy Anderson, Todd
Brown, Bill Chaney, Lisa
Chaney*, Kevin Conner,
Carla Cooksey, Tracy
Curd,
Richard, Dowdy,
Michael Edwards*,
David Grady, Mike
Harlan, Gary Haws, Amy
McCage, Allen McClard,
Tony Melton*,
Lisa Myers', Cindi
Petrie, Yvonna Pritchett,
Danny Pruitt, Jennifer
Rice', Daysha Smith,
Leland Steely,
Renee Taylor', Ricky
Watkins, Tim Williams',
Jenny Winchester, Lori
Windsor and Chris
Wooldridge.
Ilth grade —
Keith Allbritten, Carl
Anderson', Brenda Arm-

strong, Tracy Beach,
Doug Brown', Gina Colson, Gina Coy, Robert
Duncan,
Kenneth Futrell, Raymond Grady, Tina
Housden, Jeff Humphreys, Mark Hutson, Jill
Johnson,Lisa Maddox,
Lori Malcolm, Lisa
McDonald, Alan Miller,
Rema Peeler, Billy
P'Pool, Teresa Ragsdale,
Julie Rakestraw and
Dale Torsak.
12th grade—
Dotty Bell, Randy Bennett, Marie Brantley,
Nina (Harrell) Butterworth, John Cathey,
Trisha Clark', Michelle
Cook,
Robert Crick, Patty
Myles, Rita Duncan,
Melissa Farris, 'Trudy
Griggs, Christy Hale,
Cindy Haws,
Kevin Hopkins, Bob
Houghton, Jerry Jones,
Rhanda Key, Sharla McCage,Julie Miller,
Lisa Oswalt, Dale
Outland, Darrell Overby,
James Rogers, Janice
Strode, Cindy Tucker,
Monika West and "ty
Young.
denotes all A'
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Navy plans
wargames

Graveside services for
NORFOLK, Va. (AP)
Robert Bailey, 102 North
— The Navy says 60 warSixth"St., were conducted
ships, 350 planes and
Friday at 3 p.m. at Murmore than 45,000 troops
ray City Cemetery.
will head to the CaribRutledge Funeral
bean later this month in
Home was in charge of
largest naval operation
arrangements:
ever planned for that
Mr. Bailey, 72, was
area.
found dead at his home on
The maneuvers will
Thursday by a sister,
emphasize command and
Mary Hornbuckle, Murcontrol of forces in a
ray. Calloway County
simulated combat enCoroner Tommy Walker
vironment, Adm. Harry
said he ruled the death
D. Train II, commanderwas due to natural
in-chief of the Atlantic"
causes.
Command,said Tuesday.
Born in Kentucky, he
The operation, called
was the son of the late
Ocean Venture '82, comes
Woodard Bailey and Maton the heels of an exertie Hill Bailey.
VILLAHERMOSA, cise involving 40 ships
He is survived by three
sisters, Mary Hornbuckle Mexico (AP) — A group now being conducted in
and Marie of Murray and of American helicopter the same area.
Together, the war
Thelma of Detroit, and a pilots planned another atbrother, Arthur Bailey, tempt today to reach games focus considerable
isolated villages on the attention on the CaribPaducah.
Slopes of the erupting bean, where Train said a
Chinchonal volcano in "major chink in our
which more than 5,000 strategic armor" exists
peasants may have because of the rapidly
perished. The chief pilot growing military
said he doubted they capability of Cuba.
would be successful. ',The Navy, Marine
The 10 pilots flying for Corps, Coast Guard and
CATSKILL, N.Y. (AP) Pemet, the Mexican Air Force, in addition to
— Four young hikers who government's oil units from the Royal
set off on an Easter- monopoly, made some Netherlands Navy and
vacation jaunt in the Cat- trial flights Tuesday. But Marines, and Puerto
skill Forest Preserve they could not get near Rican and Virgin Islands
were believed stranded the 4,340-foot volcano National Guard, will par.today in a freak because of the clouds of ticipate in the exercise,
snowstorm, and officials volcanic ash belching up Train said.
expressed concern for from the crater.
their survival.
Chief pilot James
Twenty other hikers Ballard said the copters
returned to safety Tues- would try again to fly
day, -state officials over the five villages on
reported.
the slopes of the mounState forest rangers tain from which nothing
were to fly a helicopter has been heard since the
over the 150 miles of eruptions began March
trails in the 90,000-acre 29. But he said the dense
preserve at dawn today in clouds of ash would prosearch of what one bably force them back
ranger called "a needle because the debris would
in a haystack."
clog the turbines of their
The storm dumped 20 choppers.
inches of snow and winds
The villages are reachLow in cost but big in
'reduced visibility to near ed normally by trails now
coverage, State Auto's
zero. The National blocked by ashes three
Tnp-Pairprovides you with
Weather Service said the feet deep from El Chin- needed Accident and
wind chill factor early to- chonal. With villages Baggage Insurance for
your vacation Of other trips.
day would be minus 25 much farther away from
Select the benefits you
degrees.
the crater deserted
want for the exact period of
"We're very concerned because of the ash cover- time you will be gone...
about exposure and ing them and roofs of huts from 110 180 days.
- •
hypothermia. If they're collapsed by thi Ic- Travel
with protection
wet and they don't have eumuiation of debris, Call us abOut State Auto's
adequate protection they many officials doubt that
Trip-Pak. You'll find were
friends you can depend on.
could be in serious trou- anyone is still alive in the
ble," said district ranger isolated settlements.
Ed Jacoby.
However, Defense
The missing hike-is Minister Felix Galvan
were Identified as young Lopez said he was still
men from the Smithtown planning to have 150 ar-area of New York's Long my paratroopers dropped
Island. Arthur Woldt, a into the villages with food
spokesman for the state and medicine "as soon as,
Department of En- it is possible.".
Coert Sq.
vironmental ConservaTwenty-one deaths
tion, could provide no ad- have been confirmed and
7S3-44S1
ditional details Tuesday more -thee _SW people
night • ORM the four were -spired lit tic first
young men, other than to week of eruptions from
say they were "a:- the peak in Ow Stet&
painted tampers."
Madre range in neatest
Jacoby refried to Mexico. Towns and
ribose the antes ef the villages fee miles around
mks* bikers, saying have been emptied by
seined their permits had mere than 00,000
net beeninfamedi
refugees, 4

Pilots plan
volcano rescue

Four hikers
in snowstorm

Save Up To 8.99
Ladies Helbros Watch
•1 7 Jewel Swiss movement

'Has full numeral dial
"Available in yellow or silver tone
Sneer Tone Reg 399*

Solid 10K Gold Wedding
Rings
*Solid 10k yellow or white
gold 'Genuine diamond
*Special ordered - allow 2
to 3 weeks for delivery

Ladles Ring 4361.

Man*s Ring 4380
Reg. 9.46
Antique Pendan1-4797

DON'T
FORGET
TRIP-PAK

PURDOM
THURMAN
INSURANCE

Yellow Tone Reg 44 96

Ladies Religious Jewelry
•Has an 18" chain
.Available in gold tone only
'
,Two styles to choose from
•No. WR57/60

Save Up To 1.89
"Amass" Engravable
Jewelry
•Personalized jewelry
'Free engraving with
purchase of
engravable item
•Names,initials, and
mon rams available

Reg. 4.44
Buttolly Necklace 3462

Reg. 4.96

Save Up To 21.28
10 Kt. Gold Family Birthstone Ring
'Petite classic style in 10 kt gold
*Available from 2-7 stones
Values From 56.63
•AlloW 2-3 weeks delivery
To 63.92

Everyday Low Price
Mena 18" or 20" Chains

'Choose from several top selling chain
styles
•Get these beautiful electroplate Owns
at a price you can afford

Save Up To 2.10
14 Kt. Gold Novelty
and Initial Charms
*Many styles to choose
from
Novelty Charm.

6.37
Reg. 7.97
Initial Charms

We Sell
or Less!
WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY
It is our intention to have every advertised item in stock. However, if deo to WY unforesoon reason, en advertised item Is not available for purchase. Wel-Mart wiN Issue a Rain
Check on request, for the merchandise to be purchased et Ole-sale price whenever
available. or wiN sell you,a similar item at a comparable reduction In price. We reserve
the fight to limit quantities.'

WALMART
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Murray/figkstudents compete
in home'economics competition

READY FOR COMPETITION — Sally Crass, home economic instructor at Murray High School, gives
students instructions prior to the Home Economics Competition Day at Murray State University March 26.
4
.7

COMPETITION WINNERS — Sally Crass(second from left) and 32 Murray High students attended the Home Economics Competition Day at Murray State. Winners included (from left) Laura Anne
Sears, senior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Sears, clothing construction, first place; Lynne
Loberger, senior, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Loberger, FHA-HERO written test, first place;
and Lilliane Olazabal, freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Victor Olazabal, bedroom project, first
place.

4

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER
— Lynne Loberger (seated
right), senior, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon
Loberger, was one of 13
students to receive a POO
scholarship from the Kentucky Association of Future
Homemakers of America.
Murray High FHA president, Loberger has been active in FHA, the Murray
High band, Tr -Alpha, Black
and Gold newspaper, Future
Business Leaders of
America, President's Club,
Biology aid, hospital
AreL.-iteer, Mehl-Explorer
Post 883 and Red Cross
Swim instructor. Sally
Crass, home economics
teacher, and W.A. Franklin,
principal, congratulated
Loberger for the
scholarship.

STATE DEGREE WINNERS — Melanie Roos (left), daughter of Rev. and Mrs. David Roos, and
Lisa Wilson (right), daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby H. Wilson, have received State Homemaker
Degree. Both girls are juniors at Murray High and will receive their degrees at the state Future
Homemakers of America meeting Aprii 22-24 in Louisville. Teacher Sally Crass is with the winners.
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I.K.T. Auto Parts
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504 Maple
Marray dealer:
participating
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Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
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Save40t 7

Save60t

Sapplied by:
To fill your days and
. nights with rich-tasting coffee.
use these coupons to save
• on Brim* reeze-Dned and;
40t on Bnni Ground
And remember,Brim is '
`•
-decaffeinated so
s
one rich.cup
• - leads to another.
, . F$ll3your up
• to the rift wftti the
- richness ot.Benl. •
Gense4 Foodi totritc.ikpb Ic1/11'.

when you buy

when you buy
FreezeDried

brinr

brit6round

0[C.af•PfaanD COME

7r,

lb lb* mailer: General Foods Corporation roll reimburse you tor the face
value ot to coupon plus 7,for handling A you receive it on Me sale of Me
%mitred product and it upon request you subrnd evidence thereof saintiutOry
to General Foods Comes/1ton Coupon may ON be awred,tranderred or
r err()bored Customer must pay any mks tax Vow %term pronduted Liked or
restricted by law Good only or US A Cash value 1./70e Coupon roll no, be
nornred d presented through outside apencies Orders to renees eft cpe rod
:Kee 6,0,
3t.utoesee
,.
z
,
631:61 present
,. aed.,.
thor
„
,nzcrhandner
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r dec,. thca1
o.nsp
,,,,,,
pen mad to General Frnds Corporator Coupon Redemption IV.,e 00 Boo
103 Kankcree ithron 60902
Mar expires October 31,1142. Thn couprr good only to pur,hase ol
product indkated Any other one constitutes Saud

60C

- ONE COUPON

R PURCHASE

GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION

••••

Otorneaano cam(
a the Mailer Geneca1 Fonds Corporation win ril'intiorse you :cu 5ra,
value & tnn Coudo• Pius 71 for handling if you receive it on the Sale of flit
&penned product and rt upon reeutit you submit evidefte thereof saIrslintory
to General Foods Corm/anon Coupon may not be &surer Parysterred or
reprodMed Cuslcener must pas any sales tan Vad *Mere on-inbreed,laud or
restricted by law Good only or USA Cash wive 1/20r Coupon win not be •
Honored 4 presented thromb outsrde agencies brokers or others ono are not
retort dish butos of ors merchandrse Of wetiScally authorized by Us to present
pm, mad to General Foods Corporation, Capon Rederrestion Olf&e, PO Ron
101 Kankakee Minors 60902
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Woman saves 98 percent by using coupons

A CLOSE SHAVE-Barber Bob Sanchez continues with a haircut on customer
Paul Morrison shortly after an auto smashed through a window and entrance to
the barber shop early Friday. No one was injured in the accident after the brakes
reportedly failed on the car.
(AP Laserphoto)

AZUSA, Calif. (AP) Earline Paulson taught
her coupon-clipping
pupils well, but none outshone the teatiher in the
final exam at a local
supermarket. She took
home 6188.19 worth of
groceries for $4.73 - a
savings of nearly 98 percent.
Although the 18 women
in her class had only eight
three-hour sessions under
their Olt, they did pretty
well too. Their savings
ran between 30 and 69
percent.
Mrs. Paulson, who has
been saving coupons for
more than four years,
said everything she
bought during the class
outing Tuesday night was
"part of my normal family eating patterns." But
she admits it took her
about two months to collect the dozens of coupons
that slashed her grocery
bill so dramatically for,
items ranging from ham-

burger and fruit juice to
paper towels and tortillas.
"People think I do this
all the time, and I don't,"
she said. "But on a weekly basis I would buy $85 to
$90 worth of food and pay
$40 dollars - and that's
just right off the top. By
sending away I Can get
$15 or $20 more in
refunds, so I'm actually
paying only $20 to $25."
The 33-year-old home
economist has taught a
Citrus Community College adult education
course on saving money
while shopping for about
a year. Her strategies include keeping an eye out
for direct mail offers and
reading the packages on
store shelves as well as
clipping out coupons in
newspapers and
magazines.
The food retailing
business is so competitive
that there are offers for
almost every kind of pro-

duct at any given moment, she said. But
besides being on the
lookout for special offers,
the dedicated bargain
hunter has to be willing to
switch brands.
"Maybe one month
Lever Brothers will be offering a dollar off and the
next month Procter &
Gamble will offer $3 off,
so one month you buy
Procter & Gamble and
one month from Lever
Brothers,"she said.
Mrs. Paulson also suggests working with
friends. "Maybe I don't
need cat food coupons
and you do," she said.
With coupons in hand,
shoppers often can save
further by using them
when an item goes on sale
or taking advantage of
chain store promotions
that double the value of
coupons.
Mrs. Paulson doesn't
think it's necessary to
visit three or four

markets every week. She
shops only twice a week,.
at one store each time,
but she will switch
neighborhood supermarkets on a given week
to take advantage of promotions.
Among her favorite
money savers are combination offers designed
to encourage use of a
group of products made
by the same company.

listed
Hospital patients
Hazel.
Adults 163
Nursery 4
3-31-82
No New Born
Admissions
Dismissals
Maureen E. Elwell and
baby girl, 805 North 19th
St., Ricky N. Rushing,611
S. Market, Paris, Tenn.,
Joseph S. Porter, 1012
Reynolds, Paris, Tenn.,
2
/
Karen E. Brooks, 1351
First, Mayfield,Elmer C.
Colson, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Janet L. Brelsford,

YOURSELE
MAKE A NAME FOR
BE A MEALTIME R
RICAS
ENTER THE FIELD 'AMERECI
HERO.SERVE YOU
FAMILY FIELD HEROES. 50 GREATEST HEROES" PE CONTEST.
It-our end-01-w inter mells suffer from
'that "same -old-thing" syndrome, pick
them up with nourishing Field sausage,
wiener. or luncheon meat hero
sandwiches.
Field heroes are quick -to-fix and
they're perfect for both microwave and
conventional oven c(miking.
Served hot or cold. topped or
open -face. Field heroes are guaranteed
a hero's welcome every time.

Create your own unique hero sandwich
using any of Field's fine saus'ages, wieners, or
luncheon meats, then send your recipe to
us. In return, we'll send you a thank you note
and S1.00 worth of coupons good for the
purchase of any Field meat-products.
Your recipe will be-efigible for publica-P
Greates-t Heroes"
tion in Field's ':Amtrica's
published early
be
Will
which
Recipe Book,
iS chosen as
recipe
your
if
next year.(And,
01. package
6
a
win
you'll
50,
top
one of the
choice
our
N'
of
meat
n
luncheo
of the Field
)
year.
a
for
week
each and every

Official contest rules appear on the
Field Hero recipes now available wherever
fine Field products are sold. A different
lisfof Field hero recipes will be available
each month from February thru April.
They're free, so look for them in your
favorit.u_store or.writc.to the Fick! Packing.
Company for a copy of the official rules.
If Field recipes are not available in your
store, simply write you; Field hero recipe on
an 8-1 2" x I I" plain sheet of paper, along
With Your name and address and mail it to
America's 50 Greatest Heroes, Field Packing
Company, Owensboro, KY 42301. Entries
must he received by August 31, 1982.
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Field

SAVE $1.15 ON
DELICIOUS HELD
MEAT PRODUCTS

_

HERE'S A HEARTY
WAY TO WELCOME SPRING.
LOG sparTER HERO
Split Frerrchbread or hero roll in
half lengthwise. •
Spread inside top and button ittc
mixture of cream cheese and blue cheese
(Wild cream cheese with crumbled blue
cheese to taste and add a few drops of
lemon juice
Next add leaf lettuce. alternate slices
,cucumber and hard cooked eggs

44.

(sprinkle salt and pepper on cucumbers
and egg slices).
Add slices of Fickl Flame Browned
Mlisiczery Jack cheese,slices of Fick!
P ffid P Loaf, alternate green and red
pepper rings, thin slices of fresh mushn ii ims. and finally slices of Field Bologna.
Thp with alfalfa sprouts.

Clip the coupon below and you'll save 150
on your next Field purchase. And, don't
forget to send us your favorite Field hero
recipe, so that we can send you $1,00 worth
of Field coupons by return mail.
THIS COUPON IS WORTH

TOWARD THE
PURCHASE OF ANY FIEID PRODUCT.
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"Food is one of the flexible items in our budget,"
she said. "It's one of the
few things over which you
have control."
And how did the supermarket feel about her
fistful of coupons?
"The manager and
assistant manager checked me out personally,"
she said, "and they both
wanted their wives to
take the class."

II

Ju y A. Hollander,
P.O. z.825, Emajean W.
Thu an, Rt. 5, Andre
Scott,;218 Clark Hall, Edward i3urkeen, Rt. 1, Benton, Sondra L. Holloway,
Rt. 5, Jimmy E. McLeod,
Rt. 8, Dwight L. Watson,
Rt.2.
Stacey R. Vandyke, Rt.
5, Jennie S. Howell, at. 4,
Paris, Tenn., Ronnie Ray
Arnett, 223 Riviera, Myrtia Lynne Jackson, Rt. 3,
Calvert City, W. Ben
Humphreys, 1606 Hermitage, Mark A. Koopmann,1608 Miller.
John E. Robbins, Rt. 8,
Reba H. Garland, Rt. 2,
Wingo, L. W. Paschall,
1421 Vine, Paul S.
Vonschoech, 522 Broad,
Fredna L. Morris, 826
Hurt, Marion B. Graves,
1304 Vine,Fulton.
Jennie F. Williamson,
Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.,
William P. Austin, 710
Arch, Fulton, Lucille
Hart, Rt. 8, Clayton
Fulton, Rt. 3, Sophie A.
Tatum, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Evelyn C. Hubbell, 1804
Monroe.
Margaret P. Blalock,
1605 Sycamore, Jennie E.
Guthrie, Westview Nursing Home, Hugh B.
Wallace, Rt. 8, Parvin L.
Adams, Rt. 3, Lovena
Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Burnett McNeill (Expired), Fern Terrace
Lodge.
Adults 159
Nursery 3
4-1-82
New Born Admission
Gina Roberts and baby
boy,1508 Henry St.
Dismissals
Lora F. Cooper, P.O.
13x. 23, Lynn Grove, Julie
Ann Holmes and baby
girl, Rt. 3, Mayfield.
Sheila J. Lencki and baby
girl, 1904 Greenbriar,
Lisa R. Birdsong, Rt. 5,
Cadiz, Doris S. Alexander,1320 Wells Blvd.
Jo Lynn Colson, Bx.6B,
Hardin, Lisa G. Coy, Rt,
5, Roger G. Dawson, Rt.
1, Dexter, William H.
Slappey, Bx. 4862 Hart
Hall, Tina A. Miller, 207
Woodlawn.
Dolores J. Belt, Rt. 6,
Benton, William L.
Sawyers, Dresden,Tenn.,
George E. Jackson, 308
W. Hale, Mayfield, Clara
Lucille Jackson, Rt. 1,
Almo, Barry B1 Bower,
man,1612 Miller Ave.
Lula Bell McCuiston,'
227 Spruce, Shirley J.
Vaughn, Rt. 2, Leslie A.
Alderdice, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Sam
Christenberry, Rt. 1,
Vera L.Sparks,609 Ellis.
Anna M. Morrison, Rt.
2, Joyce G. Wyatt, at. 1,
Kirksey, Eliza A. Craig,
at. 2, Hazel, Lucy E.
Williams, Rt. 5, Garnie
Scott, 415 North Fourth
St.

•

HEALTH
INSURANCE

Who needs it?
- 1,000,000 Major
Medical
1,000,N Major Medical
Calmer leseruce
liability kw
Accideet Immo
Medicare Werner
Nespital lice.

It yes Ned it, give
us a call.
Fer details call:
Billy Miller
Ross--'.
INSURANCE
AGENCY
210 I. Mai St.
Amy,Ky.
Ph... 753-0489
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Apostles vow to stay with Jesus, but fearful, they fall away
EDITOR'S he's the "bread of God" "abide in me".just as "I
NOTE — This is the third and the drink that en- am in you," to bear enpart of a five-part Easter dures, to boost "the during fruits.
series presented in met- world's life."
Through the empty
rical style as prompted
But the shadows danc- streets, the city's gate,
by many Scripture ed across that room, and through the camps
passages. With some he breathed a weary sigh, beyond they walked,
slight but not substantial for the "Son of man" is through the Kidron valley
variations in some assigned for the rack, by and up toward the mount,
Scripture quotations to which he'll shortly die.
and while they walked he
maintain the rhythm,this
The impulsive Peter talked.
installment deals with the slammed the boards, and
That "my joy's in you"
arrest.
declared he'd be there to brace your hearts, in
too; if it's prison, death or the face of what impends,
By GEORGE W.
whatever transpires, -a greater love has no
CORNELL
"I'm set to go with you!" man than just this": he
AP Religion Writer
But, his teacher knew gives "his life for
At a house deemed and softly said, that friends."
safe, they filed upstairs, "before the cock crows
For "you're my
to the lamplit second twice," you'll be swept friends" forevermore; if
floor, and they settled along in a buffeting tide, you're scorned, abused,
down to enjoy a repast, and "you'll deny me accursed,, just recall
by Jesus* twelve-man thrice."
what happens to him in
corps.
Yet the headstrong the world, that he is vicIt's a night Peter still maintained, tim first.
remembered, never dim- and so did all the rest,
This disturbed them
med, with its strange and that they'd die before now; he saw their gloom,
moving fare, but before they'd ever retreat. They and pronounced it passthey started to share in wouldn't pass that test.
ing sorrows. "You will
that meal, a tension filled
In a little while, he'd weep, lament" but the
the air.
part from them, with tears become joy, on
A betrayer sits with us, their apprehension doubl- brightened, new tomorhe said, in a tone that ed. You should know "I rows.
sounded doom. They in- go to prepare you a
In the world the tribulaquired of him, "Is it I? Is place... Let not your tion comes, but it
it I?" And Judas left the hearts be troubled."
shouldn't make you glum.
room.
He disclosed a fresh Just press ahead with
Then he broke the commandment then, an resolve and good cheer,
bread, dividing it, and imperative brand new, for "I have overcome."
dispensed the parts to that whatever comes
As they climbed the
eat; it's "my body," he you're to "love one wooded Mount of Olives,
said, which is "given for another," the way that to the old, unused
you," a startling sort of "I've loved you."
winepress, he abandoned
treat.
,
He assured they'd not talk and withdrew in his
It was awesome then, be left alone, in their thoughts, beneath some
still awesome now, in its subsequent endeavor, but inner stress.
sequence year-on-year, he'd send the counseling
In a clearing high
for it means to many he "Spirit of truth," to among the trees, where
always imparts; his "dwell with you forever." -their rendezvous were
presence now and here.
In the quiet he pushed many, a deserted garden
A decanter raised, he his cup aside, as he was there by the press.
poured the wine, for his resolutely stood., to an- They'd reached
silent, watching men,and nounce his "hour" was Gethsemane.
averred it's "blood," the approaching near.
You're to "sit while
bequest of his life, They'd head for yonder yonder I go pray." A
"poured out to pardon wood.
regret now laced his
sin."
They departed then in breath. Just "remain and
They consumed that worried mood, to watch" for "my soul is
nurture, crops of earth, traverse the trembling downcast," down "even
yet enfolding mystery, night. In a vague unrest unto death."
and however grasped he they accompanied him,
In the moonlit haze that
enjoined it be done, in that grandest Israelite.
swathed that place, the
"recollecting me."
He's the "vine," he apostles felt distressed.
He's the "living bread" said, that stems from But despite their worry
that fills, he said, the God, and "you're the they nevertheless, reclinlasting spring run rife; branching" shoots, so ed to take a rest.

As he walked apart he
bowed his head, on his
face a kind of shine. It's
"the hour, my father ...
I've made your name
known," and thus "all
mine are thine."
In the truth now "sanctify them" all, that to it
they always cleave, and
may "they be one" just
as "we are but one," that
"the world may believe."
For a while he stood in
reverie. On return his
face was bleak, but his
men now slept in a spirit
that wills, but oh, "the
flesh is weak."
So "xou couldn't watch
for me one hour?" And
again, he strode away, to
collapse in sobs on a slab
of white rock, in bloodflecked tears to pray.
It is fully "Father" up
to thee, but "remove this
cup of mine," if "thou art
willing" for it to be done.
"Yet not my will but
thine."
For a time he lay in
shaking moans, but at
length he rose, half
numb. He aroused his
men from their negligent
sleep, "Enough! My hour
has come!"
From the woods came
sounds of clanking arms,
a scrambling through the
trees, the advancing
tromp of militia and then,
a thin but chilling breeze.
They emerged, a hundred Roman troops, with
some priests who gave a
_hiss, and Judas rushed
and embraced the accused, betrayed by sham — a
kiss.
The platoon, its adjuncts, came ahead, and
so Peter flashed his
sword. He sliced an ear to
the screams of the mob.
"No more!" his Lord
deplored. "
Put your sword away,
he snapped with edge, for
its users die by it. Then he
swung about in disdain to
the pack, that flinched as
if hard hit.
With your battle arms
you come, how bold! His

words had steel and
spark. But this "hour is
yours" and he lowered
his head, resigned to
"powers of dark."

Then they pounced on
him in front and rear,
with a sword against his
neck. The assault convulsed the apostles in

fear. They fled, their tight. Then they led him
pluck a wreck.
off to confront an ordeal,
With a rope his arms a captive of the night.
and hands were bound,
TOMORROW: The
and they drew it hard and Hanging.

atm

NOW OPEN!
T.J.'s Barbecue
Chestnut St., Murray

•Finally you can make unlimited long
distance calls from any telephone to any
place in the United States, at unheard of
savings.

Featuring...

PET OF THE WEEK — Two young female dogs,
a lady spaniel and a toy collie, need a home. They
are available for adoption at Calloway County
Animal Shelter at 103 E. Sycamore, which is
operated by the Humane Society. The animal
shelter is now open from 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5
p.m., Monday through Saturday. For further information call 759-4141.

Barbecue by the pound
or the whole shoulder
Burgers
*Ice Cream
7:: Drive Through Window
For Carry-Out Service

• As a participant in THE 800 CLUB you or your firm will be assigned a toll free number
that may be used from any telephone in the United States. (Includes pay and out of town
telephones).
*To make your long distance call dial the 800 CLUB TOLL FREE NUMBEil and give
the operator the number you wish to talk with Anywhere in the United States.

753-0045

UNLIMITED USAGE:
Make as many Long Distance -calls as you want using the 800 CLUB's high quality lines.
Service is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
• No limit on calls you make.
• No limit on how long you talk on each call.

The Cost to Participate:
a month
for Residential Unlimited Usage

$299

a month
for Unlimited Business Usage

NO OTHER FEES OR COSTS
Gas Cans
2-sanoe

How to Start Serlfice:

Regular Rme $3 79

STP Gas 8 oz.
Treatment Awier PAM.120

•The 800 Club needs your name, or company name, address, telephone number, and
the first month's fee
• The 800 Club can accept only a limited number of participants. So call Toll Free and
sign up NOW.
• The 800 CLUB accepts VISA/MASTERCARD.

Valvoline
All-Climate
Motor Oil
10-W-30

WIOM NMI

IM1

EN NM OM MEM 1111 Map OM ell

se In gm

mi

I CALL NOW TOLL FREE

"I

1-800-824-7888

10-W-40
I

12 Pack Case

In California 1-8004152-7777—ask for Operator 73

In

IIMI INII

NO On

In OM MI MN Ell MI MIMI= WM MO MI MOIn MI

IM

Give the Operator Your Name, or Company Name, address, telephone
number, and Visa/MasterCard Information, or billing information.
YQur 8
- 00 Club Service will beginin a iriatter of days
after receipt of payment.
THE 800 CLUB, 1710 Connecticut Avenue,KW.
Washington, D.C. 20000

..;•'!, •
.440441
,,Cip•

The 800 Club, Inc . a long distance sharing group
•Now legal under Federal Communications Commission Tarriffs
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CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!

CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!

•
CC=

PAR KAY

CHECK-OUT surd'BONNS-SPECIALS:

CI

.1=>
grIpqr".•
Miracle Miracle
Whip
Whip

RKAY

ATE L'

Yee Got Owl

6MIRACLE
WHIP

4.Got Ose

FREE
BONUS
STAMP

FREE
BONUS
STAMP

For Each
$1.00 Yea Spoor

Fw Each
$1.00 Vs. $pool*

32 Oz. Jar

5 LB Reg.

WITH BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH B NUS CERTIFICATE

WITH BONUS CERTIFICATE

BIG JOHN HAS THE LOWEST SHELF PRICES SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Green Peppers Or

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT
WARMS

- JUST A FEW OF BIG
JOHN'S
HUNDREDS OF
EVERYDAY LOW SURF
PRICES! MNY PAY
MORE?!
Fruan

ORANGE
elle
MICE 6 01 C4-

CHEC
mUood

Morrell C
Whole
Roseless
HAM

Fowl

Ifyift

3 I

D

WHITE

Whole Or
SMOKED
NAMS
Whole

SMOKED
PICNICS
Fmk Au
STEWING
HENS

Solst Pre'

lit liut

TEA
BAGS

100 Ct

Baby

ilpEs 40

cf. ea$159

coloosi
SUOMI

•

4
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CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!

CNECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!.

1-4

0-

0

CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!

ii-5
Dtt Monte

Delmont, Med lo Joke

v.v.,
CRISCO

Stoneware
i
C ass
lUCER

Yea aft Om

159

FREE
BONUS
STAMP
For Esek
IGO i.e Spoor

3 LB. Celt

20 Oz. Can

WITH BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH BONUS CE TIFICATE

TIFICATE

HOW YOU SAVE AT BIG JOHN

HECK
-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS! SPECIALS THROUGHOUT
THE
STORE
Ad bam
l P.M 7 Thru Aprff 13
Register For A Free Morrell
Boneless Ham. Drawing WWI
Be Held Saturday Alldi 10

FREE Morrell

Big John Soper Tender

*ell Or Shank Half
SMOKED
18.929
HMS
Mob
SMOKED
is.

$099

BONELESS
SIRLOIN STEAK

Big John Sew Tender

89'

PICNICS Pad 991

T-BONE STEAK $ 99
(Econonw Peek) 2

Fresh Fosse

Big John Soper Tender

r STEWING
HENS

Sat Proviso

t

PORTERHOUSE

STEAK

Big John Soper Tender

1011/4

BOTTOM ROUND so09
STEAK
Le. ei
Memel! Now imoant

Pork

POLLS

90z Pkg

Angel Flake
14 Oz.
UT

2t)

79'

pit,3 159

COFFEE

Wee Poe

60: Jar 1289

Kleenex Dinner

NAPKINS
Hyde Pori Heavy Duty

PIZZA

ar Men 0,0

Colonial Peolired
SUGAR

.0 Bo4
•

Hoz. skis $159

Boneless 8-10LB.

HAM

44;
_ ,.f‘

-

•A •

•

•
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observations

by lochie hart

Murray Girl Scout cabin built in 1946

Purchasers of portable appliances
should study them before buying

the specification sheet appliance read the in- ranges are:
By Dana Allen
-blender, 300Wallis, Bryan Tolley, Jones was one. But I have
Guest writer
which describes the ap- struction booklet and file 1200. -coffee maker,
475H.C. Corn, A.G. Gibson, the names of those who
pliance.
It for future reference.
1500. -cookerfryer, 1350Marvin Wrather, Grover headed committees to
When in the market for
Portable appliances
Make sure the control 1500. -popcorn popper,
Wood James, T. Sledd, solicit funds. (Copied a portable appliance, the usually carry a one-year is set at
OFF. U the ap- 650. -mixer, 100-200. Thomas Banks, Jr. T. from the Ledger h Times, consumer should learn guarantee. Some have
a pliance has a detachable toaster, 750-1650. Do not
Waldrop and Bill Swann.
dated March 14, 1946). everything possible about five-year guarantee.'The cord, plug it into the ap- connect more
than 1650
In the above list of com- Then as now, the Ledger the appliance before buy- guarantee should clearly pliance first
and then into watts on any electrical
munity leaders, all are & Times gives *pace and ing.
state how long it will be in the electrical outlet.
deceased but Max Hurt, enthusiasm to all local
There are some general effect, what parts and After use, disconnect the circuit at one time.
Harry Fenton, Thomas projects.
considerations applicable services are covered
Appliances should be
and cord at the outlet, then
Banks, T. Sledd, and T.
I think you would like to for many small ap- what the buyer's and from the appliance. cleaned with hot, soapy
Waldrop. I don't know read the list of those who, pliances.
seller's responsibilities Disconnect by pulling the water. Rinse and dry
about Mr.Gibson.
The required care is will be. Be sure to keep plug, never the cord.
in this community addithoroughly. Stubborn
Mrs. H.C. Corn was tion, left their footprints greatly determined by the warranty,
Do not use extension stains may be removed
marked
chairman of the drive. on the "sands of time."
the finish. If the ap- with the purchase date.
cords with heat - by using soap filled steel
Max Hurt spoke about the
There were six pliance will receive much
It is often necessary to producing appliances. wool pads, but steel wool
worthwhileness of the departments of the useage, the finish should send a registrat
ion card Stretch looped cords to may damage shiny
project. Round singing Woman's Club then. be one that will not wear to the manufact
urer in full length to avoid heat finishes. To clean shiny
was directed by Marjorie (Now there are 10.) Mrs. off easily, such as order for the warranty
to build-up. Always replace exteriors, use silver
Palmquist. A skit was Gingles Wallis, Music; chromium.
be effective. A warranty worn, frayed cords with polish or other recompresented by the Mrs. Fred Gingles,
Storage should be con- will be void if the ap- new ones.
mended commerical proBrownies and In- Garden; Mrs. C.S. sidered before making a pliance has
Unplug heating ap- duct. Rubbing alcohol
been
termediates and directed Lowry, Alpha; Mrs. selection. There should tampered with. If
it needs pliances immediately will remove light grease
by Charlotte Owen. Miss Bryan Tolly, Home; Mrs. be enough space to store servicing, it
should be after use. Allow to cool stains and fingerprints.
Ursula Little, member of Foreman Graham, and to use the appliance returned to the
manufac- before cleaning and storIf used correctly, small
the field staff of National Delta; Miss Charlotte properly. It should be ac- tuier or an approved
ser- ing. Immerse an ap- appliances save the conGirl Scouts, spoke on the Owen,Zeta.
cessible and convenient. vice center.
pliance in water only if it sumer time, money and
value of Scouting.
The appliance should
Others who attended
There are basic prin- is specifically labeled energy. It is importan
t to
Mrs. James Dorman the dinner were: carry the Underwriters ciples which may
be ap- "immersible."
follow manufacturer's
was president of the Mur- Mesdames Noel Melugin, Laboratories seal of ap- plied to the use
and cart, Be familiar with the recommendations to get
ray Girl Scout Council. George Hart, W.D. proval. The seal should of all portabl
e ap- wattage of the appliance the most from an apPlace cards and decora- Lewis, A.F. Yancey, A.B. be on the appliance or on pliances. Before
using the in use. Average wattage pliance.
tions for the dinner were Austin, G.B. Scott, Tom
made by the troops of Rowlett, Keith Kelley,
Girl Scouts.
L.M., Overbey, Miss
The cabin (It doesn't Talese Whiteside,
look much like a cabin Mesdames Gatlin Clopsince the log structure ton, Carney Hendon,
has been covered with M.O. Wrather, 011ie
ed to the black panthers, fortunately, most of the
By Kent Forrester
The movie was also put
white siding) was built Brown, Ed Diuguid, Jr.,
and
that created transformations are together carelessl
You've
got
to have a
y. The
with the $3,000 raised by Harry Sledd, Misses
creatures who were half cheaply done off stage.
plot has as many holes as
the drive and many con- Myra Bagwell,- Mary gimmick if you're going panther,
half human.
Despite the neat fake a Victorian antributions of labor and Lassiter, Ella sWeihing, to make it as a horror
ACROSS
2 Mideast
Now the ersatz legend legends, one good timacassar;
movie
creature
Dracula
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
.
1 Be amazed
name
the movie is
material. Carpenters, Hazel Tarry;
5 Vehicles
3 Observe
hakiis_garlic and coffin gets sexy. A cat person metamorphosis, a couple badly edited, with
plumbers, brick masons,
4 Ideal
9 Small lump
Mesdames Baron
can only change to a,_pan-` of pleasantly scary awkward and
t,
confusing
truck owners and others John Ed Scott, . C. with an interior layer of ther when
12 Toward
5 Choice part
he has sex with scenes, and a few hand- transitions; and there
A
good
Transylv
anian
shelter
dirt.
6 Diphthong
are
gave their services. Elkins, Cecil
arris,
a huirian, and he can only some naked girls, I bits of film left
•13 Harvest
7 Knock
intact that
Remember that this was Boody Russell; Waylon The werewolf has his full change
14 Mature
8 Quarrel
back
to a human wasn't really pleased should have been excised.
Penetrate
during World War II Rayburn, G.C. Ashcraft,. moon and silver bullet.
9-Restaurant
The creatures in The when he has killed a with the movie. For one
•17 PhiltyS
workex- The Cat People is not
when we -were making N.P.. Hutson, R.K. Kelly,
10 Tai Mahat s
State
-Cat People have an human. The "legend" thing, I don't think that an unpleisant two hours,
sacrifice
s
in
that
effort,
18 Acct of a
A.L. Rhodes, Graves "adult" gimmick
site
. You also has something to do panthers are very scary. but it's not as good as it
11 Transaction
too.
1X,Pe
Hendon, Elliot Wear, see, in prehistoric
times, with incest, but I didn't they look like larger ver- might have been. The
Boxed
16
19 Combat
Those who left
R.H. Thurman, Graves a certain primitive
20 Affirmative
21 Sum
tribe follow that part very well. sions of Bounce, my cat.
director should have
their footprints
Sledd and- A.B. Austin; sacrificed their
23 Pennant
22 Move —
Is that a neat legend or
There are other pro- given us more gore, more
children
I wish I had the names Miss Lula Clayton Beale,
27 Compss pt. 23 Pierce
isn't it? I think it's fairly blems. The first half of scares, more
28 Pamphlet
24 Musical
special efof the men who built the Frances Sexton, toThlack panthers. Even- neat.
Not all-time neat the movie is very slow. fects.
group
29 Sink in a way
Small
eating
tually,
38
51 Mixture
the souls of the
cabin.
I
remembe
r
Harry
Margaret
31 _Quarrel
25 Sun god
Graves.
area
Hurry
52
children became attach, like sharpened stakes and The director is trying too
Rated R due to full
34 Three-toed
26 Tatter
41 Unrestrained 56 Also
turn-you-into-dust-if-you- hard to lift his movie out frontal female nudity
'sloth
30 Street
43 Still
and
58 Time period
don't-get-back-before- of the horror movie genre a couple of gory
urchins
35 Golf mound
45 Tantalum
59 Legal
scenes.
37 Frolic
32 Hebrew
symbol
daylight. But neat (this is a remake of a However, most
matters
Murray State's chapter
of the
39 RI's neighbor
measure
The award was based University and member enough.
47 Negative
60 Seine
1940s movie by the same nude scenes are done by
40 Nod
33 Circumspect 49 Groans
of Alpha Epsilon Rho, na- on activities and quality of the year was awarded
63 King of
But what else, you ask, name), so we get slow Nastassia Kinski,
42 Arid
36 Bitter vetch
Bashan
50 Male deer
tional broadcasting socie-- of programs of ehapters to Paul Rogers of
a skin44 Bishop's
does
Cat People have go- panning shots, non- ny actress, so no one
r1 2 3 4
5 0 7 Al
0 10 ii
ty, recently was among in the three-state region Southern Illinois Univeris
headdress
ing
for
it? It has one good realistic color likely to get too charged
46 Article
those honored in a Region which includes Kentucky, sity.
12
13
14
metamorphosis that uses p4otography,, and up over them. There are
48 Type of
of the Year award.
a
Indiana and Illinois.
Rue - was named co- those astounding special camera
4o
1
17
18
school
angles of the kind couple, of plumper ac50 Award
1%
Rue also presented an representative last year effects techniques that that are probably called tresses who are nude,
21
Eleven members of
53 Pitch
but
annual report at the con- at a national convention have been developed only "interesting" by they're on screen
54 In- music. high
"
27
Illp Alpha Epsilon Rho from
only
55 Guido note
in the last few years. Un- cinematographers.
Murray State par- vention which listed ac- in Nashville.
briefly.
26
31
N)
57 Toward a
tivities
of
the
region
ticipated
for
in
the
society's
ship's rear
Ili
34
,'
3?
T
39
61 Ebro or
national convention in the past year and had the
40
41
42
Grande
44
New
York where the theme "Best Getting Bet62 Promptly
46 4
48
49
honor was made. Shelia ter."
64 Kilmer
Sillbj4W
Rue, WKMS-FM
1
53
Several first
65 Heavy weight
humanities producer, awards also were place
1
57
;PP
66 Pigs
given to
154
served as co - mid -east
67 Direction
et
region
62
i54
es
representative of the err- members. Chapter
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
of the
DOWN
•
66
67
'
tire
region.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am net result of these disorders
year went to Ball State
t
1 Ocreriing •
formation
cell
blood
and
be solved by adequate cookcell
61 years old and have-been - is that your bone marrow is destructio
n can be upset ing.
in
good
health
until
recently.
not
producing enough
EVEN THOUGH YOU 6QT ALL
from The 'Health Letter
Raw egg white contains
Now I am told I have a blood cells to replace red
ABSOLUTELY, SIR
the number 4-3, Understanding avidin,
Ti4E ANSWERS WRONG WHEN
myeloproli
a substance which
ferative
disorder.
daily loss of red blood cells. The Anemias, whic.k.1 am
YOU WERE UP AT THE.
destroys biotin, an imporIs
that
leukemia?
I
have
an
Each
red
blood
cell
normalBlACKBOARD, SR I WAS
-sending youf-Others who tant vitamin. Cooking
anelnia and the doctor has ly only lasts about 120
PROUD OF YOU
want this issue can send 75
already given me eight pints so you must produce adays
avidin and prevents
lot cents with a long, stamped, -destroys
this from occurring.
of blood. He is also giving; just to maintain your normal
self-addre
ssed
envelope
for
me folic acid and Pyridox- level.
there is the question
it to me,in'care this news- of Then
ine. I am taking vitamins C,
the cholesterol content of
You can bleed from paper, P.O. Bbx of
1551,
Radio
E and B-12 plus bone meal leukemia or cancer may
egg yolks, 225 mg in each. If
with bone marrow on my cause bteedinc, particularly -City Station, New-York, NY your son's cholesterol level
own.
is low, and in his age group I
cancer involving the diges- 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My mean 170 or less, it is not so
I'd like some more infor- tive tract. But cancer
or
mation on this if possible. leukemia that involves the 15-year-old son has become important. But if his cholesWhy
do you need blood bone 'harrow may simply very involved in a physical terol is high then he should
I
i
Im USEART
•
transfusio
ns? Are you bleed- eliminate normal produc- fitness program. He jogs avoid high cholesterol foods
•
LJM
eight miles a day and is on such as egg yolks.
ing from someplace? I have tion.
not noticed any bleeding.
In many of the leukemia the school's track and wresJust how does 'this disease and cancer disorders the tling teams. He is 5 feet 10
cause an anemia?
treatment is directed toward and weighs 138 pounds.
DEAR READER — destroying the abnormal
His latest experiment
Myeloproliferative disease cells while stimulating nor- involves drinking three raw
*is not a specific term as it mal bone marrow function eggs with a glass of milk
includes several different at the same time. I don't each morning. I feel that be
disorders. But, yes, many of think you should
overdoing the raw eggs a
taking is
them are also chronic medicines on your be
bit. Could you please give us
C•902 UMW
own
withSANTA CLARA, Calif.
leukemia. The word chronic out your doctor's approval your opinion? Are there any
is important because these and knowledge. You might real benefits to drinking (AP) — Video games are
Wi-ls/ 15 i4E SITTING
people have a much better affect the blood picture is three raw eggs in milk every bringing the computer
AROUND ALL DAY '
outlook than most patients following as a guide to he
age closer to acceptance
pro- morning?
TWITCHING
with an acute leukemia.
viding
DEAR
proper
the
READER
treatment
—
and
understanding by the
Raw
WISNOSE1
The chronic disorder for you.
eggs are often a source of American homemaker,in
results in fibrosis of the bone
You will understand how bacteria, particularly salTniirrell
replacement anemias occur and the ways monella which causes food the opinion of a designer
with other t— of cells. The the balance between blood poisoning. That problem can and maker of video-game
cartridges.
"The thought of computerization in the home
is intüidating to a large
segmeilç of the elect r on cally unsophist ated public,"
says Jim Levy, president
of Activision.
"But such fears are unfounded," he adds,
"because virtually all
homes today have computers in one form or
another, mostly used in
appliances that are a normal part Rf the daily
routine."
Such common devices
as push-button telephones
and electrical appliances ,
with builtin cycles actually have programmed
computer functions, he points out. Other appliances suck as washing
maelihtes,—Mlioalth'eW
CAMP.GROUP — Youngstersfrom the Lord's Chapel Christian Academy, driers,
ranges and even
Nashville, TN; listen attentively as Dan Brock, an Environmental Educakitchen -counter
tion intern at TVA's Land Between The Lakes, points outplants they should
equipment — blinders,
day away from when walking in the woods. In this ease, poison ivy. The
mixers and toasters —
children wereen an overnight visit to Brandon Spring Group Campin LBL
bre examples of home
(TVA Photo By Chris Sharp) computerization.
This is the first of two
articles on the local Girl
Scouts. This one is about
. the buildin; of the Girl
Scout Cabin, its birthday,
and individuals who promoted the project. The
next one is about Girl
Scouts in Murray now.
Girl Scout Cabin
is 36 Years Old
The past March marked the 36th birthday of the
local Girl Scout cabin
located in the old city
park on Sharpe Street. It
was on March 8, 1946
when a drive to build the
cabin was launched in a
kick-off dinner meeting in
the Murray Woman's
Club house. Girl Scout
cookie sales last month
reminded us of the
money-making project of
the troops.
It would be interesting
to have a list of the girls
in this community who
have been Scouts and
have enjoyed the
facilities of this cabin, the
result of community effdrt and sponsored by the
Murray Woman's Club.
Backing the club in a concerted drive to raise

$3,000 were the city council and the Chamber of
Commerce. The log
structure contains a large
meeting room With a
fireplace; a front porch,a
kitchen, storage room
and toilet.
Girl Scouting was fairly
new in Murray thek
Earlier Mrs. Bea Melugin
worked with a troop. The
national organisation was
34 years old. Good
leaders and interested
parents brought wide interest to the girls who
ranged through
Brownies, Intermediates
and Seniors.
Mrs. Garnett Jones was
president of the Woman's
Club when the cabin project was launched, and
presided at the dinner.
George Hart was major
and Max Hurt, secretary
of the Chamber of Commerce. I was editor of the
Ledger & Times. A men's
advisory council supervised the drive and were
introduced. They were
Luther Robertson, president of the Chamber,
Hart, Hurt, Harry Fenton, Harry Sledd, Gingles

at the movies

'Cat People'creatures have gimmick

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Alpha Epsilon Rho Chapter receives award
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Too few red blood cells

Computer age
brought closer
by video games
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2. Notice

2. Notice

I. Help Wanted

NOTICE

a

ii

Economically
Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
Section

Miirray
Ledger
& Times
a time of
Sprtng
change of new beginn
ings such as weddings
Let us capture that
snecial moment in
photographs
• Carter Studio
300 Main 753-8298
4:

Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. • 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8-12.
Antiques
We Buy
Sell
Come by and see our
Weather Vin's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Mein Street
Merrily, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon.Sot.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sun.

1/2 Price
Sale
Bey one pair of boots
at regular price get
the second poi, at half
pike. Dress boots,
work boots and side
zips.

Price
Sale

1 /2

Olyempla
One itt1111141
Sams AM.;
WiMillike; 14#

ELECTROLUX
Need two good
people in Murray
to service and sell
this equipment.
Please call Mr.
Hodgr at
502/443-6460.
FOE

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
SOO North Fourth
Murray, Ky.
753-3251

MURRAY
TAILOR
SHOP
located on Court
Square has a new
phone number

759-1221
Don t delay call us today
for your family s color
setting appointment
Carter Studio
It
IN
300 Main 753-8298

For Sole
Large assortmeet
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
peadaes and earrings
36 different styles

$2.95 Each
Wholesale
Jewgjers Inc.
Gold & Silver
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 am.
hs9 Jo.

Kenny Rogers jeans,
western shirts, and
western dress :locks.
Buy one pair at
regular price and get
the second item at
half price.

3. Cird of Thanks
We would like to exores% our heart felt
thanks to all the friends
and neighbors who
came and helped. out
during the illness and
death of our loved one
Clyde Bell. A special
thanks to the ones who
sent food and flowers in
our time of bereavement. Also nurses who
came from the Health
Center. Thanks to Bro.
Ricky Cunningham
Bro. 0. D. McKendree
The Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home and
singers from Oak Grove
Church. Your prayers
and comforting words
were all appreciated
very much. Than you
all deeply. The Family
of Mr. Clyde Bell.

Y. Lost and Found
Lost: Alaskian Malamute female, wolf gray
and -white. 7 years old
very gentle. Area of
Doran Road and
Wiswell Hwy. Days call
753-4703 .after 5p.m.
759-1274. Reward.
Found: Large black
female house cat. Days
753-4703 after 5p.m
759-1274.
Lost: dog silver. gray and
a
small and shaggy. Answers to the name Bozo.
Last seen in Canterbury
on Monday evening.
753-4057. Reward.
Yellow gold watch in
K-Mart. If found please
return. Reward. Call
759-1791 or 753-8498.

4. Heti Wanted
OUR TOUGHEST JOBS
COME WITH A $2000
BONUS. $73weekend
and up. Call
442-8284( Paducah)
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.
Someone to live in home
and care for elderly
man. '901-247-3372 or
901•247-5443 afteip
5:30p.m.
Wanted: someone to
keep an infant and do
lighbhouse work in our
home. Send references
and resume to PO Box
1040H Murray ,Ky.
42071.

WALLIS DRUG

*PRESCRIPTIONS OWN FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCT,
FN.Odllowy on P,..,..i.Oly Woks

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Miller St.(Amu %le64/4•414,calOwl

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Nair Cats $1.00
Shampoo,Shave and Heart $2.75
Op.. Nears
Mos., Ten., Wod.,There., Fel., be.
7:30-2:31• 753-3605

23. Exterminating

BECOME A TANK
CREW MEMBER:GET
A $2000 BONUS.
$73weekend and up. Call
442-$284( Paducah)
Army Reserve. Be all
'you can be.
Nurses needed , RN or
LPN., Applicatons are
being accepted for full
time or part time. have
positions available for
any shift. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Apply in person or call
Care Inn 502-247-0200.
BECOME A TANK
CREW MEMBER:
GET UP TO $4000 IN
COLLEGE BENEFITS.
S73weekend and up. Call
442-8284( Paducah)
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.
Immediate positicin
available for Ky. licensed registered nurse, as
Director of Nursing
Service ,of 100 bed
Intermediate Care
Facility in Paducah
Ky. Competitive salary
offered and excellent
fringe benefits. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer. Send resume
with photo. 2 letters of
referance from former
employers or proessional persons to Box
1137 Paducah Ky.
OUR TOUGHEST JOBS
ARE WORTH UP TO
$4000 IN COLLEGE
BENEFITS.
$73weekend and up. Call
442-8284(Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be. ,

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL
For terMIteS
roaches, ants
any

pests.

753-7794

3IE 3E'X 310
21. Mobile Home Rentals 34. Moinesfor Rent
12145 2 bedroom furnished. Call 759-4588 or
753-7637.
12x65. Trailer for rent
with option to buy'
759-1987.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Call 489-2611.
Trailers for rent Dill's
Trailer Court.

31. BusinessRentals

Aloe Vera liquid $9.
quart ,S27. gallon. Gene
& Jo's• 705 S. 4th
753-4320.'Makes you feel
good! Also other Aloe
Vera products include
shampoo .make-up
body lotion soap and
bath oil.
Garden spot for rent.
You furnish and I get 13.
314 I rvan St. 753-5991.
Maple trees ,$1. each.
You dig and plant or I
dig and plant and
guarantee for 1 year $5.
1976 Chrysler .1974
Toyota. Also a red belly
tractor. 753-0835. _
Maternity clothes size
9-10. Call. 759-4588 or
9. Situation Wanted
753-7637.
Want to mow yards. Motor home $1500.
Experienced. Re- aluminum body bread
asonable rates. Call• truck neat job , 1970
759-4973.
Swor Bee -.1960 Ford
Will break and disc Starliner .1955 Ford
gardens. Call 753-5463 or pickup 3 axle equip753-0144. ment trailer $1200. Call
Will do extensive yard 759-1739.
work ,mow lawns One pony cart and
painting clean harness. Go-cart 1 hp
basements odd jobs. Sta Rite well pump
Sump pump. sub soiler
References. 753-6494.
Will work on lawn Super 8 movie camera
mowers .chain saws Sent 2 wrought iron
riding mowers .tillers lawn chairs , topper for
any small engine. 1001 LWB truck. Call 753Glendale East off of 7791.
Shopsmith Mark V at12th Street. 753-4590.
tachments and manual.
13. For Sale or Trade
4 years old $800. Call
753-0373.
ewcab. 4
1971 Ford
door pickup xtra nice. These items are new:
For sale o
trade. Hope Chest $80. .Gun
Rack (holds 4 guns)
436-2952.
$70. 12 hole Martin
For sale OW rade. Boxes . Doghouses. See
House and 1
acres. at 1624 -Olive or phone
East of Almo Heights. 753-1712 after 5p.m.
Call/59-1789.
Tobacco sticks 13 cents.
For sale or trade es- Call 345-2861.
tablished business in
good location. Price 25. Business Services
negotiable. Any reasonable offer con- HODGES TAX SERsidered. Owner financ- VICE. The Income Tax
ing available. Call 753- Specialist 1104 Pogue
Murray Ky. Call 7594109 after 5p.m.
1425.

15. Farmsfor Rent
Farm house' for rent.
Garden plot and garage
available. Quiet setting
spring in yard near city
limits. $225. month. Call
75341094.

31. Pets-Supplies

24. Miscellaneous
DIAMOND
$19.08 each set on
year charm Sr Pullout. Ile Gimmicks!
Lee's Immediate
Jewelry Repair
404 N. 12th

All, electric 2 bedroom
/Lefty furnished home.
$150. per month. $M.
deposit. 1/7 block from
MSU.Can 753-9829.

Mini 1 AKC German Shepherd
puppies. Registered
Warehouse
Spin and Eskimo pupStomp Spice
pies. 60 champions. also
For Rent
guard dog. Call 554-2153.
753-4758
AKC Lhasa Apso pups

32. Apts. For Rent
All electric fully furnished efficiency apartment. Low utilities. 2 /
1
2
blocks from MSU. Call
753-9829.
Apartments near university. Call 753-6114
after 6p.m.
Available now 1 bedroom furnished apartment. Private entrance
off street parking. No
pets. $125. month. Inquire 503 N. 6th or call
753-3001.
For rent: small furnished apartment also
house trailer. Blondie
McClure 753-8949.
Fully furnished apartment. 1 bedroom
utilities partly furnished. Call 753-7505 or
753.3593Garage apartment for
rent. Furnished. Poplar
near hospital. Call 7530075.

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

CLAYTON'S
753-7575

CAR STEREOS
by Plosiver Sway mid
Aionoti Export ie11nliolissuenditorvien.
-

WORLD OF
SOUND
222 S. 12th
753-5165

BR, 1 bath, fire
damaged inside.
For more information call Keith W.
Card Shelter Insurance 502-7591926 before 9:30
AM or after 7:00
PM
IS. Mobile Home Rentals •
Two bedroom $160.
- Brandil Tr. Pk.. 7538411.

49. Used Cars

Expertly planned kit
chen , three restful bedrooms. fireplace to put
a glow in your living
dining room for graceful guests--all located on
twelve acreS with water
for your cattle. Only one
value like this in
Calloway
don't miss
out! 8 V2 percent
interest- $255.69 per
month-balance $3165524 1/2 years- The last
time we had these
terms. the property sold
the first week--Call us
753-1492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
If you've been considering purchasing
real estate , give us a
call at 753-1222. The
Kopperud Realty Staff
of experienced Realtors
can make home hunting
a pleasant experience
for you. We currently
have an excellent
selection of quality
homes-all price ranges.
Let us go to work for
you by phoning 753-1222
anytime.

1968 Mustang 289 3 Electrical
Repairs.
speed in the floor. $500. Free estimates. Licenfirm. Call 419-2750 after sed
electrician heating
6p.m. •
and air conditioning.
1971 El Camino. Good 435-4397condition 'wire wheel. FLOOR
SAND4NG and
c'overs good tires. finishing. Stained floors
Price $995. Call 436-5502.
a speciality. Dodeau
1972 Chevrcilet 2 door Floor Co. Call 354-6127.
hardtop. fJean excel- Fence sales at Sears
lent mechanic condinow. Call Sears 753-2310
tion $695. 1103 College for free estimate for
Farm Road,
your needs.
1975 Camero. Sharp
runs like new 350
automatic ,tilt ,air
condition , new tires.
Call 753-7701 for more
details.
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS CARS AND
TRUCKS many sold
through local sales
under $300. Call 1-714569-024i for your direc- "Free Mowing". If .you
tory on how to pur- agree to let Country
Side Nursery maintain
chase. Open 24 hours.
your lawn during the
JEEPS,CARS upcoming season 'the
PICKUPS from $35. first mowing will be
Available at local Gov't free. This offer is good
Auctions. For Directory until April 16th. Call
call 805-687-6000 Ext. 753.3188.
8155 Call refyndable.
Free estimates All
SURLUS JEEPS ,$65 your electrical .plumbCARS $89 TRUCK $100. ing , well pumps heatSimilar bargains' ing ,air conditioning
available. Call. for your painting and insulating
directory on how to needs. Call 753-9673.
purchase. 602-998-0575
Ext. 5067 Call G ENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years exRefundable.
perience. Carpentry
concrete plumbing
SO. Used Trucks
roofing . sliding. NO
1971 Ford Crewcab. 4 JOB TO SMALL. Free
door pickup extra nice. estimates. Days 471For sale or trade. 2359 nights 474-2276.
436-2952.
Guttering by Sears.
197-6 GMC. Re-built Sears continuous gutengine , new paint , new ters installed for your
interior ,AM -FM air specifications. Call
conditioning.' $2250. 759- Sears 73-2310 for free
1465.
estimate.
1978 Ford Ranger Super
Cab. $2900. Call after
6p.m. 753-3832:

44. Lots for Sale
Beautiful lake lots for
sale:Call 489-2153.
For sale by owner 26
acres of water front
land on Kentucky
Lake's Blood River
Bay. Call 436-2427.

46. Homesfor Sale
hordes & Thermos!
human &
Reel Estate
Soutliside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Strout.'
Rarity

Now leassi

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

Office cuss to Coast
Boyers from Everywhere
WNW Unica Since 1940
1112 Coldwater Road
Murray, Eontinky 42071
(502)753-0116
daytime
JOE L. IENNON
Broker
Massed & loaded

1, 263 Nelms slits from
$165.111 per as. Ilailicapeel slit. Newly comtrqcted
ceetral kat all air,
carpeted, Kitchell appliaKes. Who NOIrS lee.Fri. 9:111-12:00
krtlwal Or.
Murray Ky.
512-159-4914
Elul Neesiel Opporteeity

Who said big is
better? Are you
tired of having

yak property lost
in -backlog of
LISTING? Bring it
to MTG and let vs
give it a personal
touch. Call Bob
Haley at 7534000 or 4892266.

Billy Morgan Broker

Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.
THE HEART OF
R - R
A
Y
M
U
Yes , live conveniently
close to everything in
this brick 3 bedroom
time-ready to move in.
Spacious rooms plus
separate dining room.
This well-kept home has
all you need including
garage and lots of
storage area. Unbelievably ,priced at
only $29000. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.

1111E7._

FOR
SALE

balance due or monthly pomade.

-

Fairground Flea
Market. Murray
Calloway Co.
Fairgrounds. Opening
dates April 2-3-4 1982.
Phone days-753-4669
nights-753-4570.
Moving Yard Sale
Thurs. Fri. ,and Sat.
2065.15th.

4

One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109.or 436-2844.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments for rent.
Call 753-3530 The
Embassy Apts.
One bedroom apartment. Living room
kitchen furnished.
Near downtown. Call
753-9251 or 753-5414.
U.Want to Buy
Two bedroom duplex in
- 26. TV-Radio
'Northwood. Central
Stamp and coin collecheat and air .carpeted
tion or • accumulation.
refrigerator
,stove
Call after 3p.m.
-disposal
Dior 25 inch TV, Only I dishwasher
767-4169.
with washer and dryer
25.00 per month. hookup. Carport and
15. Articles for Sale
New warranty.
patio,$200 deposit ,$285
Bake and broil range
CLAYTON'S
. per month. Days 753elements ,dryer hilts
7972 nights 753-3018.
753-7575
all makes. Rowland
Two bedroom duplex
Refrigeration Sales and
central heat ..and air
Service. 753-2025.
hookup for washer and
We buy and sell used air 27. Mobile Home Sales
dryer: Couples
conditioners. Call 753preferred. $195. Call
12x60 2 bedroom un- 753-9741.
9104.
furnished. Central airgas heat . needs little 33. Roomsfor Rent
14. Home Furnishings
minor work. $2000. Can
Used stove and re- be seen at 95 Riveria One block from unfrigerator for sale. Call Cts. or call 753-6605.
iversity. Call 753-6933 or
753-2422.
753-1812.
12x60 Partially furnished , underpinning One block from MSU.
19. Farm Equipment
and air condition in- Living room , kitchen
13ft. -Disc, 200 gal. spray cluded. Call after 5p.m. and laundry facilities.
Boys only. $60. deposit
rig wick -bar applica- 7.59 1/76.
month. 759-4538.
tor. 436-2438.
1980 14x60 Fully fur- $60. per
2-14in. Plows for Ford nished. Assume loan of
34. Houses for Rent
tractor. 436-5830.
$175. monthly. 753-3321
759-4543.
Four bedroom 2 bath
265 Massey Ferguson
diesel 360 hours 6 row For sale 1974 12x40 2.5 very large home. Lots
cultivator ,10ft. wheel miles from MSU cam- of room for everything.
disc 4-14in. plows. 489- pus. Set up.under- In country $250. a
2110.
pinned , ready to move month. Call Spann
A -Farm- All with into. $2990. Call 759-1253 Realty Associates today
753-7724.
cultivator new motor. after 5p.m.
$2000. Call .135-4351 or Here is your opportun- Four bedroom fur435-4325.
ity to move into a very nished house. One block
nice well-kept com- from University. Call
22. Musical
pletely furnished 14x70 753-8250 after 4 PM.
New
Antique organ dated mobile home on a House for rent in
1912 worth $2000. take 100x253 lot with outside Concord. 436-2498.
$950. Call 753-5292 or storage and many fruit Two bedroom house 407
trees----Owner will ass- S. 11th St. $160. per
753-9138.
ist you with financing.
Possestion
CAR STEREO .Pioneer 753-1492 at Century 21 month.
immediately. Call 753Kenwood ,Marantz Loretta Jobs Realtors.
1737.
Mitsubishi Sanyo. ProWant a beautiful sumfessional installation.
mer in the woods? Rent
Sunset Boulevard Music
this rustic A Frame
Dixieland Center
home for summer or
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
longer. Perfect retreat
for rediscovering your
environment. 3.6 acres
organic gardening .14
REPOSSESSED
miles from Murray.
ORGAN
1979 Aladdin 14 x $300.
month, 762-6463
One half already paid
60 mobile home. 2 days Jody.

[

$125. AKC Cocker pups
$75. Shots . wormed.
90 1 - 6 4 8 - 5 2 2 5
901-648-5024.
Horse Stalls available
and or pasture. Hickory
Grove Stables. Call
759-4588 or 753-7637.

43. Real Estate

FOR SALE
LARGE
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
8000 square foot
concrete block
building in like
new condition.
Central heat and
air, loading dock,
front displat:,.
showroom area,
offices, and large
warehouse area.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for all details.

KELLEY'S TERMITE &
\ PEST CONTROL,INC.
lamed For Yew Prilochan
Riad I lasoct Cabal
Yard, Um & Slinthhary Naomi

NS,
, °WOOL
••010•••••

3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout .2
baths ,large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489-2145
or 753-2493.
Assumable . like new 2
year old home. Fenced
in yard . garage heat
pump plus extras. Call
owner 7 5 3 8 469 or
SI-NROAT WALDROP
759-170i.
On the lake in Pine
Bluff. 2 bectroom 'with
garage and dock. $.17
500.436-2102.
Owner transferred 3
bedroom 2 bath Fisher
stove -low ,utility 13
percent mortgage. $41
000. Ben de field Subd.
489-2881.
TAree bedroom home on
Hwy 94, Formal dining
room, living room, den
/arge game room.
Private setting and
convenient location.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
Two bedroom brick
house' at 1608 Catalina.
Call 753-3903 for
'appointment.
Two story frame house
on 1 acre lot. 2 ,storage
buildings and /
1
2 basement. Wood and electric
heat. $28000. Located in
Kirksey. 489-2276.

47. Motorcycles
1977 Honda GL1000.
753-7388 after 4p.M
1978 Yamaha 400 XS
low milage ,like new.
Call 753-45/8.
1979 Honda XL 100S.
1760 miles excellent
motor over all good
condition. Call 345-2023
after 5p.m. and weekend.
1980 Kawasaki 550.--3400
miles SU00. 753-0928.
1981 A.T.C. 200 Honda
3-wheeler.. Also 1978
Suzuki P.E. 175 trail
bike. Call 492-8425.
Heavy duty 3 runner
Holsclaw motorcycle
trailer. Excellent condition. $495. or best
offer. Can be seen at
1109 Vine St. after 6p.m.

48. Auto Services
Import Auto Salvage
selling new and used
parts. Open Mon.-Sat.
8 5. 10 percent off with
o this ad. 474-2.325.
Over 50 rebuilt automatic transmissions in
static. 20 day unconditional warranty.
Reynolds Transmissions Hwy 69 North
Paris Tn. 901-642-2572.

49. Used Cars
1973 Monte Carlo 350cu.
in. engine automatic
transmission . air condition. 753-S867
1973 Plymouth Fury
Broughmn. 84000
miles ,excellent condition ,full power ,air
cruise 1 owner. Must
sell by end of week.
$1150. Call 767 2273.
1974 260Z Datsun. Call
753 3269.
1974 Dodge Dart .&win
9er. 48000 actual miles
power steering AM FM
8 track . very goo° condition. $1500. 492 8703.
'1974 voikswagon , Bug
extra sharp. 474 2267.

1981 Pontiac Boosovils Coops. Wooded. One Owner load
Car. 11,0111 miles.

TERMITE CONTROL
NOME OWNED I
OPERATED
SERVING THE AREA SINCE II147
YOU MUS1-111-*AWSWED

PURDOMS
Oldsumbie
Pontiac
CodiNec
1406W. hisis
753-5315

41141

153-3914

St Services Offered

•

dodamillooraZedatdped".
7 1•4•NraillodT77•?-11.
•

:
.

1

FREE ESTIMATES

52. Boats-Motors
14ft. Runabout .40hp.
$1150. Call 753-7624.
14ft. fiberglass Efitide
boat and trailer. 50hp.
Johnson motor. Well
equipped . good shape.
Call 753-1479.
15ft. Polar Craft boat
motor trailer ,fully
equipped. Call 489-2787
anytime.
23ft. Riveria Cruiser all
aluminum pontoon.
50hp Evinrude motor.
$3000. or best offer. Call
436-5364.
Dock space available
f6-1 pontoon boats.
Cypress Springs Resort
436-5496.
Want to buy 16it.
aluminum bass boat.
40-60hp well equipped
good condition. Call
Larry Marrs 762-6802
days 436-2591 evenings.

53. Services Offered
30 years Carpentry
experience. Barns
houses -garages. Also
additions on houses and
trailers. Repairs and
remodel. 436-2253 after
5p.m.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estirriates call 753-2310.
Can you account for
your household goods in
case of fire , theft . or
natural disaster? If not
catt- Insurance -Photography between
6p.m. 9p.m. Mon.-Fri.
at 753 4988.
Carpenter with 30 years
experience. Building of
all types repairs and
trailer additions. Call
436 2253.

Atomism Service Cs,
ateliers aid vieyl sal*,
tests§ trio • ',irk. Retrains. Call Will El
lailey, 153-1619.
Carpet and window
cleaning. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Steve
Hobbs 753-3317.
Concrete , block , brick.
21 years experience. No
job to, -large or small.
Free estimates. Call
753-5176.
Countryside Nursery is
giving free estimates
for mowing and trimming lawns during up
coming season. We
have all equipment
necessary to professionally manicure
your lawn. We guarantee a _beautiful yard.
Call 753-3188.
Do you. need Your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
can be done, with deep
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753-0015.

On all your electrical
plumbing well pimps
and pointing needs.
Call 753-9673 NOW!

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
second opiNeed
nion? Local
references. Coll Hugh
Ovtlend. 759-1718
753-8076.
Professional painting
paperhanging ,com
mercial ,residential
interior exterior ,farm
buildings estimates.
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Sammy Tidwell Painting and Contracting.
Experienced interior
and exterior painting.
Free estimates. Call
753-4686 or 753-0487.
Wet -basement? We
make wet basements
dry work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2 Box
409 A Paducah Ky.
42001 or call 442-7026.
Will sharpen hand saws
ch'ain saws bhd skill
saws. Call 753-4656.
Window Cleaning fast
service. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free es
timates. 753-7140.

0.
fe. 490,7
a,

+

•

K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you , need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319. .
Licensed electrician for
residential and commercial. Heating and
air condition gas installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
"
Make the best of a bad
situation and save
money. Been window
shopping and seen new
car prices? Keep your
car and imagine a new
interior. Tell us what
You want. Will make
your car as nice as any
new one. Bill's Upholstery behind DQ.
753-8085.
Need work, on your
trees? Topping . pruning . shaping complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree tare.
753-8536.
P & D Lawn Service. We
are now giving estimates on lawn mowing , service and small
tree, service. Call 434.2997 or 436 2315.

JC
Sheeting
Industrial
Commercial
Reskienfiel

Call 753-0329
After 5:00

1oo d. ye ST.. MURRAY,KY
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Landmark Smoker Study

'

Rigorous smoker tests confirm MERITas proven taste alternative to higher tar smoking.
.'•

"

1

t released—the results of
extensive new research con'ducted by MERIT.
The conclusion: In tests
comparing take and tar
combined, MERIT is the
clear choice over leading
higher tar brands.

Taste Turning Sinokers
To MERIT
In a separate part of this _
study, smokers report that
MERIT tate is a major factor
in completing their successful
switch from higher tar brands. _
Confirmed:9 out Of 10
MERIT Remains Unbeaten. former higher tar smokers say
In impartial new tests where MERIT is an ecksy switch, that
brand identity was concealed, they didn't give up taste in
•the-filverwheirrting majority
% switching, and that-MERIT is
of smokers reported MERIT
the best-tasting low tar they've
taste- equal to--or better than ever tried.
.
leading higher tar brands.
Year after year, in stUdy after
Moreover, when tar levels *study, MERIT remains
were revealed; 2 out of3 chose - unbeaten.The proven taste
the MERIT combination of
alternative to higher ear
, low tar and good taste.
smoking—is MERIT
+1.

'Warning The Surgeon *General Ha; Determined
Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
t

C

Philip Morris Igc l9E12

kings-__1.,mg —tar: 0.5 mg nicoune-100's Reg_ 10 mg "tar:*
0.7 mi nicotine -100's Men: 9 mg "tar:
-0.7 nig nicotine ay. per cigarette. FTC Report Dec:81

MERIT
Menthol

MERIT
Kings&109's
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EASTER.

• •
MADE EASY WITH THE PERFECT HAM
JIM ADAMS!
F
FESTIVAL

BONELESS
FULLY COOKED

HAM
5-8 Lb.

METZGER'S
SHANK PORTION • WATER ADDED
EASTER MORNING
FAVORITE...

SMOKED

WILLIAMS.

PORK

SAUSAGE

HAM

1

PARTRIDGE

BONELESS
FULLY COOKED

69

BAR-H • SEMI-BONELESS

--FULLY COOKED
Lb.$ 1 79

WHOLE
HALF

HAM

Lb.$ .1 99

Gash
Divillends
WHOLE

Lb.

99c
Lb.
"
1 19

WHOLE HAM

Lb.

BUTT PORTION

OLE CAROLINA

SLICED BACON

120z.

. Lb

HALF HAM

89'

GRADE'A FROZEN

BAKING BEN

Lb. 591

HORMEL•

f

CANNED
HAM

3Lb. $
6
99

U.S. CHOICE•IOWA GRAIN FED

INITH THE PURCHASE OFANY WHOLE TUMMY t

BONELESS
RIB EYE STEAKS

Lb

$439

U.S. CHOICE•IOWA GRAIN FED

BONELESS
KANSAS CITY STEAKS
U.S. CHOICE•IOWA GRAIN FED

1ONELESS
-CHUCK ROAST

$1 78

Lb.

U.S. CHOICE•IOWA GRAIN RD

BONELESS
SHOULDER ROAST .

Lb $ 1 88

U.S. CHOICE•IOWA GRAIN FED

BONELESS
;HUCK STEAK

Lb

$1 89

Of \-\
)

BONUS BUYS!

COUNTRY

CHEF'S PANTRY
CHICKEN FRIED

BREADED BEEF
PATTIES
Lb.$

1 69

HAM

FISCHER'S

WESTERN STYLE'
BEEF FRANKS
$ 1 69
REELFOOT

OLD FASHIONED
SLICED
BOLOGNA

Lb.$

1 69

BONUS BUYS PASS
". •

•

ON MpRE SAVINGS FROM
MEAT PACKERS TO YOU!

I 4
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NOW! CASH D VI
wERIRIMT ADAMS pi

JI

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
AND CORRECT PRINTING
ERRORS.

IGA • GRADE 'A'

LARGE EGGS

RED• RIPE

FRESH

TOMATOES

CANTALOUPES
Dozen
WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND
CERTIFICATE or
BONUS STARTER COUPON ON FRONT PAGE

Each
MIM

FRESH G

LEAF LET UCE
ENDIVE, ROMAINE
FRESH • SNO-WHITE

DIET PEPSI OR

CAULIFLOWER
CALIFORNIA •60 Cl.

AVOCADOS

99;
$49
1
3For 1
Lb

Head

OKRA
TEXAS•SWEET

ORANGES
U.S. NO. 1

IDAHO

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND
CERTIFICATE or
BONUS STARTER COUPON ON FRONT
PAGE

PLAIN OR SELF-RISING

CAKE MIX

MARTHA WHITE

DUNCAN HINES

MAYONNAISE

COFFEE
1 Lb. Bag

FLOUR

DELUXE 11

cMcE MIX

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE or
ONUS STARTER COUPON ON FRONT PAGE

JIM ADAMS WILL BE CLOSED

SUNDAY
EASTER
MAY SPEND THE DAY
EMPLOYEES
SO ALL

A,

WITH THEIR FAMILIES.

HAPPYEASTER—
FROM ALL THE EMPLOYEES
AT JIM ADAMS!

•
•4411,%

SINt-rd'igko
•

BATH SIZE

DOUBLE Q

ist

ALUMINUM
PINK
FOIL
SALMON

WH
TOI

DIAL
SOAP

BANKROLL!
QUALITY SERVICE
SELECTION MEATS
AND PRODUCE

LOWEST'P
CHICKEN
NOODLE

PACKER'S LABEL • 300

BAKEMASTER

PORICni BEANS

CORN
MEAL

MAR

29

1 Lb....

GENERIC

51b.

BAT!.
TISSL

99

/
4 OZ.
GENERIC•71
PACKER'S LABEL•300

IN EACH STORE...EACH WEEK!
You Must Have Your Card Punched
To Be Eligible to Winl

CUT GREEN BEANS..

4Forsi

MACARONI
& CHEESE

GENERIC

PEAP
BUTT

19;

GENERIC elliltATIM

TUNA
6%0.

GENERIC

67;

MAY
3202...

•11,1

!II

`.

PA

•

VIDEND BUYING POWER MAKES
PRICESIVEN MORE SPECIAL!
TUESDAY APRIL 13 1982

ITS

MORE.• •

EASY TO SA

FRESH •SWEET

CORN

ate

ALVIL

1

You get I
Cash Divichtnii coupon
fOr each St
you spend,
excluding
sales tax.

Pick up Free
Cash Dividend
certificates"at
our check-out
counters.

•

a

When you check
out, present one
filled Cash Dividend Certificate
for each special
you select.

Paste 36
Cash Dividend coupons on each
Certificate

•

‘,§*
"4114'
444
00'

4

7474,0
1 ,4*
1 . are •
*opok0,44

JUMBO ROLL

HI-DRI TOWELS

0'1'tk
. r•t
0
.1
'

*ilk?
.0,
00-fts-

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND
CERTIFICATE or
BONUS STARTER COUPON ON FRONT
PAGE

FRESH GREEN TOP

RADISHES or CARROTS

ICE CREAM

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE Or
BONUS STARTER COUPON ON FRONT PAGE

MARGARINE

IGA • FROZEN

1 Lb. Quarter

ORANGE JUICE

1100

120z.
Can

4
For

4.
KRAFT

IGA

WHIPPED
TOPPING

KRAFT•PHILADELPHIA

STOKELY

FRUIT
ORANGE
COCKTAIL
JUICE

2
119

169

Big 120*.

'/2 Gal.

'

THAN WAREHOUSETYPE STORES

TOMATOES

3

303

GENERIC

GENERIC

BATHROOM
TISSUE

TEA
BAGS

691

4 Roll

39

PEANUT
BUTTER

$

110*.

SALTINE
1 9 CRACKERS
GENERIC

GENERIC

MAYONNAISE _
320:

I1

991

•

50.. 2 For 991

VIENNA SAUSAGE
KRAFT • 101/1 OZ. PKG

MINIATURE MARSHMALLOWS

2For991

27t OFF LABEL* DISK- -

PALMOLIVE LIQUID

320* $

69

COFFEE
1 Lb. Beg

RED CROSS• LONG OR THIN

303 591
•

SPAGHETTI

991
3
3 1

2 Lb:

BUSH "FRESH SHELL" - PURPLE HULL OR

BLACKEYE PEAS

300 Can

BUSH CHOPPED OR

SHREDDED KRAUT

GENERIC• 1 LB.

GENERIC

4••1

CHILI WITH BEANS

PRICES LOWER

For$ 1

1 Lb

BONUS BUYS
KELLY'S

" PRICES
MARGARINE

CREAM
CHEESE

/
.7
WITH ONE FILLED CASH
DIVIDEND
BONUS STARTER COUPON ON CERTIFICATE or
FRONT PAGE

303 Con

Fo$1r

For $

CHUNK OR BITE SIZE • BOW WOW
•

49

$379

DOG FOOD

25 Lb

AS

STOKELY

SAUCE

101.

For

1

-•••••••

Pp.

—

+

Ge
•

A

•

•••

REE EG

COUPON
STARTER
BONUS
H
AND A
RIGHT
Al
PURCHASE OR
S10.00
CASH
1 FILLED CERTIFICATE.
DIVIDEND

10 BONUS
won

Divillends
BONUS STARTE

WITH THE PURCHASE OF EACH DOZEN
GRADE A LARGE

COUP ..N

REDEEM WITH A $10.00 PURCHASE FOR ONE CASH DIVIDEND
SPECIAL AT THE CASH DIVIDEND PRICE. LIMIT ONE
COUPON PER FAMILY PER SHOPPING TRIP.
COUPON EXPIRES APRIL 13, 1962.

rE 111

EGGS

MIDI Di

PRESENT THIS COUPON WITH
YOUR PURCHASE TO RECEIVE
10 BONUS CASH DIVIDENDS •
COUPON EXPIRES APRIL 13.1982.
itilliztil8.1114,1111I
hawit
Mlle BB ei ER mg"apil

JUMBO ROt

I-DRI TOWELS

CERTIFICATE or
DIVIDEND
CASH
THIS PAGE.
FILLED
WITH O NE STARTER COUPON ON
BONUS

1C, A

ICE CREAM

CERTIFI(ATE or
DIVIDEND
CASFI
THIS PAGE
FILI ED
WITH Om STARTER COUPON ON
BONUS

CERTIFICA TE or
DIVIDEND
CASH
THIS PAGE
FILLED
COUPON ON
ONE
WITH
STARTER
BONUS

r
WITH k)Ni
AT F P(
IS ST
"

SPEC1AP

or
PTIF I( A TE
DIVIDEND c
PACJ
'THIS
giVON ON

Pick up Free
Cash Dividend
certificates at
our check-out
counters

4119

You get 1
Cash Dive
dend coupon
for each Si
you spend,
excluding
sates tax

Paste 36
Cash D11,1
dent! cou
Pons on each
Certlt., ate

When you check
Out. present one
filled Cash Dvi
dend Cerlificatn
for each spe,

•e..••••istv..4.004100400."01.014,
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FOOD VALUES!

IF YOU ARE NOT SHOPPING KROGER,YOU MAY
BE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR YOUR FOOD.

1

Items end price in this ed effective
April 7th tl:re April 13th in

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY — Each el these items is required to be readdy avadable for sale in each Kroger store evcepi
as specifically noted in this ad It we do run out el an adverbspd item we will oiler you your chic' ol a comparable dim when
available, reflecting the same savings or a Rain Check which will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days

MURRAY, KY.
Oventity right reserved. None sold to denim.

Copyright 1982. The Kroger Co.

We will be open
regular hours
Sunday, April 11, 1982
(Easter Sunday)
for your
shopping convenience.

ED PAPER

Kreger

BROWN & SERVE

ROLLS

U.S. Gov't Graded°nice Keel

cm=
ROAST

-

_

•
.
1 10,11101111101.0111.0•01.41.11‘01.
...,
4.0.....“.....4.........10.41111.00•1111•1111

--

Warehouse Prices in a
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE HUNDREDS OF LOW PRICES

COST CUTTER
COFFEE

CHEF-WAY
I -WAY
SHORTENING

10-40%

OAS'

Vac Pec

egetable

SAVE FROM
COMPARED TO OTHER

159
3 lb.

BRANDS AT KROGER

.0

/14
Cost Cotter
tor

CHEERIOSGeneral Mlix

Biscuit Mix
KROGER
Corn Oil

Am a ouiama
Baking Soda
COST CUTTER
Coffee Creamer
NERSNET
_

Baking Cocoa

14 oz.11

I
$1 75

KROGER WHOLE-

ASSORASSORTEDUOGER

63%

Fruit Drinks

16 OZ.

Green Beans

Brea
alkfast Drink

394
zoo 834

.....-M:
"
Hot Dog Buns.

C,ap
'
N Crunch

KROGER WHITE
Powdered
sugar

IMOGER

294 Preserves
DO YOU SPELL REUW?
160!.
gic $159 Rolaids
ODST CUTTER
1 09 Liquid Bleach

'L1- 494

49' Margarine

$329 Red Cherries

GAL.
JUG 694

Sherbet

gin ammo coma on

MUCROT

en.

14 OZ.
UN

CRUNCNY SWEET CAL

2.Losn 894
220!. 994
JAR

454
160!.
JAR 994
3 PACK
PKG. 894
32oz.

474 White Vinegar
EMBASSY STRAWBERRY

SWEET SUE
270!. $ 49
Chicken Broth
JAR

ORANGE

450!.cOST

In.

•

•

$1
BOX

EAGLE BRAND
MILK

09

$185
20 oz.
box

PIOIEER

Sweetened, Condensed

CHEESE
FOOD

CEREAL
/
1
4

dy
o
Inap sd Skid

!MOGEN DISN
Detergents

$129

YJSAVI$$GWITh
GoW
SEM CROCKU

Crest

POUND

JELLY
BEANS

CAKE
looz.lt9c
oozmy

14 oz. pacitsge

KROGER BRANDS
KROGER WAPOTII
01 QUNOIY
PEANUT
BUTTER

WM LEAF

400!.$3
59
JAR

APPLE PIE

GOLD CM REGULAR

FILLING
zo oz.70c
CAN V 7

GRID CRUT

EGGS

'Yazd 494

Marshmallows

DUCK
1001.
PIG

79c

Sm. 794

AVONDALE IMITATION
Vanilla
1010G111

Assorted kozop

G&W
PIZZAS

Flake Coconut.

TAHMALLOW
RABBITS

29

1.79
)
4 C
KROGER

894

GOO CUD IOW

Spanish Olives..2
.1.1
MILK CHOCOLATE $129
_iv, KROGER SEMI SWEET
EASTER EGGS
/ "
Wl.
"CHOCOLATE
1"
/
WOITID

10 oz.
pkg.

$

EASTER
BASKETS

4. OZ

$329

SI21

• it •
•
o'ologrtic19.-1-4,4

CHIPS
12021215

SAG

410.........111

Complete Food Store.
ON YOUR FAVORITE BRAND ITEMS. CHECK AND COMPARE KROGER'S LOW, LOW PRICES!

Real Mayonnaise

BLUE
PLATE

$139
32 oz.

:

MAIER
PINEAPPLE

199
EMBASSY

ASSORTED MITT CROOIER

1"Bcc4Ti $1 49 Frosting Mix

Tea Bogs
ITALIAN 01 1000 ISLAND

ASSORTKD NATURE VALLEY

Wishbone Dressing: 874 Granola Bars
BOGER

WOOLM SELF CLEANING

Sweet Relish

?hi $1.
"Rug Cleaner --

32

PREPARED

EASY OFF LEMON SCENT

French's Mustard
754 Oven Cleaner
NABISCO,
Crackers:1%i,29 LAUNDRY DETERGENT
Arm & Hammer
Graham

KLEENEX

ALUMINUM FOIL

k

• 4.

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

mita

JAR

"mg:$149 Green Beans....29Zi 794
IUSWS

"RE $149 Baked Beans

COST CUTTER LOW PRICE

4401.S1 39

on.

MAIN OR SW MSS ROM

MARTHA
WHITE
S us.$109

COST CUTTER LOW PRICf

IP

WHOLE
TOMATOES

MASSY

BAG

KROGER INSOLE

KROGER
)

SWEET
PICKLES
320:.$149
JAR

934

mows mE1101 STYLE OR off

COST CUTTER LOW PRICE

FOLGER'S
COFFEE
io oz.$199

21c0A

0:4$21-9 Pancake Syrup
think
oo mars WELOIADE
BORDEN COUNTRY STORE MASHED 2 0G2.
4 PK S. 1
6salk $1 39 Potatoes

KROGER

SAVE

"mg: 794 Peach Halves

.

220L$279 Reynolds Wrap
POWDERED
1601li $1 99
Snowy Bleach

TOMATO
-CATSUP
,

NUNT1

$125 Dinner Napkins
/
4"COMPARTAINT
ioNi $155 103
Chinet Plates
13Ei

Hot nap KROGER FOR
•111.

•
7,1

WATER
ADDED

„dif ..11 44 .61.
BUTT PORTION
JOHN mom GOLDEN WILED
WHOLE, FULLY-COOKED

BONELESS
HAMS

AD.

9
8
1
$

WATS

LB

sus
kik. •

WHOLE NICIORY

JOHN MORRELL
RALY-COOKED WHOLE(HALVES..L2 $1.59)

SMOKED
PICNICS

SEMI.BONELESS
HAMS

LI.

LB.

U.S.O.A. Grade'A
Holly Faros Mind Parts

FRYING
CHICKEN
FAMILY
PAK

MOLLY

to

FIBUTTFRIL
DY
SHRIMP

T'URKEY
BREAST

S
S TIQUARTERS 89c
or LEG QUARTERSL..

L. $139

MAR-TENN SLICED

Country Ham

( Pier Fresh
-

Seafood

HOLLY FARMS FRYER GIZZARDS OR

130Z.$989
PKG. ME

Fryer Livers

COUNTRY CLUB OR MORRELL

Canned Ham

This eree's mast eicHium refection
of id mod Remy fowls, ere
rushed to mew Sopersterefrom
Hos NW lam mod brooks
volosre they ore cmositt.

3 LI.
CAN

HONEYSUCKLE BONELESS

AL99
MI/

Turkey Roast

JOHN NORM HALF

Slice 'N Eat Ham

MRS. WEAVER'S BONUS PAR

Pimento Spread

59
Ls.$2

JOHN MORRELL

PreusT;(FantfUlt") LI.$199
L..$1"
`Perch Fillets
`EOld Fillets

P11511 HOARD

PAGE 4 & 5 MA

LI
12 Via$2
39

BRYAN SMOKEY HOLLOW

Canned Picnic Ham 31'599 Sliced Bacon
GOURMET

Boiled Ham

(

RKIES FRESH PORTIONS

LB.

299 Turkey Breast
•

- WNW OR SHANK RAU

HOLLY
HAMS

1
$49

79c
LB.

Louis.h
iciiNGS or

L.. $1"
oz. 1 79
TUB

120- 1.$ 149
PKG. •
969
LI.

ruwu

DRUMSTICKS

79c
•

4raar IPt

•

^

f

•

•

•••

•

•

•

ei,FOOD VA UES.
U.S•
Gov't. Graded Choice-Roof

CHUCK
ROAST

••_•••••—•••••,;.=;-.

28

CENTERCUT

•

lb.
II.S.D.A. 01010100
48‘

Chuck Steak
Li.1
"
1 14411111111111V11111116\r-

iCenter-Cut

149

9

WANITING
RIB ROAST

$199
CUBED
L..
- STEAKS

CHOICE SW

U.S.D.A. CHOICE1W FAMilY PU

STEW BEEF

LB.

BEEF SNORT RIOS

IL $L3

•

Fmk Mak

SLICED
BACON
$11129

PORK
f
a
ST

12 OZ.
Pk,-

lb.
•

.S.D.A. CHOICE SLICED

$109

LAMB
HOULDER

FAMILY
T1
7
61

$138

Aa

STEAKS

LI.

aeola

LB

uliOANCEES
FLAT BRISKETS

SLICED RIB NAL,
$9
49
LB. AM

Leg-O,Lamb
.S.D.A. CHOICE

$
LB.

Pork Loin

4
LI.$
99

169

MAM PORK(BEEF 1201. S1.79)

1241$

Tasty
MAYER ABUT(BEEF 120!. S2.19)

ariety. Pack

120z.s9o9
PKG.

Oil MORRELL

MI

LB.$ 1109

Pork Sausage

ROLL

Wieners

38

89c

WILSON'S CORN KING

amb Loin Chops

12 OZ
PIG

NILLSNIRE (BEEF.. LI. S2.41)

Smoked Sausage.

$239

LI.

ALL VARIETIES SERVE 'N SAVE

Luncheon Meats
COUNTRY CLUB WAFER SLICED

Lunch Meats

LB

99c

SLICED
(BACON

FREEZER BEEP SPECIALS
CUT & WRAPPED TO TONI SPECIFICA11016
OKI MIN TOW DOSES MEAT COTE FOS MARS

929
Beef Sides
Beef Forequarters 11.919
Beef Hindquarters..$149
!BONUS BUNDLE

s.
2½
iit0
62

mu

;FlaFla/
SAUSAGE

Le $
139
)

.3 US. CHUCK STEAK
*3 LES. PORK STEAK
*4 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS •
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Let's go Krogering for one-stop Shopping.••
•
•
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••
••
•r

a

•
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‘ I
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•
For Beautifol Hair'

•

Genuine

&r MR.COFFEE
FILTERS

Shampoo et Cortatiotrei •

MISS BRECICIN4 f
HAIRSPRAY

FLEX
BALSAM

39

2s100
SO d.
Pkgs.

69

. 90!.
,can

1201. $199

Regular or Cody
Complete Kit

10 remnerteed Flashes

SYLVANIA I
FLIP FLASH

C-110-24, C-126-24
or C-135-24

RAVE
PERM KIT
.,S499

KODAK
FILM
mar oaks

9

sii1117

MO Ptolemy
Itlaid-Vitambt

Goes Oa Drier

DRY IDEA
ROLL-ON

THERAGRAN-M
VITAMINS
rk**

3
9
18

r"

$1 79
EACH

'Aol
IT $297

Pees Sand

EGG DYE
KIT

PA-XS
EASTER
_

EGG
COLOR

PAAS SESAME STRUT

Jabs

'ULTRA SHEER
PANTYHOSE

7"a9c

Egg Dye Et..

Time'Zero
Supercolor
SS Musa l•st

Polaroid

$159

GNI* tazetiv.
CORRECTOL
TABLETS

For Up To 12 New bled

Poiaroid SX-70

CONTAC
CAPSULES

TIME ZERO
FILM
peck9

The
(
*OM." •
G•••••
L•••"
.

Packe
t

-

cAai $247

DAIRY DEPT.

FROZEN FOODS

BAKERY DEPT.

MILK PRODUCTS

4,111111
.
11111
.
.
111 11.1MMINIMEM=11111‘

Regular or Unsalted

Kroger Concentrated Frozen,

LAND 0 LAKE
BUTTER

ORANGE
JUICE

9

1 lb: $
2
°
Pk9

UOGER

6*2491
601.

02
PIG

TWO CUP

Soft Parkay

WOE.
P1IG.

COUNT

Cinnamon Rolls

01
/
202
CAN

794
95'
794

KROGER PIMENTO

Cheese Spread

MOROI

Ore Ida Tater Tots...V4'$'1 29.ging LAa
Breadt
natal=
,
a ROYAL VIKING
01. $1
"
.
Mexican Dinners 12. PRG.
Danish Horns
PROM!
02
TUS
2001
PKG.

794 Shortcake Shells 2
894 Delite Cakes

CLASSIC PIZZA

Sr

Cottage Cheese

MEW,
.1001.
PI1G. $109
Ricotta Cheese

Ise:. $139
U

CARTON

AMORTED RAVENS
$1 19

Yubi Yogurt
0110 MINN NAND WPM

COUNTRY OM OWNS f000011 VANUA

Banquet Pies

20 oz.

IA 02.
10A115 $1 19

COUNTRY OVEN

Cool Whip
APPLE ON PUCK

14 02 $129
TVS

169
20 oz.

$

REGULAR OR WTI ONIONS

Cream Cheese
KROGER

ANGEL
CAKES

• .144:: $129 Ice Geom

3 sot. $1U 00
$449
11111

SuporI.Sbop

Freezer Planer W.or ke Cream

FRENCH STICKS

MONSTER FUN SHAPES

3 8.i.9

d.
09.
•
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Let the Deli do•
rit

I•

111

131

100

141

Easter means having lots of family and friends
around. When you don't want to spend days in the
kitchen, let the Kroger Deli . help you with your
Holiday menu with a meal the whole family and
friends will enjoy without the hassle or the mess! So
let the Kroger Deli do it for you - - TODAY!

WHOLE Olt SAL!

''•••••••"•-•

"
Virginia Baked Hon.. Sr
SAVE

11110 LI. ON GOURMET

RKEY
BREAST

at,

7-,21

-

;1.

tkatt,

19$

Li.

pow°
Ate&
sALAD
MORN MN
AMMAN OR MUSTARD

friokl6'
SAUSAGE

EASTER
SPECIALS
Make Kroger your shopping
headquarters for decorated cupcakes. flaky and tender, cookies
and special occasion cakes.

STRAWBERRY
PIES
DECORATED SINGLE
LAYER CAKES'
EASTER BUNNY
CAKES

SAVE 70 ON A FRUIT MUD
Coffee Coke

EACH

94PC

SAVE $1.00 ON AN IN-STORE MADE
Carrot Cake
SAVE 15' ON SIX FRESH
Glazed DOnuts
Suva 33' mu 11erme
Petite lams

EACH $
4
99

6 89c

WHITE

APPLE

BREAD

PIE

sgh99

3wnis$

4
EACH $
99

S.

nth$

HotFoods
HAM DINNER

Gourmet Corned Beef ... le. $
4
39
SAVE 70 PER le. ON MG EYE

$/29

Swiss Cheese
GREAT SANDWKII MAHER

$199

Chipped Chopped Ham .. le.

Russer Bologna

LI.

is.

$239
$199

le.

•••/
•
•
•
••
#_

•
•
••
!", •

SAVE 20 PER 001210N IRON BARED
Sugar Cookies

DOZEN

SAVE 10• ON TWO osocoun ICED
Cake Donuts

49c

t

DELICIOUS ANYTIAU

Barbecued Ribs
SAVE 20 ON A

Ls.

$319
99c

Ham & Swiss Sandwich...

Hot Plate Lunch

Chicken Roll
SAVE 60' PER Li. ON
Spicy Hard Salami,
SAVE 10 PER Li. ON
7rench Onion Dip

- WITH 1 MEAT, 2 VEGS., & A ROU

SAVE 20' PER le. ON PINEAPPLE
Walnut Delight

$2495

BREAST-OG(110EN
SANDWICH
$119

SAVE 70' PR Ul. ON NOT & JUICY

SAVE 20' rut Le. ON
Spicy Cooked Salami

INCLUDES: Fully•Ceaked
Ham. 5 tbs Cele Slaw or NOW
SaLed,1•4 les Asked Bean &
2 dez Snowflake Rees
ALL FOR ONLY
•

I

SAVE 1W PER Le. ON AU MEAT

_

99

Sews 304 sm A
SAVE 50 PER Ul. ON

16-PIECES
GIKKEN DINNER

kw SO' on A Fresh SAW

$299
EACH

Ls. ST
9

"
EACH $2

SAVE 30 PER Ul. ON
Pimento Cheese Spread.La.

At Kroger You get warehouse prices in a complete food store!
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Ribier Gropes

.L .99

TOI

BEANS
POUND

S9c
CAUFOSNIAFRISM

PEI
•
1111

204 OFF
- WORTH
the purchase of a stalk of fresh
PASCAL CELERY
with this coupon. limit one. Subject to state and
local taxes. Expires April 13*.0250-201.

Eummissmummiamm

Avocados
PENCIL SIZE

Green Onions
rtualtadishes
carrettuce

WORTH
204 OFF
the purcbose of a 5 lb. bog of
JUICE ORANGES
with this coupon. Limit one. Subject to state and
Local taxes. Expires April 13tfv. 025D-202
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Murray High students compete
in home economics competition
.4

4

READY FOR COMPETITION — Sally Crass, home economic instructor at Murray High School, gives
students instructions prior to the Home Economics Competition Day at Murray State University March 26.

COMPETITION WINNERS — Sally Crass(second from left) and 32 Murray High students attended the Home Economics Competition Day at Murray State. Winners included (from left) Laura Anne
Sears, senior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Sears, clothing construction, first place; Lynne
Loberger, senior, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Loberger, FHA-HERO written test, first place;
and Lilliane Olazabal, freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Victor Olazabal, bedroom project, first
place.

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER
— Lynne Loberger (seated
right), senior, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon
Loberger, was one of 13
students to receive a $500
scholarship from the Kentucky Association of Future
Homemakers of America.
Murray High FHA president, Loberger has been active in FHA, the Murray
High band, Tri-Alpha, Black
and Gold newspaper,Future
Business Leadt.rs of
America, President's Club,
Biology aid, hospital
volunteer, Medical Bxplorer
Post 803 and Red Cross
Swim instructor. Sally
Crass, home economics
teacher, and W.A. Franklin,
principal, congratulated
Loberger for the
scholarship.

STATE DEGREE WINNERS — Melanie Roos (left), daughter of Rev. and Mrs. David Roos, and
Lisa Wilson (right), daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby H. Wilson, have received State Homemaker
Degree. Both girls are juniors at Murray High and will receive their degrees at the state Future*
Homemakers of America meeting April 22-24 in Louisville. Teacher Sally Crass is with the winners.
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Savor the richness ofBrim.
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To fill your days and
--, nights with rich-tasting coffee.
-use these coupons to save 604,7
on Brim°freeze-Dned and
40t on Bnni Ground.
And remember. Brim is
decaffeinated ..so
one rich•cuo always MM.
leads to anothert
, . FlII
.
to the rut witti the =
richness ofBrim
C Conseal goodSZOirrw.
..

Save60e

Save40C
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FreezeDried
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mime
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bat meaner Cenral Foods Corporation wall reimburse you 10 ese fact

444

-COUPON NOT GOOD ON TRIAL SIZES

STORE COUPON

COUPON NOT GOOD ON TRIAL SIZES

or the
value of this coupon plus 7. 10 handling of you recent it on the
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to General Foods Corporation Ccupon may not be asugned trarislened or
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Adults 159
Nursery 3
4-1-82
New Born Admission
Gina Roberts and baby
boy, 1508 Henry St.
Dismissals
Lora F. Cooper, P.O.
Bx. 23, Lynn Grove, Julie
Ann Holmes and baby
girl, Rt. 3, Mayfield.
Sheila J. Lencki and baby
girl, 1904 Greenbriar,
Lisa R. Birdsong, Rt. 5,
Cadiz, Doris S. Alexander, 1320 Wells Blvd.
Jo Lynn Colson, Bx.6B,
Hardin, Lisa G. Coy, Rt.
5, Roger G. Dawson, Rt.
1, Dexter, William H.
Slappey, Bl. 4862 Hart
Hall, Tina A. Miller, 207
Woodlawn.
Dolores J. Belt, Rt. 6,
Benton, William L.
Sawyers, Dresden, Tenn.,
George E. Jackson, 308
W. Hale, Mayfield, Clara
Lucille Jackson, Rt. 1,
Almo, Barry B. Bowerman,1612 Miller Ave.
Lula Bell McCuiston,
227 Spruce, Shirley J.
Vaughn, Rt. 2, Leslie A.
Alderd ice, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Sam
Christenberry, Rt. 1,
Vera L.Sparks,609 Ellis.
Anna M. Morrison, Rt.
2, Joyce G. Wyatt, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Eliza A. Craig,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Lucy E.
Williams, Rt. 5, Garnie
Scott, 415 North Fourth
St.
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HEALTH
INSURANCE
Who needs it?
1,000,000 Major
Medical
1,600,00 Major Medical

TOWARD THE
DUCT
PUROIASE OF ANY FIELD PRO

br
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Cancer Insurance
Diability Income
Accident Insurance
Medicare Supplement
Hospital Income

If you need it, give
us a call.
Pr; details call:
Billy Miller
ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY
vo 1. Man St.,
'Kerrey, Ky.
Pb... 753-0461
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Apostles vow to stay with Jesus, but fearful, they fall away
EDITOR'S
NOTE — This is the third
part of a five-part Easter
series presented in metrical style as prompted
by many Scripture
passages. With some
slight but not substantial
variations in some
Scripture quotations to
maintain the rhythm,this
installment deals with the
arrest.
By GEORGE W.
CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
At a house deemed
safe, they filed upstairs,
to the lamplit second
floor, and they settled
down to enjoy a repast,
by Jesus' twelve-man
corps.
It's a night
remembered, never dimmed, with its strange and
moving fare, but before
they started to share in
that meal, a tension filled
the air..
A betrayer sits with us,
he said, in a tone that
sounded doom. They inquired of him, "Is it I? Is
it I?" And Judas left the
MOM.
Then he broke the
bread, dividing it, and
dispensed the parts to
eat; it's "my body:" he
said, which is "given for
you," a startling sort of
treat.
It was awesome then,
still awesome now, in its
sequence year-on-year,
for it means to many he
always imparts, his
presence now and here.
A decanter raised, he
poured the wine, for his
silent, watching men,and
averred it's "blood," the
bequest of his life,
"poured out to pardon
sin."
They consumed that
nurture, crops of earth,
yet enfolding mystery,
and however grasped he
enjoined it be done, in
"recollecting me."
He's the "living bread"
that fills, he said, the
lasting spring run rife;

he's the "bread of God" "abide in me" just as "I
and the drink that en- am in you," to bear endures, to boost "the during fruits.
Through the empty
world's life."
But the shadows danc- streets, the city's gate,
ed across that room, and through the camps
he breathed a weary sigh, beyond they walked,
for the "Son of man" is through the Kidron valley
assigned for the rack, br_ and up toward the mount,
and while they walked he
which he'll shortly die.
The impulsive Peter talked.
That "my joy's in you"
slammed the boards, and
declared he'd be there to brace your hearts, in
too; if it's prison, death or the face of what impends,
whatever transpires, "a greater love has no
"I'm set to go with you!" man than just this": he
But his teacher knew gives "his life for
and softly said, that friends."
For "you're my
"before the cock crows
twice," you'll be swept friends" forevermore; if
along in a buffeting tide, you're scorned, abused,
and "you'll deny me accursed, just recall
what happens to him in
thrice."
Yet the headstrong the world, that he is vicPeter still maintained, tim first.
This disturbed them
and so did all the rest,
that they'd die before now; he saw their gloom,
they'd ever retreat. They and pronounced it passing sorrows. "You will
wouldn't pass that test.
In a little while, he'd weep, lament" but the
part from them, with tears become joy, on
their apprehension doubl- brightened, new tomored. You should know "I rows.
In the world the tribulago to prepare you a
place... Let not your tion comes, but it
shouldn't make you glum.
hearts be troubled."
He disclosed a fresh Just press ahead with
commandment then, an resolve and good cheer,
imperative brand new, for "I have overcome."
As they climbed the
that whatever comes
you're to "love one wooded Mount of Olives,
another," the way that to the old, unused
winepress, he abandoned
"I've loved you."
He assured they'd not talk and withdrew in his
be left alone, in their thoughts, beneath some
subsequent endeavor, but inner stress.
In a clearing high
he'd send the counseling
"Spirit of truth," to among the trees, where
"dwell with you forever." their rendezvous were
In the quiet he pushed many, a deset ied garden
his cup aside, as he was there by the press.
resolutely stood, to an- They'd reached
nounce his "hour" was Gethsemane.
You're to "sit while
approaching near.
They'd head for yonder yonder I go pray." A
regret now laced his
wood.
They departed then in breath. Just "remain and
worried mood, to watch" for "my soul is
traverse the trembling downcast," down "even
night. In a vague unrest unto death."
In the moonlit haze that
they accompanied him,
swathed that place, the
that grandest Israelite.
He's the "vine," he apostles felt distressed.
said, that stems from But despite their worry
God, and "you're the they nevertheless, reclinbranching" shoots, so ed to take a rest.

As he walked apart he
bowed his head, on his
face a kind of shine. It's
"the hour, my father ...
I've made your name
known," and thus "all
mine are thine."
In the truth now "sanctify them" all, that to it
they always cleave, and
may "they be one" just
as "we are but one," that
"the world may believe."
For a while he stood in
reverie. On return his
face was bleak, but his
men now slept in a spirit
that wills, but oh, "the
flesh is weak."
So "you couldn't watch
for me one hour?" And
again, he strode away, to
collapse in sobs on a slab
of white rock, in bloodflecked tears to pray.
It is fully "Father" up
to thee, but "remove this
cup of mine," if "thou art
willing" for it to be done.
"Yet not my will but
thine."
For a time he lay in
shaking moans, but at
length he rose, half
numb. He aroused his
men from their negligent
sleep, "Enough! My hour
has come!"
From the woods came
sounds of clanking arms,
a scrambling through the
trees, the advancing
tramp of militia and then,
a thin but chilling breeze.
They emerged, a hundred Roman troops, with
some priests who gave a
hiss, and Judas rushed
and+nbraced the accused, betrayed by sham — a
kiss.
The platoon, its adjuncts, came ahead, and
so Peter flashed his
sword. He sliced an ear to
the screams of the mob.
"No more!" his Lord
deplored.
Put your sword away,
he snapped with edge, for
its users die by it. Then he
swung about in disdain to
the pack, that flinched as
if hard hit.
With your battle arms
you come, how bold! His

words had steel and
Then they pounced on
spark. But this "hour is him in front and rear,
yours" and he lowered with a sword against his
his head, resigned to neck. The assault con"powers of dark."
vulsed the apostles in

fear. They fled, their
pluck a wreck.
With a rope his arms
and hands were bound,
and they drew it hard and

1

.1 1

tight. Then they led him
off to confront an ordeal,
a captive of the night.
TOMORROW: The
Ranging.
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NOW OPEN!
T.J.'s Barbecue
Chestnut St., Murray

PET OF THE WEEK — Two young female dogs,
a lady spaniel and a toy collie, need a home. They
are available for adoption at Calloway County
&niAlial Shelter at 103 &Sycamore, which is
operated by the Humane Society. The animal
shelter is now open from 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5
p.m., Monday through Saturday. For further information call 759-4141. -

Featuring..
Barbecue by the pound
or the whole shoulder
Burgers
*Ice Cream
Drive Through Window
For Carry-Out Service

753-0045

•Finally you can make unlimited long
distance calls from any telephone to any
place in the United States, at unheard of
savings.
• As a participant in THE 800 CLUB you or your firm will be assigned a toll free number
that may be used from any telephone in the United States. (Includes pay and out of town
telephoneir.
•To make your long distance call dial the 800 CLUB TOLL FREE NUMBER and give
the operator the number you wish to talk with Anywhere-ip the United States.---

UNLIMITED USAGE:
Make as many Long Distance calls-as_you_warit using the 800 CLUIEVs high quality-lines.
Service is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
• No limit on calls you make.
• No limit on how long you talk on each call.

The Cost to Participate:
801 Coldwater Rd. at S Pts.

a month
for Residential Unlimited Usage

$299 a month
for Unlimited Business Usage

NO OTHER FEES OR COSTS
How to Start Service:
Valvoline
All-Climate
Motor Oil
10-W-30
10-W-40

• The 800 Club needs your name, or company name, address, telephone number, and
the. first Month's fee.
• The 800 Club can accept only a limited number of participants. So call Toll Free and
sign up NOW.
• The 800 CLUB accepts VISA/MASTERCARD.

r• ise =I NIB OM Ell IMO MI MI NM In

--1E1 OM OM

ION EllIn gm NBes mi en en

CALL Now TOLL FREE

119
Armor All

Cleaner

1-800-824-7888
I In California 1-8004152-7777—ask for Operator 73
MN

MI

Ell NIB MI MO =I

IIIN WO= Ell Ell MI=I=I NM =I INE

Give the Operator Your Name, or Company Name, address, telephone
number, and Visa/Niastett:ard lntormation, or billing information.
Your 800 Club Service will begin in a matter of days
after receipt of payment.

111111114WCILIJII. 1710 Conniketieut AYSIUS, N.W.
.
Washingtotai DX,.110009
---iware-aub. Inc . a long -distance sharing group
•NOvir legal under Federal Communications Commission Ta17.41__.
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CIIECE-SIT SINS NM SPECIALS!
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Miracle
Whip

PAR KAY

RATED

vs.0.0s
FREE
BONUS
STAMP
Fir Each
11.00 Yes Speed'

Miracle
Whip

VON /if OM

FREE
BONUS
STAMP
he rash
61.00 %a Speed

32&. Jar
WITI MIS CERTIFICATE

SHOP & COMPARE --- SEE
BIG JOHN HAS THE LOWESJ SHELF PRICES SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

When OfeVAI

Mot

*MT
POMMES

ee•

Le.

29t

Mei

NEN

*Mt Park

INI
Bakm Ang
COCONUT
Busk Who
YAMS
kunt Jemi
WAIFLES
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CNECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!

CNECK411T SOPER BONUS SPECIALS!
V•

Deka* Sliced le Joke

Classic Stonevrere

PINEAPPLE

SAUCER

20 Oz. Con
WITH BONUS CE TIFI ATE

CERTIFICATE

CHECK—OUT
BONUS
SPECIALS
SPECIALS!
THROUGHOUT
THE STORE
Ad (Pod k Al 7 Thru SUPER
Aprif 13
Register For A Free Morrell

Big ilohn Soper Tender

BONELESS
$499
SIRLOIN STEAK LB.
Big John Super Tender

T-BONE STEAK $

,

(Economy Pock) a
Big John Soper Tender

PORTERHOUSE 329
STEAK
LB.
Big John Soar Tender
BOTTOM• ROUND $009

STEAK

•

LB.
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observations

by lochie hart

Murray Girl Scout cabin built in 1946
This is the first of two
articles on the local Girl
Scouts. This one is about
the building of the Girl
Scout Cabin, its birthday,
and individuals who promoted the project. The
next one is about Girl
Scouts in Murray now.
Girl Scout Cabin
is 36 Years Old
The past March marked the 36th birthday of the
local Girl Scout cabin
located in the old city
park on Sharpe Street. It
was on March 8, 1946
when a drive to build the
cabin was launched in a
kick-off dinner meeting in
the Murray Woman's
Club house. Girl Scout
cookie sales last month
reminded us of the
money-making project of
the troops.
It would be interesting
to have a list of the girls
in this community who
have been Scouts and
have enjoyed the
facilities of this cabin, the
result of community effort and sponsored by the
Murray Woman's Club.
Backing the club in a concerted drive to raise

Wallis, Bryan Tolley,
H.C. Corn, A.G. Gibson,
Marvin Wrather, Grover
Wood James, T. Sledd,
Thomas Banks, Jr. T.
Waldrop and Bill Swann.
In the above list of community leaders, all are
deceased but Max Hurt,
Harry Fenton, Thomas
Banks, T. Sledd, and T.
Waldrop. I don't know
about Mr. Gibson.
Mrs. H.C. Corn was
chairman of the drive.
Max Hurt spoke about the
worthwhileness of the
project. Round singing
was directed by Marjorie
Palmquist. A skit was
presented by the
Brownies and In,
termediates and directed
by Charlotte Owen. Miss
Ursula Little, member of
the field staff of National
Girl Scouts, spoke on the
value of Scouting.
Mrs. James Dorman
was president of the Murray Girl Scout Council.
Place cards and decorations for the dinner were
made by the troops of
Girl Scouts.
The cabin (It doesn't
look much like a cabin
since the log structure
has been covered with
white siding) was built
with the $3,000 raised by
the drive and many contributions of labor and
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
material. Carpenters,
plumbers, brick masons,
E
I G 0 Ail A i.4
A GEE AS a truck owners and others
E
A gave their services.
A
N AT A
ENf TA t E
8 Remember that this was
EL-717°T
IIIII
0 during World War II
w S
A Li
EA A u when we were making
A
LE
T sacrifices in that effort,
A V4
•A A
U T
A
,R
too.
1 T
AR
Those who left
RIAA
A
DAMASKIELU
their footprints
"'CANOE t OA
I wish I had the names
of the men who built the
38 Small eating 51 Mixture
cabin. I remember Harry

$3,000 were the city council and the Chamber of
Commerce. The log
structure contains a large
meeting room with a
fireplace; a front porch, a
kitchen, storage room
and toilet.
Girl Scouting was fairly
new in Murray then.
Earlier Mrs. Bea Melugin
worked with a troop. The
national organization was
34 years old. Good
leaders and interested
parents brought wide intere5t to the girls who
ranged through
Brownies, Intermediates
and Seniors.
Mrs. Garnett Jones was
president of the Woman's
Club when the cabin project was launched, and
presided at the dinner.
George Hart was major
and Max Hurt, secretary
of the Chamber of Commerce. I was editor of the
Ledger & Times. A men's
advisory council supervised the drive and were
introduced. They were
Luther Robertson, president of the Chamber,
Hart, Hurt, Harry Fenton, Harry Sledd, Gingles

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2 Mideast
ACROSS
name
1 Be amazed
3 Observe
5 Vehicles
4 ideal
9 Small lump
5 Choice part
12 Toward
6 Diphthong
shelter
7 Knock
13 Harvest
8 Quarrel
14 Mature
9 Restaurant
15 Penetrate
worker
17 Philly's
10 Ta. Mahal s
State
site
18 Acct of a
11 Transaction
type
16 Boxed
19 Combat
20 Affirmative
21 Sum
22 Move —
23 Pennant
23 Pierce
27 Compss pt
24 Musical
28 Pamphlet
group
29 Sink in a was
25 Sun god
31 Quarrel
26 Tatter
34 Three-toed
30 Street
sloth
urchins
35 Golf mound
32 Hebrew
37 Frolic
measure
39 RI s neighbor
33 Circumspect
40 Nod
36 Bitter vetch
42 And
44 Bishop s
2 3 4
1
headdress
46 Article
12
48 Type of
15
school
50 Award
19
53 Pitch
4 2
2
54 In music high
55 Guido note
28
57 Toward a
ship s rear
35
3.4
61 Ebro Or
41
443
Grande
62 Promptly
44S 4
64 Kilmer
iSO 51
subject
65 Heavy weight
5.4
66 Pigs
67 Direction
81
DOWN
I Opening

65

area
41 Unrestrained
43 Still
45 Tantalum
symbol
47 Negative
49 Groans
50 Male Deer
5
13

7

6
--'

12

16

29
,

37

42
4

48
2
55
62
66

53
57

52 Hurry.,
56 Also
58 Time period
59 Legal
matters
60 Seine
63 King of
Bashan

Jones was one. But I have
the names of those who
headed committees to
solicit funds. ( Copied
from the Ledger St Times,
dated March 14, 1946).
Then as now, the Ledger
& Times gives space and
enthusiasm to all local
projects.
I think you would like to
read the list of those who,
in this community addition, left their footprints
on the "sands of time."
There were six
departments of the
Woman's Club then.
(Now there are 10.) Mrs.
Gingles Wallis, Music;
Mrs. Fred Gingles,
Garden; Mrs. C.S.
Lowry, Alpha; Mrs.
Bryan Tolly, Home; Mrs.
Foreman Graham,
Delta; Miss Charlotte
Owen,Zeta.
Others who attended
the dinner were:
Mesdames Noel Melugin,
George Hart, W.D.
Lewis, A.F. Yancey, A.B.
Austin, G.B. Scott, Tom
Rowlett, Keith Kelley,
L.M. Overbey, Miss
Talese Whiteside,
Mesdames Gatlin Clopton, Carney Hendon,
M.O. Wrather, 011ie
Brown, Ed Diuguid, Jr.,
4Harry Sledd, Misses
Myra Bagwell, Mary
Lassiter, Ella Weihing,
Hazel Tarry;
. Mesdames Haron West,
John Ed Scott, W. C.
Elkins, Cecil Farris,
Boody Russell, Waylon
Rayburn, G.C. Ashcraft,
N.P. Hutson, R.K. Kelly,
A.L. Rhodes, Graves
Hendon, Elliot Wear,
R.H. Thurman, Graves
Sledd and A.B. Austin;
Miss Lula Clayton Beale,
Frances Sexton,
Margaret Graves.
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YOU SNOWED A
LOT OF POISE !

THAT WAS
ONE OF
MY BEST
DREAMS
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HOLD
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By Dana Allen
Guest writer
When in the market for
a portable appliance, the
consumer should learn
everything possible about
the appliance before buying.
There are some general
considerations applicable
for many small appliances.
The required care is
greatly determined by
the finish. If the appliance will receive much
useage, the finish should
be one that will not wear
off easily, such as
chromium.
Storage should be considered before making a
selection. There should
be enough space to store
and to use the appliance
properly. It should be accessible and convenient.
The appliance should
carry the Underwriters
Laboratories seal of approval. The seal should
be on the appliance or on

Syricole lec

the specification sheet
which describes the appliance.
Portable appliances
usually carry a one-year
guarantee. Some have a
five-year guarantee. The
guarantee should clearly
state how long it will be in
effect, what parts and.
services are covered and
what the buyer's and
seller's responsibilities
will be. Be sure to keep
the warranty, marked
with the purchase date.
It is often necessary to
send a registration card
to the manufacturer in
order for the warranty to
be effective. A warranty
will be void if the appliance has been
tampered with. If it needs
servicing, it should be
returned to the manufacturer or an approved service center.
There are basic principles which may be applied to the use and care
of all portable appliances. Before using the

appliance read the instruction booklet and file
it for future reference.
Make sure the control
is set at OFF. If the appliance has a detachable
cord, plug it into the appliance first and then into
the electrical outlet.
After use, disconnect the
cord at the outlet, then
-from the appliance.
Disconnect by pulling the
plug, never the cord.
Do not use extension
cords with heat producing appliances.
Stretch looped cords to
full length to avoid heat
build-up. Always replace
worn, frayed cords with
new ones.
Unplug heating appliances immediately
after use. Allow to cool
before cleaning and storing. Immerse an appliance in water only if it
is specifically labeled
"immersible."
Be familiar with the
wattage of the appliance
in use. Average wattage

ranges are: -blender, 3001200. -coffee maker, 4751500. -cookerfryer, 13501500. -popcorn popper,
650. -mixer, 100-200. toaster, 750-1650. Do not
connect more than 1650
watts on any electrical
circuit at one time.
Appliances should be
cleaned with hot, soapy
water. Rinse and dry
thoroughly. Stubborn
stains may be removed
by using soap filled steel
wool pads, but steel wool
may damage shiny
finishes. To clean shiny
exteriors, use silver
polish or other recommended commerical product. Rubbing alcohol
will remove light grease
Stains and fingerprints.
If used correctly, small
appliances save the consumer time, money and
energy. It is important to
follow manufacturer's
recommendations to get
the most from an appliance.

at the movies

'Cat People'creatures have gimmick
By Kent Forrester
You've got to have a
gimmick if you're going
to make it as a horror
movie creature. Dracula
has his garlic and coffin
with an interior layer of
good Transylvanian dirt.
The werewolf has.his.
moon and silver bullet.
The creatures in The
Cat People have an
"adult" gimmick. You
see, in prehistoric times,
a certain primitive tribe
sacrificed their children
to black panthers. Eventually, the souls of the
children became attach-

Alpha Epsilon Rho Chapter receives award

The award was based
Murray State's chapter
of Alpha Epsilon Rho, na- on activities and quality
tional broadcasting socie- of programs of chapters
ty, recently was among in the three-state region
9 10 11
8
those honored in a Region which includes Kentucky,
14
Indiana and Illinois.
of the Year award.
11118
Rue also presented an
Eleven members of
21 2
report at the conannual
Alpha Epsilon Rho from
27
par- vention which listed acState
Murray
31
ticipated in the society's tivities of the region for
39
national convention in the past year and had the
4
4.4
New York where the theme "Best Getting Bethonor was made. Shelia ter."
Rue, WKM-S-FM
Several first place
humanities producer, awards also were given to
1
1
1
.
.
served as co - mid -east region
64
representative of the en- members. Chapter of the
67
tire region.
year went to Ball State

EVEN THOUt3H YOU 60T ALL
THE ANSWERS WRON.5 WHEN
YOU WERE VP AT THE
BLACKBOARD, SiR I WAS
PROUD OF YOU !

Purchasers of portable appliances
should study them before buying

University and member
of the year was awarded
to Paul Rogers of
Southern Illinois University.
Rue was named corepresentative last year
at a national convention
in Nashville.

ed to the black panthers,
and that created
creatures who were half
panther, half human.
Now the ersatz legend
gets sexy. A cat person
can only change to a panther when he has sex with
a human, and he can only
change back to a human
when he has killed a
human. .ThP .."legend"
also has something to do
with incest, but I didn't
follow that part very well.
Is that a neat legend or
isn't it? I think it's fairly
neat. Not all-time neat
like sharpened stakes and
turn-you-into-dust-if-youdon't-get-back-beforedaylight. But neat
enough.
But what else, you ask,
does Cat People have going for it? It has one good
metamorphosis that uses
those astounding special
effects techniques that
have been developed only
in the last few years. Un-

fortunately, most of the
transformations are
cheaply done off stage.
Despite the neat fake
legends, one good
metamorphosis, a couple
of pleasantly scary
scenes, and a few handsome naked girls, I
wasn't' really pleased
with the movie. For one
thing, I don't think that
panthers are very scary.
they look like larger versions of Bounce, my cat.
There are other problems. The first half of
the movie is very slow.
The director is trying too
hard to lift his movie out
of the horror movie genre
(this is a remake of a
1940s movie by the same
name), so we get slow
panning shots, nonrealistic color
photography, and
camera angles of the kind
that are probably called
"interesting" by
cinematographers.

The movie was also put
together carelessly. The
plot has as many holes as
a Victorian antimacassar; the movie is
badly edited, with
awkward and confusing
transitions; and there are
bits of film left intact that
shou;Atave been excised.
The Cat People is not
an unpleasant two hours,
but it's not as good as it
might have been. The
director should have
given us more gore, more
scares, more special effects.
Rated R due to full
frontal female nudity and
a couple of gory scenes.
However, most of the
nude scenes are done by
Nastassia Kinski, a skinny actress, so no one is
likely to get too charged
up over them. There are a
couple of plumper actresses who are nude, but
they're on screen only
briefly.

Too few red blood cells
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
be solved by adequate cookcell
blood
and
cell formation
destruction . can __be upset_ ing.
from • The Health Letter
Raw egg white contains
number 4-3, Understanding avidin, a stibstance which
The Anemias, which- I am destroys biotin, an imporsending you. Others who tant vitamin. Cooking
want this issue can send 75 destroys avidin and prevents
cents with a long, stamped, this from occurring.
self-addressed envelope for
Then there is the question
it to me, in care of this news- of the cholesterol content of
Radio
1551,
paper, P.O. Box
egg yolks, 225 mg in each. If
City Station, New York, NY your son's cholesterol level
10019.
is low, and in his age group I
DEAR DR. LAMB — My mean 170 or less, it is not so
I5-year-old son has become important. But if his cholesvery involved in a physical terol is high then he should
fitness program. He jogs avoid high cholesterol foods
eight miles a day and is on such as egg yolks.
the school's track and wrestling teams. He is 5 feet 10
and weighs 138 pounds.
His latest experiment
involves drinking three raw
eggs with a glass of milk
each morning. I feel that he
is overdoing the raw eggs a
bit. Could you please give us
SANTA CLARA, Calif.
your opinion? Are there any
games are
real benefits to drinking (AP) — Video
computer
the
bringing
every
milk
in
eggs
raw
three
age closer to acceptance
morning?
DEAR READER — Raw and understanding by the
eggs are often a source of American homemaker,In
bacteria, particularly sal- the opinion of a designer
monella which causes food
poisoning. That problem can and maker of video-game
cartridges.
"The thought of computerization in the home
is intimidating to a large
segment of_ the electronically unsophisticated public,"
says Jim Levy, president
of Activision.
"But such fears are unfounded,'' he adds,
"because virtually all
homes today have computers in one form or
another, mostly used in
appliances that are a normal part 'of the daily
routine."
Such common devices
as push-button telephones
and electrical appliances
with builtin cycles actually have programmed
computer functions, he
points out. Other appliances such as washing
machines, dishwashers,
range's and even
driers,
tiap-Aeadauty,
from
the-lard*Chapel-Owis
Youngsters
- CAMP-GROUP —
kitchen -counter
Nashville, TN, listen attentively as Dan Brock, an Environmental Educaequipment — blenders,
tion intern at TVA's Land Between The Lakes, points out plants they should
mixers and toasters —
stay away from when walking in the woods. In this case, poison ivy. The
1.131..
in
Camp
Spring
Group
examples of home
Brandon
are
to
visit
overnight
children were on an
(TVA Photo By Chris Sharp)
computerization.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
61 years old and have been
in good health until recently.
Now I am told I have a
myeloproliferative disorder.
Is that leukemia? I have an
anemia and the doctor has
already given me eight pints
of blood. He is also giving
me folic acid and Pyridoxine. I am taking vitamins C,
E and 8-12 plus bone meal
with bone marrow on my
own.
I'd like some more information on this if possible.
Why do you need blood
transfusions? Are yoq,bleeding from someplacen have
not noticed any bleeding.
Just how does this disease
cause an anemia?
DEAR READER —
Myeloproliferative disease
is not a specific term as it
includes several different
disorders. But, yes, many of
them are also chronic
leukemia. The word chronic
is important because these
people have a Much better
outlook than most patients
with an acute leukemia.
The chronic disorder
results in fibrosis of the bone
marrow or replacement
of cells. The
with other t

• . •

_

net result of these disorders
is that your bone marrow _is
not producing enough red
blood cells to replace the'
daily loss of red blood cells.
Each red blood cell normally only lasts about 120 days
so you must produce a lot
just to maintain your normal
level.
You can bleed from
leukemia or cancer may
cause bleeding, particularly
cancer involving the digestive tract. But cancer or
leukemia that involves the
bone marrow may simply
eliminate normal production.
In many of the leukemia
and cancer disorders the
treatment is directed toward
destroying the abnormal
cells while stimulating normal bone marrow function
at the same time. I don't
think you should be taking
medicines on Your own without your doctor's approval
and knowledge. You might
affect the blood picture he is
following as a guide to providing the proper treatment
for you.
You will understand how
anemias occur and the ways
the balance between blood

Computer age
brought closer
by video games

*401
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6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

2. Notice

NOTICE

Economically
Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
Section

Mtirray
Ledger
& Times
Spring is a time of
change, of new beginnings, such as weddings.
Let us capture that
special moment in
photographs
Carter Studio
300 Main 753-8298

Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8- 1 2.

We Bey
Es.,'
Come by and see our
Weather Vane's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Main Street

Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon..
Sat.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sun.

Buy one pair of boots
at regular price get
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work boots and side
zips.

BECOME A TANK
CREW MEMBER:GET
A $ 2000 BONUS.
$73weekend and up. Call
1 1 2 8284(Paducah)
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.
Nurses needed , RN or
LPN. Applicatons are
being accepted for full
time or part time. have
positions available for
any shift. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Apply in person or call
Care Inn 502-247.0200.
BECOME A TANK
CREW MEMBER:
GET UP TO $4000 IN
COLLEGE BENEFITS.
$73weekend and up. Call
442 8284(Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.

Antiques

1 /2 Price
Sale

23. Exterminating

Immediate position
available for Ky. licen
sed registered nurse, as
Director of Nursing
Service ,of 100 bed
Intermediate Care
Facility in Paducah
Ky. Competitive salary
offered and excellent
fringe benefits. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer. Send resume
with photo 2 letters of
referance from former
employers or pro
essional persons to Box
1137 Paducah Ky.
OUR TOUGHEST JOBS
ARE WORTH UP TO
$4000 IN COLLEGE
BENEFITS.
$73weekend and up. Call
442-8284( Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.

9. Situation Wanted

1 /2 Price
Sale

Olympia

Owe with Ow
/laver Pewit
,

ELECTROLUX
Need two good
people in Murray
to service and sell
this equipment.
Please call Mr.
Hodge at
502/443-6460.
EOE

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
North Fourth
Murray, Ky.
753-3251

SOO

MURRAY
TAILOR
SHOP
located on Court
Square has a nay
phone number

759-1221
Don t delay call us today
for your family's color
setting appointment.
Carter Studio
III

300 Main 753-8198

- For Sole
Large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
pendants and earrings
36 different styles
$2.95 Each

Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.
Gold & Silver
Olympic Maze
753-7113
(Opes sm.
to-9 Jo.

Want to mow yards.
Experienced. Re
asonable rates. Call
759 4973.
Will break and disc
Kenny Rogers jeans,
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
western shirts, and
..1
753-0144.' .°"1"•-•:
western dress slacks.
Will do extensive yard
work ,mow lawns
Buy one pair at
painting clean
regular price and get
basements . odd jobs.
the second item at
References. 753-649/.
half price.
Will work on lawn
mowers . chain saws
riding mowers . tillers
3. Card of Thanks
any small engine. 1001
We would like to ex- Glendale East off of
press our heart felt 12th Street. 753 /590.
thanks to all the friends
and neighbors who 13. For Sale or Trade
came and helped out
during the illness and 1971 Ford Crewcab. 4
death of our loved one door pickup extra nice.
Clyde Bell. A special For sale or trade.
thanks to the ones who 436-2952.
sent food and flowers in For sale or Trade.
our time of bereave- House and 11 acres.
ment. Also nurses who East of Alm Heights
came from the Health Call 759-1789.
Center. Thanks to Bro. . For sale or trade esRicky Cunningham tablished business in
Bro. 0. D. MtKvidree good location. Price
The Max H. Chorchill negotiable. Any reFuneral Home and asonable offer consingers from Oak Grove sidered. Owner financ •
Church. Your prayers ing available. Call 753
and comforting words 4109 after 5p.m.
were all appreciated
very much. Thank you 14. Want to Buy
all deeply. The Family
Stamp and coin collec
of Mr. Clyde Bell.
tion or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
5. Lost and Found
767-4169.
Lost . Alaskian Mal15. Articles for Sale
amute female, wolf gray
and white. 7 years old
Bake and broil range
very gentle. Area of elements ,dryer belts
--Doran Road-andall makes. Rowland
Wiswell Hwy. Days call
Refrigeration Sales and
753-4703 after 5p.m.
Service. 753-2825.
759-1274. Reward.
We buy and sell used air
Found: Large black
conditioners. Call 753
Days
female house cat.
9104.
753 /703 after 5p.m.
759-1274.
16. Home Furnishings
Lost: dog silver gray and
Used stove and re
fl
a
small and shaggy. An- frigerator for sale. Call
swers to the name Bozo. 753-2422.
Last seen in Canterbury
19. Farm Equipment
on Monday evening.
753 4057. Reward.
13ft. Disc, 200 gal. spray
Yellow gold watch in rig wick bar applica- X -Mart. if found please tor. 436-2438.
return. Reward . Call 2-141n. Plows for Ford
1591791 or 753-8498.
tractor. 436 5830.
265 Massey Ferguson
6. Help Wanted
diesel 360 hours 6 row
OUR TOUGHEST JOBS cultivator , 10ft. wheel
COME WITH A $2000 disc 4.14in. plows. 489BONUS. S73weekend 2110.
and up. Ca!! A Farm All with
442-$2$4( Padlicah). cultivator new motor.
Army Reserve. Be all $2000. Call 435-4351 or
435-4325.
you can be
Someone to live in home
and care for elderly 22. Musical
man. 901-247-3372 or Antique organ dated
901-247-5443 after 1912 worth $2000. take
5:30p.m.
$950. Call 753 5292 or
Wanted: someone to 753-9138.
keep an infant and do CAR' STEREO Pioneer
light house work in our Kenwood ,Marantz
home Send references Mitsubishi Sanyo. Proand resume to PO Box fessional installation.
10 1 0 H Murray ,Ky. Sunset Boulevard Music
42071.
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

WALLIS DRUG

REPOSSESSED
ORGAN

•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESII FRUIT DRINKS
'HOSPITAL SUPPERS FOR RENT AND SALE

One half already paid
balance due or monthly payments.

•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER ()STOW PRODUCTS
Free Delivery en Prescriptions is City Units

CLAYTON'S
753-7575

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Miller St.

(lownealty

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cats $1.00
Shimpoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Nouns

mon., Tues., Wed., Than., Fri., Set.
7:30-2:30 • 753-3485

CAR STEREOS

crawl

by Ploamr Sony and
&wants Export le•
audition and $

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL
For termites,
roaches, ants,
any pests.

753-7794
24. Miscellaneous
DIAMOND
;19.00 each set ON
your charm or Pendent. No Gimmicks!
Leo's Immediate
Jewelry Repair
404 N. 12th
-

Aloe Vera liquid $9.
quart ,$27. gallon. Gene
& Jo's 705 S. 4th
753 4320. Makes you feel
good! Also other Aloe
Vera products include
shampoo .make up
body lotion soap and
bath oil.
Garden spot for rent.
You furnish and I get 13.
311 Irvan St. 753-5991.
Maple trees ,$1. each.
You dig and plant or I
dig and plant and
guarantee for 1 year $5.
1976 Chrysler .1974
Toyota. Also a red belly
tractor. 753-0835.
Maternity clothes size
910. Call 759.4588 or
753-7637.
motor home $1500.
aluminum body bread
truck neat job , 1970
Super Bee , 1960 Ford
Starliner .1955 Ford
pickup 3 axle equipment-trailer 51200.--Calf
759 1739.
0-ne pony cart and
harness. Go-cart 1 hp
Sta Rite well pump
Sump pump. sub soiler
Super 8 movie camera
Sent 2 wrought iron
lawn chairs . topper for
LW B truck. Call 753
7791.
Shopsmith Mark V at
tachments and manual.
4 years old $800. Call
753 0371
These items are new:
Hope Chest $80. , Gun
Rack (holds 4 guns)
$70. 12 hole Martin
Boxes . Doghouses. See
at 1624 Olive or phone
753_1712 after 5p.m.
Tobacco sticks 13 cents
Call 345-2861

28. Mobile Home Rentals 34. Nooses for Rent
12x65 2 'bedroom fur
nished. Call 759 4588 or
753-1637.
12x65 Trailer for rent
with option to buy
739-1987.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Call 489 2611.
Trailers for rent Dill's
Trailer Court.

All electric 2 bedroom
furnished home.
$150. per month. 5100.
deposit. i/2 block from
MSU. Call 753 9829

luny

15. Farms for Rent
Farm house for rent.
Garden plot and garage
available. Quiet setting
spring in yard near city
limits $22.5. month. Call
753 8096.

X. Business Rentals

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd
puppies. Registered
Spitz and Eskimo puppies. 60 champions. also
guard dog. Call 554.2153.
AKC Lhasa Apso pups
$125. AKC Cocker pups
$75. Shots . wormed.
32. Apts. For Rent
6 4 8 f5 2 2 5
9 0 1
901-648 5024.
All electric fully fur
nished efficiency apar- Horse Stalls available
2 and or pasture. Hickory
1
tment. Low utilities. 2 /
blocks from MSU. Call Grove Stables. Call
$
759 4588 or 753-7637.
753.9829.
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

41. Public Sale

Apartments near university. Call 753-6114
after 6p.m.
Available now 1 bed
room furnished apartment. Private entrance
off street parking. No
pets. $125. month. In
quire 503 N 6th or call
753-3001.
For rent: small fur
nished apartment also
house trailer. Blondie
McClure 753-8949.
Fully furnished apart
ment. 1 bedroom
utilities partly furnished. Call 753.7505 or
753-3593.
Garage apartment for
rent. Furnished. Poplar
near hospital. Call 7530075.

Fairground Flea
Market. Murray
Calloway Co.
Fairgrounds. Opening
dates April 2 3-4 1982.
Phone days -753 4669
nights 753 4570.
Moving Yard Sale
Thurs. Fri. , and Sat.
206 S. 15th

43. Real Estate
Pinion! & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Soithside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Strout
Realty.

Nov leas's'

MUR-CA1.
APARTMENTS

Office Coast te Coast
Sayers treat Everywhere
Reliable Service Slice 1900
1912 Coldwater Read
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)753-0106
Aaytiane
JOEL. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & leaded

1, 2 I 3 harem eeits free
1165.00 per as. Iludicalped out. Niwly ceistrricted
ceetral heat 31i air,
carpeted, kitclee applinces. Office Hours Moe.
Fri. 9:80-12:00 boo
Northwood Dr
Murra'I.
5124514984
Equal Heist Oppertuity

lommummommer
Who said big is
better? Are you
tired of having
One and 2 bedroom
yotk property lost
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 753in a backlog of

LISTING? Bring it
to MTG and let us
give it
touch.
Haley
4000
2266.

surance 502-7V/1926 before 9:30
AM or after 7O0
PM

a personal
Call Bob
at 753or 489-

53. Services Offered

Expertly planned kit
chen .three restful ,be
drooms. fireplace to put
a glow in your living
dining room for grace
ful guests all located on
twelve acres with water
for your cattle. Only one
value like this in
don't miss
Calloway
out! 8 1/2 percent
$255.69 per
interest
month balance $31655years The last
24
time we had these
terms_ the property sold
the first week -Call us
753 1492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
If you've been con
sidering purchasing
real estate , give us a
The
call at 753 1222
Kopperud Realty Staff
of experienced Realtors
can make home hunting
a pleasant experience
for you. We currently
have an excellent
selection of quality
. homes all price ranges.
Let us go to work for
you by phoning 753 1222
anytime.

1968 Mustang 289 3
speed in the floor. $500.
firm Call 489 2750 after
6p.m.
1971 El Camino. Good
condition , wire wheel
covers good tires.
Price $995. Call 436 5502.
1972 Chevrglet 2 door
hardtop. Wean excel
lent mechanic condi
tion. $695. 1803 College
Farm Road.
1975 Camero. Sharp
runs like new 350
automatic , tilt , air
condition , new tires
Call 753 7701 for wire
details.
GOVERNMENT SUR
P LUS CARS AND
TRUCKS many sold
through locel !sales
under $300. Cal( 1.714
569 0241 for your\ directory on how 14 pur
chase. Open 24 hours.
JEEPS,CARS
PICKUPS from $35.
Atenable at local Gov't
• Mons. For Directory
411 805 687 6000 Ext.
8,
55 Call refundable.
SUR LUS JEEPS $65
CARS $89 TRUCK $100.
Similar bargains
available. Call for your
directory on how to
purchase. 602 998-0575
Ext
5 0 6 7 Call
Refundable.

Electrical Repairs
Free estimates Licen
sed electrician heating
and air conditioning
435 4397
FLOOR SANDING and
finishing. Stained floors
a speciality. Dodeau
Floor Co. Call 354 6127.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs

44. Lots for Sale
Beautiful lake lots for
sale Call 489-2153.
For sale by owner 26
acres of water front
land on Kentucky
Lake's Blood River
Bay. Call 436-2427.

Realtors
Village liwy-1141 N.
Murray, Ky.
THE HEART OF
Y
A
R
MUR
Yes live conveniently
close to everything in
this brick 3 bedroom
home ready to move in.
Spacious rooms plus
separate dining room.
This well kept home has
all you need including
garage and lots of
storage area. Un
believably priced at
only $29000. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.

FOR SALE
LARGE
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
8000 square foot
concrete block
building in like
new condition.
Central heat and
air, loading dock,
front display showroom area,
offices, and large
warehouse area.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for all details.

KELLEY'S TERMITE &
PEST CONTROL, INC.
Inured For Your Protection
leech I Insect Control
Yard, Tree I Shrubbery Treatrneet

3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout .2
baths ,large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489 2145
or 753 2493.
Assumable . like new 2
year old home. Fenced
in yard , garage . heat
pump plus extras. Call
owner 753.8469 or
SHROAlt WALDROP
759-1707.
On the lake in Pine
Bluff. 2 bedroom with
garage and dock. $47
500. 436 2102.
Owner transferred 3
bedroom 2 bath Fisher
stove , low utility 13
percent mortgage. $41
000. Ben de field Subd.
489,2881.
Three bedroom home on
Hwy 94. Formal dining
room , living room , den
large game room.
Private setting and
convenient location.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY 753 1222.
Two bedroom brick
house at 1608 Catalina.
Call 753 3903 for
appointment.
Two story frame house
on 1 acre lot. 2 storage
basebuildings and
ment. Wood and electric
heat. $28000. Located in
Kirksey. 489.2276.

47. Motorcycles

Billy Morgan Broker

FOR
SALE

For more informs-tion call Keith W.
Curd Shelter In-

49. Used Cars

46. Homes for Sale

4109 or 436-2844.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments for rent
Call 753 3530 The
25. Business Services
Embassy Apts.
One bedroom apegtHODGES TAX SER
VICE. The Income Tax m ent. Living room
Specialist 1104 Pogue kitchen furnished.
Murray Ky. Call. -75E- Near downtown. Call
753-9251 or 753.5414.
1425.
Two bedroom duplex in
26. TV-Radio
Northwood. Central
heat and air carpeted
refrigerator ,stove
dishwasher disposal
'Color 25 hick TV, Only
with washer and dryer
25.00 per month.
hookup. Carport and
New warranty.
patio , $700 deposit ,$285
per month. Days 753CLAYTON'S
/972 nights 753-3018.
153•757$
Two bedroom duplex
central heat and air
hookup for washer and
dryer. Couples
27. Mobile Home Sales
preferred. $195. Call
12x60 2 bedroom un- 753-9741.
furnished. Central air gas heat needs little 33. Rooms for Rent
minor wOrk. $2000. Can
be seen at 95 Riveria One block from un
iversity. Call 753-6933 or
Cts. or call 753-6605.
753 1812.
12x60 Partially furnished , underpinning One block from MSU.
Living room , kitchen
and air condition in
cluded. Call after 5p.m. and laundry facilities.
Boys only $60. deposit
759-1716.
$60. per month. 759-4538.
1980 14x60 FullY- fur
nished. Assume loan of 34. Houses for Rent
$175. monthly. 753.3321
Four bedroom 2 bath
759 /543.
For sale 1974 12x40 2.5 very large home. Lots
miles from MSU cam- of room for everything.
pus. Set up . under- In country $250. a
pinned ready to move- month. Call Spann
into. $7990. Call 759-1253 Realty Associates today
753-7724.
after 5p.m.
Four bedroom furHere is your opportun
ity to move into a very nished house. One block
nice well kept com- from University. Call
pletely furnished 1/x70 753-8250 after 4 PM.
mobile home on a House for rent in New
100x253 lot with outside Concord. 436 2498.
storage and many fruit Two bedroom house 407
trees...-Owner will ass
S. 11th St. $160. per
ist you with financing. month. Possession
753-1492 at Century 21 immediately. Call 153Loretta Jobs Realtors.
1737.
Want a beautiful sum
mer in the woods? Rent
this rustic A -Frame
home for summer or
longer. Perfect retreat
for rediscovering your
environment. 3.6 acres
organic gardening , 11
miles from Murray.
14x
Aladdin
1979
$300. month. 762 6463
days Jody
60 mobile

home. 2
BR, 1 bath, fire
damaged inside.

43. Real Estate

MST

to1ot
.4•ag .•••••.

TERMITE CONTROL
140ME OWNED
OPERATED
SERVING THE AREA SINCE Ifla •
YOU MUST RE sAnsmo

1977 Honda G L1000.
753-7388 after 4p.m
1978 Yamaha 400 XS
low milage , like new.
Call 753 4548
1979 Honda XL 1005.
1760 miles excellent
motor over all good
condition. _Call 315 7023
after 5p.m. and week
end.
1980 Kawasaki 550. 3400
miles $1700. 753 0928.
1981 A.T.C. 200 Honda
3 wheeler. Also 1978
Suzuki P.E. '175 trail
bike. Call 492.8425.
Heavy duty 3 runner
Holsclaw motorcycle
Excellent contrailer
dition. $495. or best
offer. Can be Awn at
1109 Vine St. after 6p7m.

48. Auto Services
Import Auto Salvage
selling new and used
parts. Open Mon. Sat.
85. 10 percent off with
this ad. 474 2325.
Over 50 rebuilt auto-n
matic transmissions in
stock. 20 day unconditional warranty.
Reynolds Transmissions Hwy 69 North
Paris Tn. 9g1-642.2572.

49. Used Cars
1973 Monte Carlo 350cu.
in. engine . automatic
transmission . air condition. 753 5867.
1973 Plymouth Fury
8 1 000
Broughmn
miles , excellent condition Jul!. power ,air
cruise 1 owner.4.Must
sell by end of week.
$1150. Call 767 2273
1974 260Z Datsun Call
753 3269
1974 Dodge Dart Swin
ger 48000 actual miles
power steering AM FM
8 track very good con
dition. $1500 492 8703
1971 Volkswagon Bug
extra sharp 474 2267

e--

2225. 124
753.5065

Two bedroom $160
Pk. 753
Brandi's Tr
8111

lift. Runabout 40hp
$1150. Call 753 7624:
14ft. fiberglass Efitide
boat and trailer. 50hp.
Johnson motor. Well
equipped . good shape_
Call 753 4479.
15ft. Polar Craft boat
motor trailer ,fully
equipped. Call 489 2787
anytime.
23ft. Riveria Cruiser all
aluminum pontoon.
50hp Evinrude motor.
$3000. or best offer. Call
436-5364.
Dock space available
for pontoon boats.
Cypress Springs Resort
436-5496.
Want to buy 16ft.
aluminum bass boat.
40.60hp well equipped
good condition. Call
Larry Marrs 762 6802
days 436 2591 evenings.

7

- 7 --

Alumina Service Cu.
Anion ail vieel sidiag,
cestse trim work.
lettuces Call Nil' El
Bailey. 153-8611
Carpet and window
cleaning. Satisfaction
Steve
guaranteed
Hobbs 753-3317.
Concrete . block , brick.
21 years experience. No
job to large or small.
Free estimates. Call
753 5476.
Countryside Nursery is
giving free estimates
for mowing and trim
ming lawns during up
coming season. We
have all equipment
necessary to professionally manicure
your lawn. We guaran
tee a beautiful yard.
Call 753 3188.
Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
can be done , with deep
Call
steam cleaning
Jeff 753 0015

Cadillac
1406W. Mein
753-5315

•••
•
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Professional painting
paperhanging .com
mercial ,residential
interior exterior , farm
buildings estimates.
Tremon Farris 759 1987.
Sammy Tidwell Painting and Contracting.
Experienced interior
ond exterior painting.
Free estimates. Call
753 /686 or 753 0487.
Wet basement? We
make wet basements
dry work completely
guaranteed. .Call or
write. Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
409 A Paducah Ky.
42001 or call 442 7026.
Will sharpen hand saws
chain saws and skill
saws Call 753 4656.
Window Cleaning fast
service. Satisfaction
'guaranteed. Free es
timates. 753 7110.

Call 753-0329
After 5:00

•••••••.41••••41..•

Need a second opinion? Loco
references. Call Hugh
Outland. 759-1718
753-8076.

Industrial
Commercial
Residential

Oldsmobile

••••
.

Call 75.3•9673 NOW!

co .4•vv.
ti)
0
JC
Sheeting

1005. 13TH ST MURRAY KY

.

your electrical
plumbing well pumps
and painting needs.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

1
. ..

FREE ESTIMATES

K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below' the
ground leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
.for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319.
Licensed electrician for
residential and com
mercial. Heating and
air condition gas installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
Make the best of a bad
situation and save
money. Been window
shopping and seen new
car prices? Keep your
car and imagine a new
53. Services Offered
interior. Tell us what
30 years Carpentry you want. Will make
experience. Barns your car as nice as any
houses garages. Also new one. Bill's Up
additions on houses and holstery behind DO
trailers. Repairs and 753-8081
remodel. 436 2253 after Need work on your
5p.m.
trees? Topping prunAsphalt driveways and ing , shaping complete
parking lots sealed by removal and more. Call
For free es
BOVER'S TREE
Sears
SERVICE for Pro
timates call 753 2310.
Can you account for fessional tree care.
your household goods in- 753-8536.
case of fire theft -or P & D Lawn Service:We
natural disaster? If not are now giving escall Insurance Photog- timates on lawn mow:
raph y between mg service and small
6p.m 9p.m. Mon. Fri. tree service. 'Call 4362997 or 436-2315
at 753 4988.
Carpenter with 30 years
experience. Building of
all types repairs and
trailer additions. Call
436 2253.

PURDOMS

753-3914

"Free Mowing". If you
agree to let Country
Side Nursery maintain
your lawn during the
upcoming season ,the
first mowing will be
free. This offer is good
until April 16th. Call
753 3188.
Free estimates. All
your electrical plumb
ing .well pumps heat
ing , air conditioning
painting and insulating
needs. Call 753-9673.
G ENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry
concrete plumbing
roofing sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359 nights 414 2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate

On all

52. Boats-Motors

Car. 11,000 miles.

hol

21. Mobile Home Rentals

1971 Ford Crewcab. 4
door pickup extra nice.
For sale or trade.
436-2952.
1976 GMC. Re built
engine , new paint , new
interior ,AM FM air
conditioning. $2250. 7591465.
1978 Ford Ranger Super
Cab. $2900. Call after
6p.m 753 3832.

1981 Pontiac Bonneville Coupe. Loaded. One Owner Local

II

WORLD
SOUND

50. Used Trucks

my
IMMO a
siding and Aluminu
trim for all houses. I
stops painting.
Jock Glover
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Landmark Smoker Study

erit
Earns
ro
Rigorous smokertests confirm MERITas proven
taste alternative to higher tarsmoking
Just released the results of
extensive new research conducted by MERIT
The conclusion: In tests
comparing taste and tar
combined, MERIT is the
clear choice over leading
higher tar brands.

Taste Turning Smokers To MERIT.

MERIT Remains Unbeaten.

In impartial new tests where
lertand identity was concealed,
the overwhelming majority
of smokers reported MERIT
taste equal to—or better than
leading higher tar brands.
Moreover, when tar levels
were revealed, 2 out of 3 chose
the MERIT combination of
low tar and good taste.

2

'Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette
Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
__

.."7•,
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In a separate part of this
study, smokers report that
MERIT taste is a major factor
in completing their successful
switch from higher tar brands.
Confirm
- ed:9 out of 10
former higher tar smokers say
MERIT is an easy switch, that
they didn't give up taste in
switching, and that MERIT is
the best-tasting low tar they've
ever tried.
Year after year, in study after
study, MERIT remains
unbeaten. The proven taste
alternative to higher tar
smoking—is MERIT

••••

CO Philip Menus Inc. 1912

Kungs: 7 mg "tar" 0.5 mg nicotine -100's Reg: .10 mg 'Am.....
0.7ffig nicottne-100's Men: 9 mg ."-tarY
0.7 mg nicotine ay. par cigarette. FTC Report Dec:111.
•

•

